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Abstract

Cumulon is a system aimed at simplifying the development and deployment of statis-

tical analysis of big data in public clouds. Cumulon allows users to program in their

familiar language of matrices and linear algebra, without worrying about how to map

data and computation to specific hardware and cloud software platforms. Given user-

specified requirements in terms of time, monetary cost, and risk tolerance, Cumulon

automatically makes intelligent decisions on implementation alternatives, execution

parameters, as well as hardware provisioning and configuration settings—such as

what type of machines and how many of them to acquire. Cumulon also supports

clouds with auction-based markets: it effectively utilizes computing resources whose

availability varies according to market conditions, and suggests best bidding strate-

gies for them. Cumulon explores two alternative approaches toward supporting such

markets, with different trade-offs between system and optimization complexity. Ex-

perimental study is conducted to show the efficiency of Cumulon’s execution engine,

as well as the optimizer’s effectiveness in finding the optimal plan in the vast plan

space.
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Introduction

The ubiquity of the cloud today presents an exciting opportunity to make big-data

analytics more accessible than ever before. Users who want to perform statistical

analysis on big data are no longer limited to those at big Internet companies or HPC

(High-Performance Computing) centers. Instead, they range from small business

owners, to social and life scientists, and to legal and journalism professionals, many

of whom have limited computing expertise but are now beginning to see the potential

of the commoditization of computing resources. With publicly available clouds such

as Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud, users can rent a great variety

of computing resources instantaneously, and pay only for their use according to

clear price tags (e.g., Table 1.1), without worrying about acquiring, hosting, and

maintaining physical hardware. Users also benefit from simpler programming models

(the most prominent example being MapReduce [12], which Hadoop implements)

and a wealth of tools, some of which have started to target machine learning and

statistical computing—Apache Mahout, Greenplum/MADlib [10, 17], HAMA [36],

RHIPE [15], Ricardo [11], Haloop [7], SystemML [14], ScalOps [5], Tensorflow [1]

just to name a few.
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Table 1.1: A sample of machine types available in Amazon EC2 and their on-demand
prices.

Machine CPU Memory On-demand
type cores (GB) price ($/h)

m1.small 1 1.7 0.065
c1.median 2 1.7 0.165
m1.large 2 7.5 0.260
c1.xlarge 8 7.0 0.660
m1.xlarge 4 15.0 0.520

Unfortunately, many users still find it frustratingly difficult to use the cloud for

any non-trivial statistical analysis of big data. Developing efficient statistical anal-

ysis programs requires tremendous expertise and effort. Most statisticians would

much prefer programming in languages familiar to them, such as R and MATLAB,

where they can think and code naturally in terms of matrices and linear algebra.

However, scaling programs written in these languages to bigger data is hard. The

straightforward solution of getting a bigger machine with more memory and CPU

quickly becomes prohibitively expensive as data volume continues to grow. Running

on an HPC cluster requires hardware resources and parallel programming expertise

that few have access to. Although the cloud has made it considerably easier than be-

fore to tap into the power of parallel processing using commodity hardware, popular

cloud programming platforms, such as Hadoop, still require users to think and code

in low-level, platform-specific ways. The emerging of aforementioned libraries and

platforms for statistical analysis and machine learning helps alleviate the difficulty

somewhat, but in many cases there exists no library tuned for the specific problem,

platform, and budget at hand, so users must resort to extensive retooling and manual

tuning. To keep up with constant innovations in data analysis, systems that support

rapid development of brand new computational procedures are sorely needed.

Deploying statistical analysis programs in the cloud is also difficult. Users face

a maddening array of choices, including hardware provisioning (e.g., “should I get five
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powerful machines of this type, or a dozen of these cheaper, less powerful ones?”),

configuration (e.g., “how do I set the numbers of map and reduce slots in Hadoop?”),

and execution parameters (e.g., “what should be the size of each parallel task?”).

Furthermore, these deployment decisions may be intertwined with development—if

a program is written in a low-level, non-“declarative” manner, its implementation

alternatives and deployment decisions will affect each other. Finally, the difficulty of

decision making is compounded by the emergence of auction-based markets, such as

Amazon spot instances, where users can bid for computing resources whose availabil-

ity is subject to market conditions. Now yet another question is: should we get the

on-demand instances, bid for spot instances, or do both? Overall, current systems

offer little help to users in making such decisions.

Many users have long been working with data successfully in their domains of

expertise—be they statisticians in biomedical and policy research groups, or data

analysts in media and marketing companies—but now they find it difficult to extend

their success to bigger data because of lack of tools that can spare them from low-

level development and deployment details. Moreover, while the cloud has greatly

widened assess to computing resources, it also makes the risk of mistakes harder to

overlook—wrong development and deployment decisions now have a clear price tag

(as opposed to merely wasted cycles on some computers). Because of these issues,

many potential users have been reluctant to move their data analysis to the cloud.

Cumulon is an end-to-end solution aimed at simplifying the development and

deployment of matrix-based data analysis in the cloud. When developing such pro-

grams, users of Cumulon will be able to think and code in a natural way using the

familiar language of linear algebra. A lot of statistical data analysis (or compu-

tationally expensive components thereof) can be succinctly written in the matrix

notation and with basic operations such as multiply, add, transpose, etc. Here are

two examples that we will revisit later:
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Algorithm 1: Simplified pseudocode for PLSI. Here, � denotes element-wise
multiply and �{ denotes element-wise divide.

Data: O: m� n sparse word-document matrix, where m is the vocabulary size and
n is the number of documents;
k: number of latent topics (much less than m and n).

Result: B: n� k dense document-topic matrix;
C: m� k dense word-topic matrix;
E: k � k diagonal matrix representing topic frequencies.

1 initialize B,C,E;

2 repeat
3 FÐ O �{ pC�E�Bᵀq;

4 E1 Ð E � pCᵀ � F�Bq;

5 C1 Ð pC� pI �{ E1qq � pF�B�Eq;

6 B1 Ð pB� pI �{ E1qq � pFᵀ �C�Eq;

7 B,C,EÐ B1,C1,E1;
8 until termination condition;

• Singular value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix has extensive applications

in statistical analysis. In the randomized algorithm of [35] for computing an

approximate SVD, the first (and most expensive) step involves a series of matrix

multiplies. Specifically, given an m � n input matrix A, this step uses an

l �m randomly generated matrix G whose entries are i.i.d. Gaussian random

variables of zero mean and unit variance, and computes G � pA �Aᵀqk �A.

Typically, l is much smaller than m and n, and k is small (say 5). We refer to

this step as RSVD-1.

• A popular method in information retrieval and text mining is Probabilistic

Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI ) [20]. The algorithm can be conveniently

written in the matrix notation with just a few lines, as shown in Algorithm 1.

Cumulon allows users to rapidly develop in this R-like language, without having to

learn MapReduce or SQL, or to worry about how to map data and computation onto

specific hardware and platforms.

When deploying such programs, users should be able to specify their objectives

and constraints in straightforward terms—time, money, and risk tolerance. Then,
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Cumulon will present users with the best “plans” meeting these requirements. A plan

encodes choices of not only implementation alternatives and execution parameters,

but also cluster resource and configuration parameters. For example, Figure 1.1

shows the costs1 of best plans for RSVD-1 as we vary the constraint on expected

completion time, if we only consider using the on-demand instances. In general, the

best plans differ across points in this figure; choosing them by hand would have been

tedious and difficult. The figure reveals a clear trade-off between completion time

and cost, as well as the relative cost-effectiveness of various machine types for the

given program, making it easier for users to make informed decisions.

Cumulon is also helpful when working with an auction-based market of computing

resources. For example, to encourage utilization of spare capacity, Amazon lets users

bid for spot instances, whose market prices change dynamically but are often much

lower than the regular fixed prices. Users pay the market price of a spot instance

for each time unit when it is in use; however, as soon as the market price exceeds

the bid price, the spot instance will be reclaimed (taken away).2 The user cannot

change the bid price once the bid is placed. For example, consider again RSVD-1.3

It takes a baseline cost of $5.09 to run under 11.7 hours, using 3 machines of type

c1.medium at the fixed price of $0.145 per hour. Taking advantage of additional spot

instances, we can potentially complete faster and end up paying less overall than the

1 To simplify the interpretation of results here, we assume users are charged by fractional hours,
rather than following Amazon EC2’s practice of rounding usage time to full hours (though it is
straightforward for Cumulon to use that pricing policy).

2 Amazon EC2 actually does not charge for partial hour of usage of spot instances if they are
reclaimed (as opposed to round usage time up to full hours if terminated voluntarily by users).
This policy is specific to Amazon and can lead to some rather interesting results. To avoid making
our results too specific to Amazon, we consider fractional hours by default when computing costs
throughout the thesis and make no special case for spot instances. (Again, Cumulon can readily
support the actual Amazon policy and results will be shown in the experiments.)

3 Please note that there are minor differences between the workload settings and prices in the
examples and figures of the thesis, because the results were originally reported in different papers [21,
25] and obtained at times when Amazon charged different prices.
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baseline. Because of the uncertainty in future market prices, Cumulon lets users

specify a risk tolerance—e.g., “with probability no less than σ � 0.9, the overall cost

will not exceed the baseline by more than δ � 5%.” Figure 1.2 shows the expected

cost of optimal plans for RSVD-1 that meet the given risk tolerance, under various

bidding strategies. Using information in this figure, Cumulon can recommend that

user bid for additional 77 c1.medium spot instances at $0.10 per hour each (versus

the current market price of $0.02), which would reduce the expected overall cost to

$3.78 while staying within the user’s risk tolerance.

1.1 Challenges

An analogy between Cumulon and a database system is useful. Much like a database

system, Cumulon starts with a logical plan representing the input program, expressed

in terms of well-understood matrix primitives—such as multiply, add, transpose,

etc.—instead of relational algebra operators. Then, Cumulon applies cost-based

optimization to find optimal physical plans (or simply plans, if the context is clear)

implementing the given logical plan. Despite this high-level similarity, however, a

number of unique challenges take Cumulon well beyond merely applying database

techniques to cloud-based matrix computation.

To begin, there is a large and interesting design space for storage and execution

engines in this setting. We have three pillars to build on: 1) the database approach,

whose pipelined, operator-based execution makes it easy to discern semantics and

process out-of-core data; 2) the data-parallel programming approach, represented

by MapReduce [12], whose simplicity allows it to scale out to big data and large

commodity clusters common to the cloud; and 3) the HPC approach, which offers

highly optimized libraries for in-core matrix computation. Each approach has its

own strengths and weaknesses, and none meets all requirements of Cumulon. When

developing Cumulon, we made a conscious decision to avoid “reinventing the wheel,”
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and to leverage the popularity of existing cloud programming platforms such as

Hadoop. Unfortunately, MapReduce has fundamental limitations when handling

matrix computation. Therefore, Cumulon must incorporate elements of database-

and HPC-style processing, but questions remain: How effectively can we put together

these elements within the confines of existing platforms? Given the fast-evolving

landscape of cloud computing, how can we reduce Cumulon’s dependency on specific

platforms?

Additional challenges arise when supporting transient nodes, which refer to ma-

chines acquired through bidding, such as Amazon spot instances, with dynamic,

market-based prices and availability. Getting lots of cheap transient nodes can pay

off by reducing the overall completion time, but losing them at inopportune times

will lead to significant loss of work and higher overall cost. Although current cloud

programming platforms handle node failures, most of them do not expect simulta-

neous departures of a large number (and easily the majority) of nodes as a common

occurrence. Any efforts to mitigate the loss of work, such as copying intermediate

results out of transient nodes, must be balanced with the associated overhead and

potential bottlenecks, through a careful cost-benefit analysis. Cumulon needs storage

and execution engines capable of handling massive node departures and supporting

intelligent policies for preserving and recovering work on transient nodes.

Optimization is another area ripe with new challenges. Compared with tradi-

tional query optimization, Cumulon’s plan space has more dimensions—from set-

tings of hardware provisioning and software configuration, to strategies for bidding

for transient nodes and preserving their work. Cumulon formulates its optimiza-

tion problem differently from database systems, as it targets user-centric metrics of

time and money, as opposed to system-centric metrics such as throughput. Uncer-

tainty also plays a more important role in Cumulon, because the cloud brings more

uncertainty to cost estimation, and because Cumulon is user-facing: while good
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average-case performance may be acceptable from a system’s perspective, cost vari-

ability must also be considered from a user’s perspective. Therefore, Cumulon lets

users specify their risk tolerance in optimization, allowing, for example, only plans

that stay within budget with high certainty.

To support this uncertainty-aware, cost-based optimization, Cumulon faces many

challenges in cost estimation that are distinct from database systems. While cardi-

nality estimation is central to query optimization, it is less of an issue for Cumulon,

because the sizes of matrices (including intermediate results) are usually known at

optimization time. On the other hand, modeling of future market prices and model-

ing of placement of intermediate results become essential in predicting the costs of

plans involving transient nodes. Cumulon needs to build uncertainty into its model-

ing, not only to support the risk tolerance constraint in optimization, but also to help

understand the overall behavior of execution. For example, quantifying the variance

among the speeds of individual threads of parallel execution improves the estimation

of overall completion time.

1.2 Road map

The rest of the chapters are organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces Cumulon’s ef-

ficient and flexible execution model, and demonstrates its benefits over “traditional”

Hadoop-based solutions. We will then talk about the cost models in Cumulon opti-

mizer and how it produces the optimal plan that only considers on-demand nodes,

given a user specified constraint, e.g. minimize monetary cost given a deadline.

Next, we will discuss Cumulon’s support for auction-based computing resources,

i.e., spot instances. We refer to the Cumulon versions with spot instance support

as Cümülön. Because of the potential problem of sudden correlated massive recla-

mation of the transient nodes, the storage system need some persistant storage to

(partially) preserve data and states, in order to ensure progress. In general, we can
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either rely on on-demand nodes or some external storage system, for instance Ama-

zon S3 or an HDFS running on some other reliable nodes. We tried both approaches

in Cümülön v1 and Cümülön v2.

In Cümülön v1, the system consists of a primary cluster of reliable on-demand

nodes and a transient cluster of spot instances. A dual-store storage system is de-

ployed on top of both clusters. Execution starts with a “baseline” plan that only

uses fixed-price on-demand instances. This is the optimal plan generated by Cu-

mulon that meets the user-specified completion deadline and minimizes expected

monetary cost. Next, Cümülön v1 makes intelligent decisions on how to bid for

additional spot instances, and how to use them effectively to reduce expected cost

while staying within users’ risk tolerance. We will discuss Cümülön v1 in Chapter 3.

Cümülön v1 comes with a smart and efficient system design, but the system

complexity makes the performance harder to predict; consequently, we limit Cümülön

v1’s optimizer to consider one single batch of spot instances at any time. Now we ask:

is there a better trade-off between system complexity and optimizability? How about

a simpler and easier-to-model system that allows a smarter optimizer to support

dymanic bidding and multiple batches of spot instances?

With this in mind, we took a different approach in Cümülön v2. Assuming there

is an external scalable storage system that can store all data, we no longer need

to worry about data loss any more. Cümülön v2 simply maintains a dynamic pool

of spot instances for execution. It dynamically adjusts the number of machines

according to the observed market price, in order to minimize the total execution cost

under acceptable cost variance, given a user-specified deadline. The optimization

problem is formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) in finite time space.

The solution of the MDP model is a policy that instructs the optimal action (cluster

size) to take in every possible future state. Later in Chapter 4 we will elaborate on

Cümülön v2’s design.
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2

Cumulon

2.1 System Overview and Road Map

We begin with an overview of how Cumulon turns a program into an optimized form

ready for deployment in the cloud.

Logical Plan and Rewrites Cumulon first converts the program into a logical plan,

which consists of logical operators corresponding to standard matrix operations, e.g.,

matrix transpose, add, multiply, element-wise multiply, power, etc. Then, Cumulon

conducts a series of rule-based logical plan rewrites to obtain “generally better”

logical plans. Such rewrites consider input data characteristics (e.g., matrix sizes

and sparsity) and apply linear algebra equivalences to reduce computation or I/O,

or increase parallelism.

For example, consider again the expression G� pA�Aᵀqk �A in RSVD-1 from

Chapter 1. The original logical plan raises A�Aᵀ to the k-th power, which repeatedly

multiplies large m�m matrices. However, a better approach (when l and k are small)

would be to use associativity of matrix multiply to rewrite the logical plan as:
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pp� � � ppG�Aq �Aᵀq � � � � �Aq �Aᵀqloooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
2k multiplies

�A,

which involves repeatedly multiplying a matrix with only l rows by another matrix,

which is much cheaper.

Physical Operators and Plan Templates For each logical plan, Cumulon translates

it into one or more physical plan templates, each representing a parallel execution

strategy for the program. A physical plan template represents a workflow of jobs,

where each job is in turn a DAG (directed acyclic graph) of physical operators. We

will provide more details on these concepts in Section 2.2. For now, think of a job

as a unit of work that is executed in a data-parallel fashion, where each thread of

execution, or task, runs an instance of the physical operator DAG in a pipelined

fashion over a different input split. The translation procedure attempts to group

operators into as few jobs as possible, but if doing so causes one job to contain

multiple resource-hungry physical operators, alternatives will be generated. Also

note that one logical operator may be translated into one or more physical operators,

and sometimes one physical operator may implement multiple logical operators.1

For example, Figure 2.1 shows two possible physical plan templates for A�B�C.

The first one (a) has one job while the second one (b) has two. The reason why two

jobs might be preferable will become apparent when we discuss in Section 2.2 how

Cumulon implements matrix multiply in detail. Roughly speaking, the physical

operator Mul only multiples submatrices from A and B. In general, to complete

A � B, these results need to be further grouped and aggregated; in Figure 2.1b,

Add performs this aggregation (as well as addition with C) in a separate job. On

the other hand, Figure 2.1a applies in the special case where submatrices multiplied

1 We will not discuss logical plan rewrites and translation into physical plan templates further:
they are not the focus of this work. Their solutions are orthogonal from and should readily work
with the techniques here.
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Figure 2.1: Two physical plan templates for A �B �C. In (b), the output from
Mul, tTu, is a list of matrices whose sum is A�B.

by Mul include complete rows from A and complete columns from B; no further

aggregation is needed and Add can perform addition with C in the same job as Mul.

Deployment Plan Note that a physical plan template does not completely specify

how to execute the program in the cloud. A complete specification, which we call a

deployment plan, is a tuple xL,O,P,Qy, where:

• L is a physical plan template.

• O represents parameters settings for all physical operators in L. For exam-

ple, for the Mul operator in Figure 2.1b, we need to specify the sizes of the

submatrices multiplied in each task.

• P represents hardware provisioning settings, e.g., what machine type and how

many machines to reserve on Amazon EC2. In general, such settings may

change during the course of execution; for example, when a program shifts

from an I/O-intensive stage to a computation-intensive stage, we may want to

switch to fewer machines with more powerful CPUs.

• Q represents configuration settings. For example, for a Hadoop-based imple-

mentation of Cumulon, we need to specify the number of map/reduce “slots”
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per machine. In general, these setting can also change during the course of

execution.

Given a physical plan template L and user requirements (e.g., minimizing mone-

tary cost while capping completion time), Cumulon performs cost-based optimization

to find a deployment plan based on L that satisfies the user requirements. Cumu-

lon then carries out the deployment plan in the cloud. Cumulon will monitor the

execution, and alert the user if it detects deviation from the assumptions made or

guarantees offered by the optimization.

Road Map Section 2.2 presents Cumulon’s storage and execution models, and il-

lustrates how to support matrix-based programs with physical plan templates and

operators. We show the advantage of our model over MapReduce, and how to im-

plement it conveniently on top of Hadoop despite its departure from MapReduce.

Section 2.3 discusses Cumulon’s cost-based optimization for finding the best de-

ployment plan given L. We show how to estimate the costs of deployment plans in

the cloud, and how to search the vast space of possible deployment plans efficiently.

Section 2.4 briefly discusses two other practical issues that arise in supporting

statistical data analysis in the cloud: how to handle iterative programs, and how to

cope with performance variances.

We then present experimental results in Section 2.5, discuss related work in Sec-

tion 2.6, and conclude in Section 2.7.

2.2 Storage and Execution

As MapReduce has been the prevalent model for data-parallel programming in the

cloud, a natural question is whether we can build our support for matrix-based data

analysis on this model. Before presenting our approach for Cumulon in Section 2.2.2,
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we first show, in Section 2.2.1, why MapReduce is a poor fit for this type of pro-

grams. In Section 2.2.2, after describing Cumulon’s storage and execution models,

we sample a couple of interesting physical operators designed for matrices, and show

how to implement Cumulon conveniently on top of Hadoop (without adhering to

MapReduce).

2.2.1 Why not MapReduce

A MapReduce job consists of a map phase followed by a reduce phase. The map

phase partitions the input (modeled as key-value pairs) disjointly across multiple

map tasks for parallel processing. For the reduce phase, the intermediate output

data from the map tasks are grouped by their keys and shuffled over the network

to be processed by multiple reduce tasks. Each group of intermediate output is

processed by the same reduce task to produce final output.

Implementing efficient matrix-based computation within the confines of MapRe-

duce is awkward. In general, in a parallel matrix operation, each task may request

specific subsets of input data items. Assignment of input to map tasks in MapRe-

duce can be controlled to some extent by representing input in different ways (such

that all data needed by a task is packed as one key-value pair), or with custom input

splitting supported by some implementations of MapReduce (e.g., Hadoop). How-

ever, such control is still limited in supporting the general data access patterns of

matrix operations.

In particular, map tasks in MapReduce are supposed to receive disjoint partitions

of input, but for many matrix operations, one input data item may be needed by

multiple tasks. A workaround in MapReduce is for mappers to read in the input

items, replicate them—one copy for each reduce task that needs it, and then shuffle

them to reduce tasks. The map phase thus does nothing but to make extra copies of

data, which could have been avoided completely if map tasks are allowed to receive
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overlapping subsets of input.

Next, we illustrate the limitation of MapReduce using a concrete example of

matrix multiply, and discuss the inefficiency in existing MapReduce-based imple-

mentations.

Example: Matrix Multiply Consider multiplying two big matrices A (of size m�l) and

B (of size l�n). Let C denote the result (of size m�n). On a high level, virtually all

efficient parallel matrix multiply algorithms work by dividing input into submatrices:

A into fm� fl submatrices, each with size m{fm �
l{fl , and B into fl� fn submatrices,

each with size l{fl �
n{fn . We call fm, fl, and fn split factors. The output will consist

of fm� fn submatrices. Let Mpi,jq denote the submatrix of M at position pi, jq. The

output submatrix at position pi, jq is then computed as Cpi,jq �
°fl
k�1 A

pi,kq �Bpk,jq.

Computation typically proceeds in two steps: first, pairs of submatrices from A and

B are multiplied in parallel; second, the results of the multiplies are grouped (by the

output submatrix position they contribute to) and summed. Note that if fl � 1, the

second step is not needed.

Indeed, matrix multiply is an example where one input submatrix may be needed

by multiple tasks in the first step (unless fm � fn � 1, a special case that we will

discuss later). If we adhere to MapReduce, we have to use the map phase to replicate

the input submatrices and shuffle them to the reduce phase to be multiplied. Next, if

fl � 1, we need a second MapReduce job to perform the required summation, adding

even more overhead. SystemML [14] takes this approach (called RMM there), but to

avoid the second MapReduce job, it requires fl � 1 (see Figure 2.2 for illustration).

However, SystemML’s RMM turns out to be suboptimal on many accounts. First,

the map phase performs no useful computation; input replication and shuffling are

just expensive workarounds to allow reduce tasks to access data they need. Second,

fl � 1 severely limits the choice of execution strategies: it basically amounts to
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multiplying rows of A with columns of B. It is well known in the literature on out-

of-core linear algebra [41] that such an aspect ratio is suboptimal for matrix multiply

(assuming sufficiently large m, l, and n). The number of element multiplications per

task in this case is only linear in the number of input elements per task; in contrast,

using square submatrices of size k � k, for example, would yield k3 multiplications

per 2k2 input elements. Since the total number of element multiplications across

all tasks is fixed (m � l � n), strategies that require fewer input elements for the

same number of multiplications have lower I/O. We will experimentally confirm the

suboptimality of SystemML’s RMM strategy in Section 2.5.1.

In the other special case of fm � fn � 1, we basically multiply columns of A

with rows of B: each submatrix multiply generates a matrix of the same size as the

final output C, and these matrices simply need to be added to produce C. Note

that in this case the submatrix multiply tasks work on disjoint input data, though

each task needs to draw a specific pair of submatrices from A and B. If we relax

the MapReduce model to allow custom input splitting, it would be possible to use

a map phase to perform all submatrix multiplies, and a reduce phase to perform

the final add. However, under a “pure” MapReduce model, we would need one full

MapReduce job for the submatrix multiplies and another one for the add: the map

phase in both jobs serves the sole purpose of routing appropriate data to reduce tasks,

which still incurs considerable overhead. This two-job strategy for fm � fn � 1 is

called CPMM in SystemML [14]. RMM and CPMM together are the two matrix

multiply strategies supported by SystemML.

HAMA [36] supports arbitrary split factors for matrix multiply. It assumes that

input has already been preprocessed for a MapReduce job such that each map task

receives the two submatrices to be multiplied as one input data item. The result

submatrices are then shuffled to reduce tasks to be added. Thus, HAMA carries

out all computation in a matrix multiply in a single MapReduce job. However, the
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preprocessing step would still take another MapReduce job to replicate the input

submatrices.

2.2.2 The Cumulon Approach

Having seen how the pure MapReduce model is not suitable for matrix operations,

we now turn to a simpler but more flexible model.

Storage Since Cumulon targets matrix-based computation, it provides an abstrac-

tion for distributed storage of matrices. Matrices are stored and accessed by tiles. A

tile is a submatrix of fixed (but configurable) dimension. Cumulon’s execution model

guarantees that, at any given time, a tile has either multiple concurrent readers, or

one single writer.

Tile size is chosen to be large enough to amortize the overhead of storage and

access, and to enable effective compression. However, they should not be so big that

they limit execution options (e.g., split factors in matrix multiply). See Section 2.5 for

the default setting in experiments. Within a tile, elements are stored in column-major

order. Both sparse and dense formats are supported: the sparse format enumerates

indices and values of non-zero elements, while the dense format simply stores all

values.

Jobs and Tasks A Cumulon program executes as a workflow of jobs. A job reads

a number of input matrices and writes a number of output matrices; input and

output matrices must be disjoint. Dependencies among jobs are implied by dependent

accesses to the same matrices. Dependent jobs execute in serial order. Each job

executes as multiple independent tasks that do not communicate with each other.

All tasks within the job run identical code, but read different (possibly overlapping)

parts of the input matrices (input splits), and write disjoint parts of output matrices

(output splits). Hence, this execution model can be seen as a restricted variant of the
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Bulk Synchronous Parallel model [42] where data are only communicated through

the global, distributed storage in the unit of tiles.

It is worth noting that tiles do not correspond to input/output splits. A task

may work on input/output splits that each consist of multiple tiles. Also, unlike

MapReduce, input splits do not need to be disjoint across tasks, and a task can read

its input split and write its output split anytime during its execution.

Slots and Waves Available hardware is configured into a number of slots, each of

which can be used to execute one task at a time. A scheduler assigns tasks to slots.

If a job consists of more tasks than slots, it may take multiple waves to finish. Each

wave consists of a number of concurrently executing tasks no more than the number

of slots. There may not be a clear boundary between waves, as a slot can be assigned

another task in the same job immediately after the current task completes. However,

as stated earlier, dependent jobs do not start until the current job is completely done.

Physical Plan Templates and Operators As defined in Section 2.1, a deployment plan

completely specifies how to execute a Cumulon program. The physical plan template

component (L) of the deployment plan specifies a workflow of jobs, where each job

is a DAG of physical operators. Each physical operator has a list of parameters,

whose settings (by the O component in the deployment plan) control their execution

behavior. During job execution, each task executes an instance of the DAG. Similar

to database query execution, the physical operators execute in a pipelined fashion

through an iterator-based interface. To reduce the overhead of element-wise data

passing, the unit of data passing among iterators is a tile (when appropriate). Phys-

ical operators can read and write tiles in the input and output splits (respectively)

assigned to their tasks.
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Example Recall the two physical plan templates for A�B�C in Figure 2.1. Here

we fill in more details. The Mul physical operator has split factors fm, fl, and fn as

its parameters (they are not the only ones; more discussion will follow shortly): set

by O, they control the dimensions of two submatrices being multiplied. Mul reads

these submatrices directly from distributed storage.

The physical plan template in Figure 2.1a works for fl � 1, where Mul produces a

submatrix of A�B directly (no summation is required), and passes this submatrix to

Add in the same job (one tile at a time) to be added to the corresponding submatrix

of C.

The physical plan template in Figure 2.1b works in the general case of fl ¡ 1 and

requires two jobs. The first job multiplies submatrices from A and B, and writes fl

intermediate matrices, where the k-th intermediate matrix Tk consists of submatrics

T
pi,jq
k � Api,kq�Bpk,jq; each instance of Mul is responsible for one submatrix in one of

the intermediate matrices. The second job computes p
°fl
k�1 Tkq�C; each instance of

Add reads corresponding tiles from T1, . . . ,Tk,C, adds them, and writes an output

tile.

A Closer Look at Mul So far, our discussion of Mul has remained at a high level;

next, we discuss how two input submatrices Api,kq and Bpk,jq are actually multiplied.

There are many options, with different performance tradeoffs. We begin with two

options illustrated in Figure 2.3. 1) The most straightforward option is to read two

submatrices entirely into memory and multiply them using a highly tuned BLAS

library. This option has good CPU utilization but also high memory requirement.

The amount of memory available to each slot limits the size of the submatrices that

can be multiplied without thrashing. 2) Another option, aimed at reducing memory

requirement, is to read one submatrix in memory and stream in the other one in a

specific order tile by tile. Say Api,kq is read and buffered in memory. Conceptually,
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each column of output tiles is produced by multiplying Api,kq with each column of

tiles in Bpk,jq. To this end, we reserve memory for a column of output tiles, and

stream in tiles of Bpk,jq in column-major order. The p-th tile in the current column

of Bpk,jq would be multiplied with the p-th column of tiles in Api,kq and accumulated

into the column of output tiles. While this option has a lower memory requirement,

its multiplications are performed in a more piecemeal fashion, so it tends to result

in lower CPU utilization than the first option.

There actually exist a range of options between the two above. Besides the split

factors fm, fl, fn, which control the dimensions of submatrices to be multiplied, Mul

also includes parameters that further specify the input submatrix to buffer in memory

and the granularity of streaming the other submatrix as “sub-submatrices.” These

parameters provide a smooth tradeoff between CPU utilization and memory require-

ment. The first option above is the case where Bpk,jq has just one sub-submatrix; the

second option is where the sub-submatrices are tiles. Further details are omitted.

MaskMul Besides improving standard physical operators (e.g., making Mul more

flexible and allowing Add to take multiple inputs), we have also found the need to

introduce new operators in order to capture efficient execution strategies for complex

expressions. MaskMul is one such example.

To motivate, consider Line 3 of PLSI (Algorithm 1), where a large, but very

sparse, matrix O is element-wise divided by the equally large result of a chain of

dense matrix multiplies. With standard matrix operators, we will be forced to fully

evaluate the expensive dense matrix multiplies. A well-known trick in hand-coded

PLSI implementations is to exploit the sparsity in O to avoid full dense matrix multi-

plies: if a particular element of O is 0, there is no need to compute the corresponding

element in the result of multiplies, because element-wise divide would have returned

0 anyway.
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Therefore, we introduce a new physical operator, MaskMul (for masked matrix

multiply). In addition to input matrices A and B to be multiplied, MaskMul receives

a “mask” in the form of a sparse matrix M to be element-wise multiplied or divided by

A�B. Execution of MaskMul is driven by the non-zero elements in M. Conceptually,

we multiply row i of A with column j of B only if mi,j � 0. Details are omitted

because of space constraints.2

As we will see in Section 2.5.1, MaskMul can improve performance dramatically.

In particular, it speeds up Line 3 of PLSI (Algorithm 1) by more than an order of

magnitude (Figure 2.9).

Need for Automatic Optimization From the discussion of physical operators, it is clear

that we want automatic optimization of matrix-based data analysis programs. Even

for simple programs with the most basic matrix operations, there are many choices

to be made. For example, for Figure 2.1, should we choose two jobs, or one job with

potentially suboptimal split factors? For matrix multiply, what are the best choices

of split factors and streaming granularity? Depending on sparsity, should we use

Mul or MaskMul? Some of these choices are related to each other, and to hardware

provisioning and configuration settings that affect number of tasks (and split size per

task), memory, CPU utilization, relative costs of CPU and I/O, etc. Making these

choices manually may be infeasible, error-prone, or simply not cost-effective.

Implementation in Hadoop Our discussion so far only assumes generic storage and

execution platforms. While this generality is by design—as we want Cumulon to be

able to work with a variety of alternative platforms in the future—our current im-

2 Although the optimization enabled by MaskMul is reminiscent of “pushing selections down
through a join” in databases, it cannot be achieved in our context using just rewrite rules involving
standard matrix operators. The reason is that the mask cannot be pushed below the multiply to
its input matrices—unless the mask has rows or columns consisting entirely of zeros, every element
of the input matrices will be needed by some non-zero element of the mask. Thus, we need the new
operator MaskMul to handle this non-standard filtering of computation.
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plementation of Cumulon is based on Hadoop and HDFS, which allows us to readily

leverage its features, flexibility, and ecosystem of tools and users. We now describe

this implementation, highlighting how it departs from the traditional MapReduce-

based usage of Hadoop.

We use HDFS for distributed matrix storage. A matrix is stored using one or

more data files in HDFS. Tiles of a matrix written by the same task go into the same

data file. For each matrix, we also store metadata (including information such as

dimension and sparsity) and index (which maps the position of a tile to a data file

and the offset and length therein) in HDFS. Additional details are omitted because

of space constraints.

Each Cumulon job is implemented as a map-only Hadoop job. Cumulon slots

correspond to Hadoop map slots (we do not have reduce slots because we never use

the reduce phase). Unlike MapReduce, a map task does not receive input as key-

value pairs; instead, it simply gets specifications of the input splits it is responsible

for, and reads directly from HDFS as needed. In-memory dense matrix multiplies

call a (multi-threaded) JBLAS library. Each map task also writes all its output to

HDFS; there is no shuffling.

For example, Figure 2.4 illustrates how Cumulon implements the physical plan

template in Figure 2.1b with Hadoop and HDFS. Contrasting with SystemML’s use

of Hadoop in Figure 2.2, we see that Cumulon is simpler, more flexible (e.g., by

supporting any choice of split factors), and has less overhead (by avoiding map tasks

that do nothing but route and replicate data). These advantages will be confirmed

by experiments in Section 2.5. Section 2.5.1 will also compare with another possible

implementation of Cumulon on Hadoop that use reduce tasks (to get fewer jobs); we

will see that the map-only approach described here works better.
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2.3 Cost-Based Optimization

Overview We now turn to cost-based optimization of deployment plans for matrix-

based data analysis in the cloud. Given a physical plan template L—recall from

Section 2.1 that Cumulon obtains possible L’s from the original logical plan through

rewrites and translation—we would like to find a deployment plan for L that is opti-

mal in terms of completion time and total (monetary) cost. Recall that a deployment

plan for L is a tuple xL,O,P,Qy, where O represents the physical operator param-

eter settings, P represents the hardware provisioning settings, and Q represents the

configuration settings. Let Tp�q and Cp�q denote the completion time and cost of a

deployment plan, respectively. In this chapter, we focus on:

minimizeO,P,Q CpxL,O,P,Qyq s.t.TpxL,O,P,Qyq ¤ Tmax;

i.e., minimizing cost given a completion time constraint (Tmax). Other problem for-

mulations may also be appropriate (e.g., minimizing time given a cost budget, or

finding all Pareto-optimal plans); techniques in this section can be extended to these

formulations.

We currently make two simplifying assumptions. First, while we support intra-

job parallelism (i.e., we execute each job using parallel tasks), we do not consider

inter-job parallelism (i.e., two jobs cannot execute at the same time even if they

are not dependent on each other). Second, at any point during the execution of a

job, the cluster is homogeneous (i.e., consisting of identical machines). What par-

tially compensates for these limitations is our support for dynamic cluster switching

between jobs. Thus, the cluster can be heterogeneous across jobs and over time.

Hadoop and Amazon EC2 Currently, Cumulon is implemented on top of Hadoop and

targets deployment on Amazon EC2. Under this setting, we can spell out the compo-

nents P and Q of a deployment plan. P specifies, for each job, the type and number
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(N) of machines to reserve on EC2; a change in either type or number of machines

across adjacent jobs implies cluster switching. Q specifies the Hadoop/HDFS config-

uration settings for each job. From our experience, the most relevant setting with a

significant impact on plan performance is the number of map slots (S) per machine;

we will therefore focus on this setting. Appropriate values for other settings can

either be derived using S (such as memory available for each task) or chosen in ways

independent from particular plans (such as HDFS block size).

For EC2, the monetary cost of a cluster is calculated by multiplying the hourly

per-machine rate for the cluster type, the number of machines in the cluster, and

the number of hours (rounded up to the nearest integer) that the cluster is in use.

In this chapter, we simplify the cost function by assuming no rounding up, as we

estimate expected costs anyway. It is straightforward to extend our techniques to

work with rounding and other billing schemes.

Next, we discuss how to estimate the completion time and cost of a deployment

plan (Section 2.3.1), and how to search the space of feasible plans for the optimal

one (Section 2.3.2). Although much of the discussion will be specific to Hadoop and

EC2, our technique should be applicable to other scenarios as well.

2.3.1 Time and Cost Estimation

On EC2, the total completion time and cost of a deployment plan come from the

following sources: 1) running Hadoop jobs; 2) cluster initialization; 3) cluster switch-

ing; 4) data ingress/egress. (1) is the most significant source and will be the emphasis

of this section. Time and cost for (2), (3), and (4) are relatively easier to estimate.

(2) and (3) depend on the size and type of the clusters involved. (3) and (4) depend

the amount of data transferred. For (3), the matrices that need to be copied to the

new cluster can be obtained via live variable analysis. For (4), the cost depends on

the method used for data ingress/egress. Currently we assume that all input/output
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data of a program reside on Amazon EBS, but other methods and cost functions can

be plugged in. For (2), (3), and (4), we will not go into additional details because of

space constraints.

Since the cost of running a Hadoop job on EC2 can be readily calculated from

the completion time, we will focus on estimating the expected completion time of a

job in this section. Our overall approach is to build a model for job completion time

using data collected from benchmarking and simulation. Since the number of pos-

sible settings of L, O, P, and Q is huge, we cannot afford a single high-dimensional

model; instead, we decompose it into components and build each component sepa-

rately. In the remainder of subsection, we first discuss how to estimate completion

time of individual tasks (Section 2.3.1) by modeling computation and network I/O

separately, and then how to estimate job completion time from task completion time

(Section 2.3.1).

Several challenges differentiate cost estimation in Cumulon from non-cloud, database

settings. First, cardinality estimation, key in databases, is a not an issue in our set-

ting because the dimensions of matrices (even intermediate ones) are easy to derive

at compile time. Instead, the closest analogy in our setting is estimation of matrix

sparsity, which affects the cost of sparse matrix operations. Second, in matrix-based

computation, CPU accounts for a significant fraction of the total running time, so un-

like the database setting, we cannot count only I/O (in our case, network I/O). Third,

performance uncertainty that arises from parallel execution in the cloud makes esti-

mation especially challenging. For example, we need to model how variance among

individual task completion times affects the overall job completion time (even if

we care only about its average). Finally, we note that accurate cost modeling of

arbitrary statistical computing workloads is extremely difficult, because it entails

predicting data- and analysis-dependent convergence properties. Techniques in this

section aim at predicting “per-iteration” time and cost instead of the number of
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Figure 2.5: Estimated vs. actual times per unit I/O for machine type c1.medium
with S � 2. The program measured here multiplies two dense matrices.

iterations; Section 2.4 discusses how Cumulon handles this challenge pragmatically.

Estimating Task Completion Time

We estimate the running time of a task as the sum of three components: compu-

tation, network I/O (from/to the distributed matrix store), and task initialization.

The simplicity of this approach stems from the simplicity of the Cumulon execution

model, which gives map tasks direct control of their I/O and eliminates the reduce

phase and shuffling. Task initialization is a fixed overhead given a slot and is easy

to estimate; we focus on computation and network I/O next.

Estimating Computation Time of a Task Recall that a task consists of a DAG of

physical operators. We build a model of computation time for each operator and

compose (add) them into a model for the task. A possible approach is to analyti-

cally derive a FLOP (floating-point operations) count model for each operator, but

we have found that FLOP counts alone do not lead to an accurate estimate of com-

putation time. For example, a JBLAS implementation of matrix multiply is easily
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orders-of-magnitude faster than hand-coded loops, despite the same FLOP counts; a

sparse matrix multiply is much slower than a dense one with the same FLOP count.

Therefore, we build a model for each operator by benchmarking.

In general, the model inputs include machine type, number of slots per machine,

operator parameter settings, input split size, and input sparsity. There is no need

to consider the number of machines in the cluster because computation is local. For

some operators, the model can be pared down further. For example, for dense matrix

Mul, we only need to benchmark for combinations of machine type, number of slots,

and dimensions of sub-submatrices it chooses to multiply-accumulate each time using

JBLAS. Then, the computation time of the whole Mul operator can be computed by

multiplying the estimated time per JBLAS call by the number of such calls, which

can be easily and analytically derived from the input split size, split factors, and

granularity of streaming (recall Section 2.2.2).

Instead of benchmarking every possible setting of model inputs, we sample the

space of feasible settings. For example, for Mul, machine type and number of slots

limit the amount of memory available to each slot, and in turn bounds the sizes of sub-

submatrices, which we additionally constrain to be integral multiples of tile sizes. The

number of slots is also naturally limited on a given machine type; it makes no sense to

allot a large number of slots on a machine with few cores because matrix computation

is CPU-intensive. We repeat the benchmark for each setting multiple times; beside

the mean, the sample variance will also be useful later (Section 2.3.1). Estimates

for unseen settings are obtained using interpolation from neighboring benchmarked

settings.

Though this approach is simple, we have found it very effective so far, both for

highly predictable dense matrix operators, and for sparse matrix operators where the

distribution of non-zero entries is random enough with respect to how input is split—

this case happens, for example, to our PLSI program because when it generates O,
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it orders documents and words randomly (by their hashes). Future work is needed to

better model the impact of skew in sparsity; new models can be readily incorporated

into Cumulon.

Estimating Network I/O Time per Task Modeling of network I/O time is quite dif-

ferent from modeling computation. First, the average I/O speed depends on the

size of the cluster (see Figure 2.5 for an example). Second, the total I/O volume

is a reasonable predictor for I/O time (unlike FLOP count for computation time).

Therefore, we estimate the total I/O volume per task, model time per unit I/O, and

multiply them to obtain the I/O time estimate.

The total I/O volume per task is the sum of the I/O volume for each of its

operators, which can be analytically derived from input split size, input sparsity,

and relevant operator parameters settings.

To model the time per unit I/O, or inverse speed v�1, we note that it depends on

the machine type, number of slots per machine (S), and number of machines (N).

Reads and writes need to be modeled differently. Because of space constraints, we

focus on reads here. In our setting, some reads may be local because some HDFS

blocks (or replicas thereof) may happen to reside on machines reading them. For

each machine type and S, we benchmark local and remote reads. Let v�1
r.local denote

the inverse speed (seconds per MB transferred) of local reads, and let v�1
r.remote denote

the inverse speed of remote reads. Given a machine type and S, we estimate v�1
r.local as

a constant and v�1
r.remote an affine function of N from the benchmark results. (It turns

out that a larger N slows down v�1
r.remote, but the effect is small.) We then estimate

the inverse read speed v�1
r as 1

N
pγv�1

r.local � pN � γqv�1
r.remoteq, where γ is the HDFS

replication factor. Intuitively, γ{N is the probability that a read is local. Again, just

like for computation time, we also derive a variance estimate for v�1 from sample

variances obtained from benchmarking.
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Figure 2.5 compares our model predictions with actual times per unit of data

read/written by a dense matrix multiply program. A total of 108 actual measure-

ments are plotted (60 of which are from multiplying two 6k�6k matrices, and 48 are

from multiplying a 4k� 8k matrix with an 8k� 8k one). The read/write models are

each trained using 22 data points (disjoint from the 108 above) obtained by bench-

marking the multiplication of 6k � 6k matrices. The figure shows that our models

are quite effective, with coefficients of determination 0.92 (for reads) and 0.91 (for

writes).

Putting It Together To estimate the expected completion time of a task, we add

our estimates for the three components: computation, I/O, and task initialization.

Figure 2.6 shows our estimate to be fairly consistent with the actual average task

completion time for dense matrix multiply, over a wide range of cluster sizes. In

this figure, each of the 40 data points plotted represents the measured average task

completion for a test run (not used for training models). To obtain the variance in

task completion time (which will be needed in Section 2.3.1 for estimating expected

job completion time), we assume that the three component times are uncorrelated,

and simply add their variances. The variance for the I/O time component is derived

by scaling the standard deviation (root of variance) in v�1 (in seconds per MB) by

the I/O volume (in MB).

Estimating Job Completion Time

Before presenting our approach to estimating job completion time, we start by dis-

cussing a strawman approach and a previous approach by ARIA [43]. Let q denote

the number of tasks in a job (which can be derived from the input split size and total

input size), and let µ denote the mean task completion time. Note that the total

number of slots available for executing these tasks is NS.
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Strawman With the strawman approach, we simply compute the number of waves

as rq{NSs, and multiply it by µ to get the expected job completion time. If this

approach works, we should see, as depicted by the plot for strawman in Figure 2.7,

lots of jaggedness in the completion times (and hence costs) of a given job when N

varies. Here, since each task remains the same, its completion time changes little

with N . As N increases, rq{NSs does not decrease smoothly; it decreases only at

specific “breakpoints” of N . Thus, by this model, job completion time dips only

at these points and remains flat otherwise; cost dips at the same points but goes

up (because we get charged by N) otherwise. However, the actual job completion

time/cost behavior, also shown in Figure 2.7, is smoother.

This discrepancy can be explained by the variance in task completion times and

the behavior of the task scheduler. Suppose that the last wave has just a few remain-

ing tasks. If every task takes exactly µ time, the job completion time will indeed be µ

times the number of waves. However, because the variance in task completions, some

slots will finish earlier, and the scheduler will assign the remaining tasks to them;

thus, the last wave may complete under µ. Overall, the variance in task completion

times actually make the job completion time behavior smoother over N .

ARIA ARIA [43] characterizes task completion times by the observed average, min-

imum, and maximum among past runs of the same exact task. From these quantities,

ARIA analytically derives an lower bound and an upper bound for job completion

time. Figure 2.7 shows how these bounds translate to bounds on job cost (here

ARIA is given 100 observations). ARIA estimates the expected job time/cost to be

the average of the lower/upper bounds. From Figure 2.7, we see that the bounds are

quite loose; although their average matches the general trend in actual job costs, it

is too smooth and fails to capture the variations—its root-mean-square error (rela-

tive to actual average job costs) is 0.0189 (compared with 0.0078 for our approach).
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Also, ARIA’s analytical bounds do not consider different custom scheduler behaviors,

which are possible in Hadoop.

Our Approach To account for the effect of variance (denoted σ2) in task completion

times, Cumulon models job completion time as a function of q, NS, and µ as well as

σ2. Specifically, the function has form µprq{NSs�p
q mod NS

NS
�αpσ

µ
qq�βpσ

µ
qq. Intuitively,

the number of waves is adjusted by a fraction that accounts for σ2 and the sched-

uler behavior. We take a simulation-based approach to support custom scheduler

behavior. Given q, NS, and σ{µ, we draw task completion times from a truncated

Gaussian with p1, pσ{µq2q, and simulate the scheduler to obtain the expected job

time. Using simulation results, we fit αpσ
µ
q and βpσ

µ
q as low-degree polynomials. As

Figure 2.7 shows, this approach models the job costs best, capturing both general

trends and local variations.

To summarize, starting with models for components of the individual task com-

pletion times, we have shown, step by step, how to accurately estimate expected

costs of jobs. Capturing the variance in task completion times is crucial in our ap-

proach. So far we have focused on predicting expected job costs; further quantifying

the error variance would be a natural next step.

2.3.2 Search Strategy

Having seen how to estimate expected completion time and cost of a deployment

plan, we now discuss how to solve the optimization problem posed at the beginning

of this section:

minimizeO,P,Q CpxL,O,P,Qyq s.t.TpxL,O,P,Qyq ¤ Tmax.

As Section 2.5.2 will demonstrate with experiments, it is necessary to jointly con-

sider operator parameter settings as well as hardware provisioning and configuration

settings. The main challenge addressed in this section is how to cope with the large
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search space.

Establishing the Range of Cluster Sizes The number of machines (N) is a parameter

in P with a potentially large range. We can narrow down this range by making

two observations. For a given job running on a cluster with a particular machine

type: 1) as we decrease N , the job’s best possible expected completion time cannot

decrease; 2) we can find a function čpNq that lower-bounds the expected cost of the

job on a cluster of size N , such that čpNq is non-decreasing in N . Both observations

are intuitive. (1) states that a job cannot run slower with more resources. While

not always true for extremely large values of N (where the overhead of distribution

could make a job run slower), the observation will likely hold in the range of N we

actually consider in practice (unless we are given unreasonably tight Tmax). As for

(2), while cost may not always increase with N , the general trend is increasing (as

exemplified by Figure 2.7) as the overhead of parallelization kicks in. Our model of

job time in Section 2.3.1 allows us to derive čpN � 1q after searching the deployment

plans for a cluster of size N (details omitted because of space constraints).

Given an upper bound on completion time, (1) naturally leads to a lower bound

Ň on N for meeting the completion time constraint. Using a procedure optO,Q (see

Algorithm 2 for pseudocode) that finds the optimal deployment plan given L and P,

Cumulon finds lower bound Ň efficiently by performing an exponential search in N ,

using Oplog Ňq calls to optO,Q.

Given an upper bound on cost, (2) naturally leads to an upper bound on N

required for beating the given cost. Starting from the lower bound on N found

earlier, we can examine each successive N , which involves calling optO,Q with this N ,

until čpN � 1q (obtained as a by-product of the optO,Q call) exceeds the given cost.
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Searching for Plans Without Cluster Switching We are now ready to describe the algo-

rithm optO,P,Q (Algorithm 2) for finding the optimal deployment plan for L without

cluster switching. The idea is simple. For each machine type, we establish the range

of relevant cluster sizes as described earlier—the time constraint is given; the cost

constraint is given by the best plan found so far, because any plan with a higher cost

need not be considered.

The innermost loop of optO,P,Q calls optO,Q. Since optO,Q is given a cluster of

fixed type and size, optO,Q can optimize each job j P L independently. Currently,

we use a straightforward method to find the optimal O and Q for each j. We loop

through possible values of S (which are naturally capped by a small multiple of the

number of cores per machine, because our programs are CPU-intensive), and, for

each S, sample the space of feasible operator parameter settings such that the total

memory required by j’s operators does not exceed a slot’s available memory. As

mentioned earlier, we also extend this method to compute a cost lower bound for

a cluster of the same type and size N � 1 (details omitted). Finally, optO,Q returns

the optimal O and Q for L, which consists of the optimal settings for each job in

L. Although simple, this method is fast enough in practice, because each job tends

not to have many operators (see Section 2.5.2 for some optimization time numbers).

The modular design of Cumulon’s optimization algorithm allows more sophisticated

methods to be plugged in if needed.

Searching for Plans with Cluster Switching Cluster switching blows up the already big

search space by another factor exponential in the number of jobs in the program.

Therefore, we have to resort to heuristics. We conjecture that the for real programs,

there likely exist near-optimal deployment plans that do not switch clusters many

times. One reason is that switching incurs considerable overhead. Another reason is

that real programs often contain a few steps whose costs are dominating; it might
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make sense to switch clusters for these steps, but additional switching between other

steps will unlikely result in significant overall improvement.

Operating under this assumption, we search the plan space by first considering

plans with no switches (using optO,P,Q described above), and then those with one

more switch in each successive iteration. This prioritization allows the search to be

terminated when optimization runs out of time, and ensures that the most promising

plans are considered first.

Very briefly, the algorithm for searching for the optimal plan with x switches

works by partitioning jobs in L into x�1 groups, where cluster switching takes place

on partition boundaries. Once a plan is chosen for a partition, its time and cost

update the time/cost budgets available to remaining partitions, which restrict the

search for their plans. Details are omitted because of space constraints.

2.4 Other Issues

Iterative Programs For simplicity of presentation, we have not yet discussed loops.

Cumulon supports a loop construct in the workflow of jobs. It is intended for it-

erative programs (not for writing low-level, C-style loops that implements matrix

multiply, for example). As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, cost estimation for iterative

programs is very difficult, because convergence depends on factors ranging from in-

put characteristics (e.g., condition numbers of matrices) to starting conditions (e.g.,

warm vs. cold).

Cumulon takes a pragmatic approach in this regard. We focus on predicting the

per-iteration time and cost of an iterative program. For short loop bodies (such

as PLSI), we first unroll it to enable more optimization opportunities. The user

can either reason with this per-iteration “rate” produced by Cumulon, or specify

the desired number of iterations to get the overall cost. In practice, this limitation

is not severe, because users often start with trial runs until they understand the
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Algorithm 2: Optimizing deployment plan with no cluster switching.

optO,QpL,Pq: L: physical plan template;
P: type and number of machines in the cluster.

returns: deployment plan with lowest cost for given L and P;
if two return values are expected, the second lower-bounds the cost
on larger clusters of the same type (details omitted).

1 O,QÐH,H;

2 foreach job j P L do
3 Cbest, Sbest, Obest � 8,K,K;

4 foreach reasonable slot number per machine S do
5 foreach feasible setting O of j’s operator parameters do
6 if Cpxj,O,P, pSqyq   Cbest then
7 Cbest, Sbest, Obest � Cpxj,O,P, pSqyq, S,O;

8 OÐ OY tpj,Obestqu; QÐ QY tpj, Sbestqu;

9 return xL,O,P,Qy;

optO,P,QpL, Tmaxq: L: physical plan template;
Tmax: maximum completion time.

returns: lowest-cost deployment plan for L that runs under Tmax.
1 Cmax, Dbest Ð8,K;

2 foreach machine type m do
3 N Ð mintN | CpoptO,QpL, pm,Nqq ¤ Tmaxu by exponential search;

4 repeat
5 D, čÐ optO,QpL, pm,Nqq;

6 if CpDq   Cmax then Cmax, Dbest Ð CpDq, D;

7 ;

8 until č ¥ Cmax;

9 return Dbest;

convergence properties on full datasets. An interesting direction of future work is

to look for cases where we can do more, e.g., when factors affecting convergence are

understood and can be efficiently computed without running the program.

Coping with Performance Variance In Section 2.3.1, we have shown how to deal with

variance in task completion time, which can result from transient behaviors or self-

interference among tasks, and affect our prediction of expected job completion time.

But this step is only a beginning. Performance uncertainty can arise for many rea-

sons. It can stem from our optimizer’s incomplete or inaccurate knowledge of the
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input properties: e.g., whether and where non-zero entries are clustered in a sparse

matrix. In a cloud setting, for a (virtual) machine of given type, a cloud provider

may assign an AMD instead of an Intel CPU, which affects the performance of linear

algebra libraries. Depending on where the provisioned machines are located in the

provider’s data center, the network characteristics may vary. Performance can also

be impacted by other virtual machines running on the same physical machine, and

by other workloads sharing the same physical network.

While Cumulon is far from sophisticated in tackling performance variance from

such sources, it offers a practical guard against wrong decision with its runtime

monitoring support. When a deployment plan is executing, Cumulon monitors its

performance and alerts the user as soon as it detects potentially significant deviations

from the optimizer’s time and cost predictions, e.g., when the first iteration takes

much longer than expected. Upon receiving an alert, the user may decide to cancel

the deployment to avoid sinking more money. As future work, we plan to investi-

gate the possibility of dynamic reoptimization using data collected during ongoing

execution.

2.5 Experiments

Our experiments are conducted on Amazon EC2. We consider the EC2 machine

types listed in Table 1.1, and use the published rates (but without rounding up

usage hours). The HDFS block size is 32MB; Cumulon’s tiles have the same size by

default (equivalent of a 2048 � 2048 dense double matrix). HDFS replication factor

is set to 3 or the cluster size (N), whichever is smaller. These configuration settings

do impact performance and reliability, but unlike the number of slots per machine

(S), their choices are far less dependent on particular Cumulon programs. We have

found these settings to work well for all workloads we tested, and therefore we do

not include them in Q for plan optimization.
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Algorithm 3: The loop body of GNMF. Here, � denotes element-wise multiply
and �{ denotes element-wise divide.

Data: V: m� n sparse data matrix.
Result: W: n� k dense matrix;

H: k �m dense matrix;
k is usually much less than m and n.

1 initialize H,W;

2 repeat
3 H1 Ð H � pWᵀ �Vq �{ pWᵀ �W �Hq;

4 W1 ÐW � pV �Hᵀq �{ pW �H�Hᵀq;

5 H,W Ð H1,W1;
6 until termination condition;

We use a variety of programs to evaluate Cumulon. 1) Matrix multiplies with

varying dimensions and sparsity allow us to experiment with different input charac-

teristics. 2) RSVD-1, introduced in Chapter 1, is the dominating step in a random-

ized SVD algorithm. 3) GNMF-1 is Line 3 in Algorithm 3, which describes a popu-

lar algorithm called Gaussian Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (GNMF ) [30], with

applications including vision, document clustering, and recommendation systems. It

is also used by SystemML [14] for evaluation. 4) PLSI-1 is Line 3 in Algorithm 1,

an expensive step in a PLSI iteration. 5) PLSI-full is a Hadoop program consist-

ing of a non-Cumulon part, which downloads and preprocesses documents into the

word-document matrix O, followed by a Cumulon part, which performs PLSI on O.

2.5.1 Execution Engine and Physical Operators

We now demonstrate the advantages of the executions strategies enabled by Cumu-

lon’s flexible model and physical operators as well as their efficient implementation on

top of Hadoop/HDFS. Here, we focus on showing how, given a cluster, our approach

achieves faster running time (and hence lower cost).

Comparison with SystemML First, we compare Cumulon with SystemML using a

number of matrix multiply programs with varying sizes, shape, and sparsity. Their
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Table 2.1: Choices of split factors by SystemML and Cumulon for A�B.

A (m� l) B (l � n) SystemML Cumulon
if sparse, sparsity shown in parentheses split factors fm, fl, fn

1 24k� 24k 24k� 24k 8, 1, 8 4, 4, 4

2 1� 100k 100k� 100k 1, 1, 50 1, 10, 10

3 100� 100k 100k� 100k 1, 1, 50 1, 10, 10

4 160k� 100 100� 160k 8, 1, 8 8, 1, 8

5 100� 20000k 20000k� 100 1, 80, 1 1, 80, 1

6 200k� 200k (0.1) 200k� 1000 100, 1, 1 10, 10, 1

7 1000k� 1000k (0.01) 1000k� 1 100, 1, 1 10, 10, 1

running times on the same cluster, broken down by jobs and phases, are shown in

Figure 2.8. For SystemML, the number of map slots and that of reduce slots are

always 2, and we choose the faster one of their RMM and CPMM strategies for

each program. For Cumulon, we use the deployment plans picked by Cumulon; the

number of (map) slots is also always 2. Table 2.1 shows the input dimensions and

the split factors ended up being used by SystemML and Cumulon.

For Cumulon, we omit streaming granularity settings (Section 2.2.2) here and in

subsequent discussion; in most cases choosing this granularity to be a tile works

best, as CPU under-utilization can be compensated with a large enough S.

From Figure 2.8, we see that Cumulon is significantly faster than SystemML (and

hence proportionally cheaper in terms of monetary cost), for all but one program

(#4). For #4, the two inputs are small and shaped like column and row vectors,

where SystemML’s RMM strategy happens to use the same (optimal) split factors

as Cumulon; thus the two have comparable performance.

Two factors attribute to Cumulon’s advantage: 1) Cumulon’s map tasks do more

useful work than SystemML’s; 2) SystemML’s choices of split factors are severely

limited. We examine these factors in isolation later when discussing Figures 2.2

and 2.10.
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Table 2.2: Options for multiplying two dense 48k � 48k matrices using flexible split
factors, on 10 c1.xlarge machines. (: Implementation-dependent; irrelevant here as pure MapReduce’s

first job alone is already more costly than other options.)

pure Cumulon
Time ‖ slots × Cumulon MapReduce +reduce

1st map 1980s ‖ 4 1885s ‖ 2 2465s ‖ 3

1st reduce n/a 2759s ‖ 4 924s ‖ 2

2nd map 510s ‖ 4 d/c: n/a

2nd reduce n/a d/c: n/a

split factors 6, 6, 6 6, 6, 6 8, 8, 8

More Complex Workflows and Advantage of MaskMul Figure 2.9 compares SystemML

and Cumulon on two workflows, GNMF-1 and PLSI-1, on the same cluster. For

PLSI-1, m � 3375104, n � 131151, k � 100. GNMF-1 computes H � pHᵀ �Vq �{

pWᵀ�W�Hq, where H is k�m, V is n�m, and W is n� k as in PLSI-1. There

are two map slots per machine, and for SystemML, also two reduce slots. SystemML

uses 5 full MapReduce jobs for GNMF-1, and 1 for PLSI-1; in contrast, Cumulon

uses 4 and 1 map-only jobs, respectively. From Figure 2.9, we see that advantages

of Cumulon carry over to more complex workflows.

Figure 2.9 further compares two plans for PLSI-1 in Cumulon: one that does not

use the MaskMul operator (recall Section 2.2.2) and one that uses it. We see that

performance improvement enabled by MaskMul is dramatic (more than an order of

magnitude), further widening the lead over SystemML.3

Comparison with Other Hadoop-Based Implementations Going beyond SystemML, we

examine more broadly how to implement matrix multiply with general split factors

on top of Hadoop. We compare three options. 1) Cumulon: Two map-only jobs,

where the first multiplies and the second adds. 2) Pure MapReduce : Two map-

reduce jobs, where the map tasks in the first job simply replicate and shuffle input

3 In more detail, MaskMul is applied to the second multiply (between C � E and Bᵀ) under �{.
This second multiply is where the bulk of the computation is—recall that C is m� k, E is k � k,
Bᵀ is k � n, and m,n " k.
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to reduce tasks to be multiplied, like in SystemML. Unlike SystemML, however,

flexible choices of split factors are allowed, so the second job may be required for

adding. (This option enables us to study the impact of different uses of map tasks

in isolation from the effect of different split factors.) 3) Cumulon+reduce : One

full map-reduce job, where the map tasks read directly from HDFS to multiply, like

Cumulon; however, the results are shuffled to reduce tasks to be added.

Figure 2.2 compares the running times of these options in the same cluster, as

well as settings of split factors and number of slots (optimized for respective options).

First, we see that pure MapReduce incurs a significant amount of pure overhead in

its map tasks; in contrast, other options’ map tasks perform all multiplications.

Second, the map-only approach of Cumulon allows it to focus all resources on map

tasks, without the overhead and interference caused by having to shuffle to reduce

tasks. For example, because of resource contention, Cumulon+reduce is forced to

allocate 3 map slots for multiplication (vs. 4 for Cumulon) and use bigger split factors

(which lead to more I/O). Also, general sorting-based shuffling supported by Hadoop

is an overkill for routing data to matrix operators, who know exactly which tiles they

need. Thus, in spite of the fact that writes to HDFS are slower than to local disks

(for shuffling), Cumulon’s approach of passing data through HDFS between map-only

jobs is the better option.

2.5.2 Deployment Plan Space and Optimization

We begin with experiments that reveal the complexity of the search space and mo-

tivate the need for jointly optimizing settings of operator parameters (O), hardware

provisioning (P), and configuration (Q). These experiments also exercise the Cumu-

lon optimizer. Then, we see examples of how Cumulon helps users make deployment

decisions and works with a program with non-matrix Hadoop components. We also

explore plans with cluster switching.
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Impact of Operator Parameter and Configuration Settings We show that even if we are

given a fixed cluster, different O and Q settings can have a big impact on performance.

Figure 2.10 compares a number of deployment plans for a dense matrix multiply on

the same cluster, while the number of slots per machine (S) varies. For each S

setting, we consider the plan with the optimal O (split factors) for this S, as well

as a plan with same split factors as SystemML’s RMM (which requires fl � 1).

However, this latter plan is implemented in Cumulon and does not carry the overhead

of SystemML’s pure MapReduce implementation. (Thus, this plan helps reveal the

impact of SystemML’s suboptimal split factor choices in isolation from the overhead

of its restricted use of map tasks.)

From Figure 2.10 we make two observations. First, poor choices of O and P

lead to poor performance; e.g., the second plan for S � 1 is nearly three times

more expensive than the optimal plan with S � 6. Second, the choices of O and

P are interrelated. As S increases, memory available to each slot decreases, which

obviously limits the input split size. However, the effect of S on the optimal split

factors is more intricate than simply scaling them proportionally to make splits fit

in memory, as we can see from Figure 2.10.

Also note that the optimal S setting in general is not the number of cores per

machine (8 in this case). One of the reasons is that JBLAS, which we use for

submatrix multiply, is multi-threaded, so even a smaller S can fully utilize the CPU;

overcommitting hurts performance. In this case, automatic cost-based optimization

works much more reliably than general rules of thumb.

Impact of Machine Type Next, we see how machine types influence optimality of

deployment plans. Figure 2.11 explores various plans for dense matrix multiply on

a 20-machine cluster of four types. There are four “base” plans, each optimized for

one type. As the legend shows, they have rather different O and Q settings.
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Figure 2.11 also shows what happens if one simply “retools” a plan optimized

for one machine type for another. In particular, if the target machine type does

not have enough memory run this plan, we lower the plan’s S setting so that it can

run without thrashing. This retooling is not always feasible; e.g., Plan 4, optimized

for m1.xlarge, cannot be retooled for m1.small and c1.medium. In general, retooled

plans are suboptimal, and in some cases (e.g., Plan 1 retooled for c1.xlarge) can incur

twice as much cost as the optimal.4

Impact of Cluster Size Even if we fix the machine type, optimal settings for O and

Q will change as we vary the cluster size N . In Figure 2.12, we consider RSVD-1 on

increasing large clusters of c1.xlarge machines. First, we find Plan 1 as the best for

N � 1, and Plan 2 as the best for N � 250. Their O and Q settings are shown in

4 Figure 2.11 shows monetary cost, not time. As a side note on how to interpret such figures,
having the lowest cost (Plan 2 and c1.medium in this case) may not imply the best deployment
plan in the presence of tighter completion time constraints. Here, Plans 3 and 4 actually complete
quicker, but are costlier because the rates of their machine types are higher.
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the legend. We retool the plans for different cluster sizes in a straightforward way:

they simply run with their O and Q settings, so work done by each task remains the

same, and varying N translates to varying number of waves. The predicted costs

of running these plans retooled from Plans 1 and 2 are plotted in Figure 2.12. For

comparison, the figure also plots the predicted cost of the optimal plan found by our

optimizer for every N .

As we can see from the figure, sticking to the same O and Q settings when N

changes is suboptimal. Intuitively, Plan 1 performs more work per task and requires

overall fewer tasks, but when N grows, many slots may idle in the last wave, leading

to waste. On the other hand, Plan 2 has a lot of tasks, which are an overkill and

carry more overhead and I/O when N is small. The optimal settings of O and Q

change with N , and result in lower costs than Plans 1 and 2 (except for the two N ’s

they are optimized for).

Since the cost curves in this figure are predicted by Cumulon, we also conduct a

number of actual runs and plot their costs for comparison. These costs are consistent

with our predictions.

Putting It Together We now show how Cumulon can help users make intelligent

deployment decisions by generating Figure 1.1 seen earlier in Chapter 1. The figure

visually presents the tradeoff between completion time and monetary cost5 across

different machine types, and enables users to ask “what-if” questions with different

deadline and budget scenarios. Each data point of a cost curve is obtained by

invoking the Cumulon optimizer to find the lowest-cost deployment plan for RSVD-1

that completes within the given time for the given machine type. This plan specifies

not only parameter settings for its physical operators but also the cluster size and

5 Cost of data ingress/ogress depends on the setup, and is not shown here. Assuming Amazon
EBS for stable storage, this cost would be no more than $2 (same for all deployment plans in
Figure 1.1).
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the number of slots per cluster. On a desktop machine with moderate hardware,

it took under a minute to generate the whole figure (excluding the costs of actual

runs for sample data points). This optimization overhead is well worth the benefit

provided by Figure 1.1—one actual run can easily take hours to complete.

To see that Cumulon’s cost estimation is effective, we also conducted actual runs

for some data points; the results are largely in line with the predictions. Additional

evaluation of cost estimation can be found in Figure 2.12 and figures in Section 2.3.1.

Cluster Switching and PLSI-Full Finding a simple program that warrants cluster

switching turned out to be difficult. Cluster switching did not bring significant

benefit to matrix multiplies, RSVD-1, GNMF-1, or PLSI-1, or complete versions of

the last three algorithms. For example, in complete RSVD, while cluster switching

at the end of RSVD-1 may seem obvious, it actually makes little difference because

so little work remains after this dominating RSVD-1 step. Hence, our experience

confirms our conjecture in Section 2.3.2 and justifies our approach of prioritizing the

search for plans with few or no switches.

Nonetheless, to test our optimizer’s support for cluster switching, we constructed

a synthetic program with two dense matrix multiplies: the first one is between two

60k� 60k matrices; the second one is between 400k� 100 and 100� 400k. Even for

this program, one c1.medium cluster turns out to work well. Things become more

interesting if we assume that c1.medium is no longer available. Among the remaining

four machine types, c1.xlarge is most suited for the first multiply, while m1.small is

best for the second. Our optimizer is able to find that the optimal plan involves a

switch from c1.xlarge to m1.small when Tmax ¥ 1.4 hours. Under tighter completion

time constraints, however, the cost of switching itself makes it unattractive. We omit

the details.

Finally, we consider PLSI-full, which includes both non-matrix and matrix parts.
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Table 2.3: Detailed comparison of three plans for PLSI-full.

Time (s) Cost ($)

Plan Preprocess Switch PLSI Total Preprocess Switch PLSI Total

C1 10757.5 0 13830 24587.5 9.90 0 12.72 22.62

C2 14480.5 0 11712 26192.5 12.51 0 10.12 22.63

C1 Ñ C2 10757.5 670 11712 23139.5 9.90 0.58 10.12 20.59

The second part runs Algorithm 1 (3 iterations) and is handled by Cumulon. The first

part consists of hand-optimized Hadoop jobs that download a document collection

as separate bz2 files (about 13GB total), decompress them, and extract a sample

of text documents (3.5GB) form the collection to prepare a 9460k � 1095k (with

sparsity of 2 � 10�5) word-document matrix for the second part. Since Cumulon is

built on top of Hadoop, it is easy to execute these two parts as a series of Hadoop

jobs. While Cumulon optimizes the second part, we have to manually tune the first.

It turns out that while the first part of PLSI-full prefers a large number of small

machines, the second part prefers fewer but larger machines. Thus, we select two

candidate clusters: C1, with 20 c1.medium machines, and C2, with 6 m1.xlarge

machines. We consider three plans: 1) run the entire PLSI-full on C1; 2) run the

entire PLSI-full on C2; 3) run the first part on C1, switch to C2, and run the second

part. The results are summarized in Table 2.3. As we can see, cluster switching

reduces the cost from $22.62 to $20.59.

2.6 Related Work

A number of recent projects supporting statistical computing on big data subject

scientists and statisticians to new, and in most cases, lower-level, programming ab-

stractions. RHIPE [15], Ricardo [11], and Analytics’ R/Hadoop enable R code to

invoke Hadoop and vice versa, but programmers are responsible for parallelization

and tuning. Apache Mahout and MADlib [10, 17] offer libraries of statistical analy-

sis routines (for Hadoop and a parallel database system, respectively). Historically,
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library-based approaches have been either limited by hard-coded assumptions tied

to particular data representations and execution environments, or ridden with knobs

that are difficult to tune for new deployment settings.

Automatic, cost-based optimization is a staple of database systems. Indeed,

MADlib leverages a database optimizer to alleviate tuning burden, but database

optimizers are often inadequate for matrix-based workloads. Database-style opti-

mization has also been applied to general MapReduce systems, e.g., by Starfish [18].

However, such work faces difficult challenges in modeling arbitrary map and reduce

functions. Because Cumulon focuses on matrix-based programs, we are able to take

a white-box approach specialized for such workloads. SystemML [14] takes an ap-

proach similar to ours, but as we have seen earlier, Cumulon avoids some significant

overheads that SystemML incurs with its MapReduce-based implementation. Fur-

thermore, SystemML only considers optimization of execution, while Cumulon also

jointly considers hardware provisioning and configuration settings.

Automatic resource provisioning has been studied recently for general MapReduce

systems [27, 43, 51, 19]. In contrast to the black-box workloads that these systems

face, we focus on declaratively specified statistical workloads, which lead us to a

different challenges and opportunities as we have shown in this chapter.

On a high level, we share the goal of making big-data analytics easier with

many recent systems. For example, projects such as SciDB [6] are rebuilding entire

systems from the ground up for specific workload types. Targeting graph mining,

PEGASUS [28] implements generalized iterated matrix-vector multiply efficiently on

Hadoop. RIOT [50] and RevoScaleR focus on making statistical computing work-

loads in R I/O-efficient; pR [31] automatically parallelizes function calls and loops

in R. Pig [34], Hive [40], and SciHadoop [8] are examples of higher-level languages

and execution plan generators for MapReduce systems. Our work goes beyond these

systems by addressing important usability issues of automatic hardware provisioning
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and configuration.

2.7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented Cumulon, a system that simplifies both the development and de-

ployment of matrix-based data analysis programs in the cloud. We have shown how

pure MapReduce is a poor fit for such workloads, and demonstrated how Cumulon’s

flexible execution model, new operators, and unconventional implementation on top

of Hadoop/HDFS together provide significant performance improvements over ex-

isting Hadoop-based systems for statistical data analysis. We have motivated the

need for automatic and joint optimization of not only physical operators and their

parameter settings, but also hardware provisioning and configuration settings in the

cloud. We have shown how a suite of benchmarking, simulation, modeling, and

search techniques provide effective cost-based optimization over this vast space of

possibilities.

We have already pointed out a number of directions for future work throughout

this chapter, such as more sophisticated handling of performance variance, exposing

variance in cost estimation to users, and dynamic reoptimization. We also plan to

consider the HPC offerings by Amazon EC2 and intelligently choose between HPC-

and Hadoop/HDFS-based implementations. While we currently focus on addressing

an individual user’s need, it will be nice to extend Cumulon to optimize, schedule, and

provision for workloads of multiple users programs in a shared cluster setting. Going

a step further, it would be interesting to see, from a cloud provider’s perspective,

how a better understanding of matrix-based workloads can help in deciding what

machine types to offer to support such workloads, and how to price these machine

types sensibly.
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3

Cümülön v1

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will discuss Cümülön v1, the first Cumulon verison with auction-

based market support. Amazon EC2 is a leader that provides an auction-based

market of computing resources. As we mentioned in Chapter 1, in addition to fixed-

price on-demand instances (machines), Amazon EC2 also offers spot instances, whose

market price changes over time, but is usually significantly lower than the fixed price

of the on-demand instances. A user acquires spot instances by setting a bid price

higher than the current market price, and pays for them based on the changing

market price. However, as soon as the market price exceeds the bid price, the user

will lose the spot instances. The user cannot change the bid price once the bid is

placed.

From a user’s perspective, spot instances offer a good cost-saving opportunity,

but there are a number of difficulties in using them:

• Work done on spot instances will be lost when they are reclaimed. There is no

guarantee when this event will happen, and when it happens, there is little time
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to react. In this sense, the loss of spot instances is similar to machine failures,

but it is one of the worst kinds possible—it amounts to a massive correlated

failure where all spot instances acquired at the (now exceeded) bid prices are

lost at the same time. The user still has to pay for their use before the point of

loss.1 What can we do to mitigate such risks? Should we checkpoint execution

progress on the spot instances? More checkpointing lowers the cost of recovery

in the event of loss, but it also increases execution time and cost, as well as the

possibility of encountering a loss. Furthermore, what is worth checkpointing

and where do we save it?

• There are also numerous options to consider for bidding. How many spot

instances should we bid for? More machines potentially imply faster completion

and hence lower chance of loss during execution, but a large parallelization

factor often leads to lower efficiency and higher overall monetary cost, not to

mention the possibility of paying for lots of spot instances without getting any

useful work out of them. Moreover, how do we set the bid price? Bidding

high decreases the chance of loss, but increases the average price we expect to

pay over time. Does it make sense to bid above the fixed price of on-demand

instances?

• When working with spot instances, we face a great deal of uncertainty, a pri-

mary source of which is the variability of market prices. From a cloud provider’s

perspective, a good average-case behavior may be enough to make a decision,

but from a user’s perspective, cost variability is a major concern. How do

we quantify the amount of uncertainty incurred by the use of spot instances?

Given a user’s risk tolerance and cost constraints, does it even make sense to

1 Amazon EC2’s pricing scheme is actually more nuanced and can lead to some rather interesting
bidding strategies; more details are in Section 3.3.2.
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use them? Is there any way to bound this uncertainty while still saving some

cost in the expected sense?

Our Contributions In this chapter, we present our answers to the challenges above

in the context of Cümülön v1 (i.e., Cumulon with spots). As mentioned in Chap-

ter 1, Cümülön v1 starts with an optimal “baseline” plan, that only uses on-demand

instances, and that meets the user-specified completion deadline and minimizes ex-

pected monetary cost. Next, Cümülön v1 makes intelligent decisions on whether and

how to bid for additional spot instances, and how to use them effectively to reduce

expected cost while staying within users’ risk tolerance.2 We also show how to build

a highly elastic computation and storage engine for matrices on top of spot instances.

A key desideratum of Cümülön v1 is letting users specify their objectives and

constraints in straightforward terms. Given an optimized baseline plan using only

fixed-price instances, a user can ask Cümülön v1 to find the plan involving spot

instances that minimizes the expected monetary cost, while satisfying the constraint

that the actual cost is within p1 � δq of the baseline cost with probability no less

than σ. By tuning δ and σ, the user tells Cümülön v1 how much risk she is willing

to take while trying to reduce the expected cost.

Cümülön v1 does a considerable amount of work behind the scenes to help users

make high-level decisions without worrying about low-level details. In terms of sys-

tem support for spot instances, Cümülön v1 uses a dual-store design consisting of

both primary nodes (regular, fixed-price instances) and transient nodes (variable-

price spot instances). The primary store leverages the reliability of primary nodes

to offer persistent storage without relying on separate cloud-based storage services

2 As we will show in Section 3.3.6, since the execution time of Cümülön v1’s plan is almost
always shorter than the estimated completion time of the baseline plan regardless of spot price
uncertainty, the user-specified deadline (which is no shorter) will be met with high probability.
This is why Cümülön v1 focuses on minimizing cost.
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that are costly and often inefficient. The transient store provides elastic, fast stor-

age for transient nodes without overwhelming the primary store. To combat loss

of progress when transient nodes are reclaimed, Cümülön v1 uses a combination of

(implicit) caching and (explicit) sync operations to copy selected states from the

transient store to the primary one. Taking advantage of declarative program spec-

ification (with matrices and linear algebra), Cümülön v1 uses fine-grained lineage

information to minimize the work required to recover lost data.

In terms of optimization support for spot instances, Cümülön v1 optimizes not

only implementation alternatives, execution parameters, and configuration settings

(as Cumulon does), but also bidding strategies and how to add sync operations during

execution. To make intelligent decisions, Cümülön v1 estimates execution time as

well as the time needed for sync and recovery—which depends on how much data

might be lost, how much of that will still be needed, and how much work is involved

in recomputing the required portion. Furthermore, Cümülön v1 has to reason with

unknown future market prices, and in particular, predict when we will lose the spot

instances. The market introduces a great deal of uncertainty; Cümülön v1 quantifies

how this uncertainty translates into the cost uncertainty of its recommendations, and

considers how various options impact the resulting uncertainty.

While most part of this chapter assumes a modified version of Amazon’s pricing

policy (see Section 3.3.2 for more details), our system and framework allow any

pricing policy to be plugged in. This flexibility allows us to explore interesting

policy questions, e.g., how would our bidding strategy change if we have to pay

the bidding price instead of the changing market price? In the remainder of this

chapter, we describe the inner workings of Cümülön v1, evaluate how well Cümülön

v1 supports the use of spot instances, and explore how the pricing policy affects

bidding strategies.
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3.2 System Support for Transient Nodes

There are several desiderata in supporting transient nodes. First, we want to handle

a large number of transient nodes (which can be much more than the number of

primary nodes). Second, we want to allow their instant arrival and departure. In

particular, in the event that the market price for a set of transient nodes exceeds

their bid price—which we call a hit for brevity—we do not assume that there is

enough time to checkpoint execution progress on these nodes before we lose them.

Cumulon’s execution model is already elastic in nature. Tasks in a job are inde-

pendent and can run anywhere in any order. Cümülön v1 further extends Cumulon’s

scheduler to work for the general case where the cluster contains multiple machine

types (e.g., m1.small vs. c1.medium), which may arise, for example, if we bid for a

particular type of nodes whose current market price becomes low enough to make it

cost-effective. The extension supports dynamic division of a job into tasks of various

sizes, each tailored toward a specific machine type. We omit the details because

support for heterogeneous clusters is not the focus here.

What to do with data—specifically, the results produced by the tasks—is more

challenging, because losing such data to an inopportune hit can lead to significant

loss of work. In the remainder of this section, we show how to tackle this challenge

using a dual-store design with caching and sync, and how to recover from a hit.

3.2.1 Dual-Store Design

Before describing our design, we briefly discuss several strawman solutions and why

we ruled them out. 1) Using a distributed storage service offered by the cloud provider

(such as Amazon S3) is a simple way to prevent data loss [32], but storing all in-

termediate results in it rather than local disk is prohibitively inefficient. 2) Using

a single HDFS on top of both primary and transient nodes is a natural extension to
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Cumulon that fully exploits the local storage on the available nodes. However, HDFS

is not designed to withstand massive correlated node failures, which happen with a

hit. HDFS’s decommission process simply cannot work fast enough to prevent data

loss. 3) Using a single HDFS on primary nodes only, as was done in [9], is cheap and

reliable. Tasks on transient nodes would write their results to the primary nodes,

which will be preserved in the event of a hit. However, since there are usually signif-

icantly more transient nodes than primary ones, these writes will easily overwhelm

the primary nodes (as we will demonstrate with experiments in Section 3.4). Other

storage approaches will be discussed later in related works in Section 3.5.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Cümülön v1 uses a dual-store design, where the

primary nodes together form a primary store, and the transient nodes together form

a separate transient store. We call the primary (transient, resp.) store the home store

of a primary (transient, resp.) node. Sitting on top of the two stores, a distributed

tile manager keeps track of where tiles are stored and mediates accesses to tiles. To

process a read , a node first attempts to find (a copy of) the requested tile in its

home store. If not found, the node will fetch the tile from the non-home store, and

then store (cache) a copy in the home store. To process a write , a node simply

writes the tile to its home store.

As a further optimization, we cache a tile in the transient store only if this tile

will be read later.3 To enable this optimization, Cümülön v1 gives its tile manager

an extra “cacheable” bit of information for each matrix that the program computes,

based on the notion of read factor further described below. A tile of A will be cached

by the transient store only if the “cacheable” bit for A is currently 1.

The read factor of a matrix A in job j, denoted by γAj , is the average number

of times that each tile of A is read by job j. The read factor can be readily ob-

3 Note that we always cache in the primary store, because even if a tile will not be read again in
normal execution, it may be useful for recomputing other useful tiles during recovery (Section 3.2.3).
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Figure 3.1: Dependencies among jobs for two iterations of GNMF. Edges are
labeled with read factors, where s denotes the number of tasks per job.

tained at optimization time as a function of the split size by analyzing j’s physical

plan template. During a job i, Cümülön v1 sets the “cacheable” bit for A to 1 iff°
j¥i γ

A
j ¡ 1. To illustrate, consider the following example.

Figure 3.1 shows the dependencies among jobs and matrices for two GNMF iter-

ations. Cümülön v1 compiles one iteration into 6 jobs. Job 1 computes Wᵀ �V. It

partitions V into a grid of n1�n1 submatrices, and W into a column of n1 submatri-

ces. Each task multiplies a pair of submatrices, and each submatrix of W multiples

with n1 submatrices of V. Therefore, each submatrix of W is needed by n1 tasks, so

the read factor (of W in job 1) γW1 � n1, or the square root of the number of tasks

in the job.

Note that our storage layer does not aggressively push writes between the two

stores; replication across stores happens through caching on reads. This policy does

not eliminate the risk of losing data produced by the transient nodes after a hit.

However, there are several advantages. 1) This policy avoids write traffic jams from

the transient store to the primary store, by piggybacking writes on subsequent reads

and thereby spreading them out. 2) This policy naturally gives priority to data with

higher utility; the more often a tile is read, the more likely it will be cached in the
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Figure 3.2: A toy workflow with 5 jobs (left) and the lineage among their corre-
sponding output tiles (right). Jobs are shown as circles. Tiles are shown as squares;
shaded tiles are lost in a hit.

primary store. 3) Compared with aggressively pushing writes to the primary store,

this policy can potentially save many such writes. Utility of intermediate results will

decrease once jobs requiring them complete; if there is no hit by then, tiles produced

and “consumed” by transient nodes themselves will not be written to the primary

store.

Currently, Cümülön v1 implements the primary and transient stores as separate

HDFS on respective nodes. Conveniently, HDFS provides efficient shared storage for

all nodes with the same home store; thus, a tile cached upon one node’s read request

will benefit all nodes in the same store. Cümülön v1 uses a replication factor of 3

within each HDFS to guard against data loss due to occasional node failures (which

could still happen even with primary nodes). However, as discussed earlier, we do

not assume that the transient store can preserve any data when the cluster is hit.

3.2.2 Sync Jobs

Caching data on read is opportunistic and not enough to bound data loss in the event

of a hit. Losing a tile, especially when late in execution, could trigger expensive

recomputation going back all the way to the beginning of execution unless sufficient

intermediate results survive in the primary store. Thus, we introduce explicit sync
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jobs to ensure that a set of matrices completely “persist” on the primary store. Two

specialized physical operators are developed for a sync job, SyncRead and SyncWrite.

Rather than reading all tiles in the input split from either home store or non-home

store, SyncRead reads the set of tiles in the matrix present only in the transient

store by consulting the tile manager. 4 SyncWrite always writes to the primary

store, rather than the home store. As with other jobs, this sync job executes as

multiple parallel and independent tasks, each responsible for a subset of the tiles.

Hardwiring a rigid syncing strategy into the system (e.g., syncing all intermediate

results periodically or even after every non-sync job) is suboptimal, as the best

strategy depends on many factors: when and how often an intermediate result matrix

A will be used later, how likely a hit will occur before the uses of A, how much of A

will be cached by the primary store over time, and how expensive it is to recompute

the part of A required when recovering from a hit. Some of these factors can be

determined by static program analysis; some further depend on the bid price and

future market prices. It would be unrealistic to expect users to come up good syncing

strategies manually. Therefore, Cümülön v1 considers the choice of a syncing strategy

as an integral part of its optimization (Section 3.3).

3.2.3 Recovering from a Hit

In practice, syncing all intermediate results is too expensive, and even if we do, a

hit may still occur during a sync job. Cümülön v1 supports fine-grained data-driven

recovery: it performs only the computation needed to recover the specific portions of

data that are missing and required for resuming execution. Cümülön v1 does not rely

on having any complete snapshot of the execution state. Thanks to its knowledge of

the physical plan template, Cümülön v1 is able to redo a job “partially,” using tasks

4 In the case of syncing the result matrix of a matrix multiplication job, this involves reading
the collection of partial result tiles from both stores and summing them into tiles in the final result
matrix.
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that may differ from those in the original execution.

To help determine the dependencies between input and output data, each physical

operator in Cümülön v1 supports a lineage function, which returns the subset of input

tiles required for computing a given subset of output tiles. The lineage function of a

job is simply the composition of the lineage functions for the physical operators in

the job’s physical plan template. Suppose a job reads matrix A and produces matrix

B. We use ΛA
BpBq to denote the subset of A tiles required for computing the given

subset B of B tiles, as determined by the lineage function of the job.

Once Cümülön v1 detects a hit—say during the execution of job jhit—the sched-

uler stops issuing new tasks for jhit, and gives a short time for ongoing tasks on the

primary nodes to either complete or fail (due to missing data5 or time running out).

Next, Cümülön v1 calculates, for each job up to jhit and each matrix A produced by

these jobs, the set XA of deficient tiles in A, i.e., those that must be recomputed in

order to resume execution. This calculation starts with job jhit and works backwards

recursively. Consider A produced by job j. Let PA denote the set of persisted tiles

in A, i.e., those currently available in the primary store. If A will be part of the

final output or will be read by any job following jhit, then all non-persisted tiles are

deficient; otherwise, let B denote the set of matrices produced by any job among

j � 1, j � 2, . . . , jhit that reads A. To recover the deficient tiles for each B P B, we

need the subset ΛA
BpX

Bq of A’s tiles. Therefore, XA �
�

BPBΛA
BpX

BqzPA.

Then, Cümülön v1 runs a series of “partial” jobs, one for each job up to jhit with

any deficient output tile. Each partial job j has the same physical plan template

as the original job j, but runs only on the primary nodes and produces only the

deficient tiles as determined above. After these partial jobs complete, execution can

resume from job jhit � 1.

5 In fact, with lineage information, it is possible for Cümülön v1 to infer which tasks will fail due
to missing data, without waiting for them to time out. Cümülön v1 currently does not implement
this feature, however.
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As a toy example, Figure 3.2 shows a workflow with the tile-level lineage it

generates. Jobs are numbered according to execution order, and every output matrix

consists of two tiles. If a hit occurs during the execution of job 4 and the shaded

tiles are lost, then we need the full output of jobs 3 and 4 (i.e., tiles 4–7) in order

to finish the workflow. After lineage analysis, Cümülön v1 will know that tiles 2,

4, 5 and 7 are deficient and must be regenerated. Note that although tile 1 is also

missing, it is not deficient because tile 3 is available. The recovery plan is as follows:

run job 2 partially to generate tile 2 from tile 0, then job 3 in full to generate tiles 4

and 5, and finally job 4 to generate tile 7 from tile 3.

Note that the division of work in a partial job into tasks can be quite different from

the original execution; the recovery plan will use parameters optimized for execution

on primary nodes only, as opposed to those optimized for the full-strength cluster. In

other words, Cümülön v1 performs recovery in a more flexible, data-driven manner

than just redoing a subset of the original tasks. Furthermore, Cümülön v1 does not

track lineage explicitly, but instead infer it as needed from the physical plan template.

Such features are possible because Cümülön v1 programs are specified declaratively

using a vocabulary of operators with known semantics. These features distinguish

Cümülön v1 from other systems with lineage-based recovery (such as Spark [48])

that need to support black-box computation.

3.3 Optimization

There is a huge space of alternatives for running a Cümülön v1 program with tran-

sient nodes—from execution to bidding to syncing. Moreover, Cümülön v1 seeks

to quantify the uncertainty in the costs of its recommendations, and allows users

to specify their risk tolerance as an optimization constraint. We impose several

restrictions on the plan space, either to keep optimization tractable or to simplify

presentation. Then, we discuss how to extend our solution for the simplified opti-
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mization problem to consider more complex plans. Specifically, we start with the

following restrictions:

(Augmenting a Baseline Plan Template) Given a program to optimize, we

begin with a baseline plan with nprim primary nodes of a specific machine type at the

fixed price of pprim (per machine per unit time), and no transient nodes. This baseline

plan (involving no transient nodes) can be the lowest-cost plan found by Cumulon,

under a user-specified deadline.

Let Q denote the program’s physical plan template, and let qj denote the physical

plan template of job j, where 1 ¤ j ¤ m and m is the number of jobs. We only

consider plans that augment Q with transient nodes: 1) we will not change the set

of primary nodes; 2) we will not change Q, except for adding sync jobs. However,

we do reoptimize the execution parameters for Q—e.g., splits for each job (recall

Section 2.2)—for the new cluster.

The baseline plan makes it easy for users to specify risk tolerance. Suppose the

estimated cost of the baseline plan is c. Then, the risk tolerance constraint can be

specified as pδ, σq, which means that we only consider plans whose costs are within

p1 � δqc with probability no less than σ. Note that by bounding the plan cost, this

constraint also places a soft upper bound on the completion time of the plan (because

cost increases with time). Without the help of the baseline plan, it would be much

more difficult for users to come up with appropriate constraints.

(Optimizing on Start) We assume that we make our optimization decision at the

start of the program. The decision consists of two parts, bidding and syncing.

(Bidding for a Homogeneous Cluster) We assume that we only bid for

transient nodes of the same type as the primary ones at the start of the program.

Suppose the market price of the transient nodes at bid time is p0. The bidding

strategy is characterized by pp̂, ntranq, where p̂ ¥ p0 is the bid price and ntran ¥ 0
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is the number of transient nodes to bid for.

As discussed in Section 3.2, Cümülön v1 in fact has full system support for het-

erogeneous clusters. However, optimization becomes considerably more com-

plex; we are still working on refining the cost models for heterogeneous clusters.

(Syncing after Output) We assume that we sync the output of job j only

immediately after job j; in other words, we do not consider waiting to sync

later. Thus, the syncing strategy is characterized by a mapping S from jobs to

subsets of matrices they produce; Spjq specifies the subset of matrices output

by job j to be persisted in the primary store after job j completes. If Spjq � H,

we move on to job j � 1 immediately after job j completes.

(Optimizing for One Bid) We make our current optimization decision based on

the assumption that, if the cluster is hit, we will carry out remaining work using only

the primary nodes. Under this assumption, the program execution can be divided

into three phases:

• Until it is hit, the cluster executes the program at full strength with both

primary and transient nodes. We call this phase the pre-hit phase, and denote

its duration by Thit.

• Upon being hit, if the execution has not finished, we enter the recovery phase,

where the primary nodes perform recovery and complete the last non-sync job

that started before the hit. We denote the duration of this phase by Trec.

• Finally, the primary nodes complete any remaining (non-sync) jobs in the

program. We call this phase the wrap-up phase and denote its duration by

Trap.

In general, as mentioned earlier in Footnote 2, with a very high probability that

the augmented plan runs faster than the estimated time of the baseline plan. This is
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because in all three execution phases (except in a sync job), the primary nodes are

consistently doing non-repeating useful work with all results preserved. In a sync

job, results are being preserved into primary store at a even higher rate than normal

execution. On the other hand, no matter when the hit happens, the amount of work

done by the transient nodes and preserved in primary store will be non-negative.

They only helps reducing execution time.

There are extreme situations where the augmented plan ends up slightly slower

than the baseline plan. For instance, the impact of egress read traffic from primary

store (discussed later in Section 3.3.3) could slow down the execution in primary

nodes when the transient nodes initially join execution. If the hit happens early

when no work done in transient nodes is preserved, we could end up with a execution

time slightly longer than baseline plan. However, this happens with a very small

probability in general. Visualizations on execution time will be provided later in

Section 3.3.6.

Since the execution time of the augmented plan is very likely shorter than that of

the baseline plan, the user-specified deadline (which is no shorter) will be met with

high probability. That’s why Cümülön v1 focuses on minimizing cost when searching

for augmented plans. In this chapter, we solve the following optimization problem:

Given a baseline plan with estimated cost of c, physical plan template Q, and nprim

primary nodes, find bidding strategy pp̂, ntranq and syncing strategy S that minimize

the expected cost of the three-phase execution, subject to the constraint that the actual

execution cost is no more than p1 � δqc with probability no less than σ.

This problem formulation implies that our optimization decision is myopic in the

sense that it does not consider the future possibilities of bidding for additional tran-

sient nodes, voluntarily releasing transient nodes before completion, or dynamically

re-optimizing the execution plan and syncing strategy, etc. In practice, however, we
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can re-run the optimization later and bid for a new set of transient nodes. We shall

come back to such extensions in Section 3.3.9.

For the remainder of this section, we begin with the market price model in Sec-

tion 3.3.1 and pricing scheme in Section 3.3.2, which let us estimate Thit, and calculate

costs given cluster composition and lengths of the execution phases. We present mod-

els for estimating execution times in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. We then show how

to combine these models to obtain the total cost distribution (with uncertainty) in

Section 3.3.5, and how to solve the optimization problem in Section 3.3.6.

3.3.1 Market Price Model

In order to estimate Thit and the cost of transient nodes, we need a model for predicting

the future market price pptq at time t given the current market price pp0q � p0.

Cümülön v1 allows any stochastic model to be plugged in, provided that it can

efficiently simulate the stochastic process.

Our current market price model employs two components. First, we use non-

parametric density estimation to approximate the conditional distribution of the

future prices given the current and historical prices. To capture diurnal and weekly

periodicity, we wrap the time dimension in one-day and one-week cycles. Second, we

model price spikes and their inter-arrival times as being conditionally independent

given current and historical prices. We train the two components using historical

spot price traces published by Amazon (details later in Section 3.4.3), and then

combine the components to create a sample path. Further technical details on the

market price modeling together with its validation are organized into Appendix B at

the end of the thesis.

Although our full model captures periodicity, we instead use a simpler, non-

periodic price model by default in our experiments for better interpretability of

results, unless otherwise specified. The reason is that with periodicity, costs and
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optimal strategies would depend also on the specific time when we start to run the

program, making it harder for experiments to cover all cases and for readers to un-

derstand the impact of other factors. In Section 3.4.5, the full periodic model will

be used to provide more insights into the optimal bid time.

Given the market price model, current market price p0, and bid price p̂, we can

repeatedly simulate the process to obtain multiple market price traces, stopping each

one as soon as it exceeds p̂. From these traces, we readily obtain the distribution of

Thit. For example, the top part of Figure 3.8 (ignore the bottom for now) shows the

distribution of Thit given p0 � $0.02 and p̂ � $0.2, computed from our (non-periodic)

model. We plot both PDF and CDF. From the figure, we see that the distribution

roughly resembles the Lévy distribution, which characterizes the hitting time of a

random walk. The PDF peaks shortly after the start, but has a long tail. If we

are “lucky,” we get to finish the program with a full-strength cluster (i.e., with both

primary and transient nodes) without being hit. For example, say that in this case

full-strength execution take 2 hours. We can then infer from the CDF in the figure

that we get “lucky” with probability 1 � P pThit ¤ 2hq � 0.32.

3.3.2 Pricing Scheme

A pricing scheme computes the monetary cost of running a cluster given the fixed

price pprim of primary nodes and the time-varying market price pptq of transient nodes.

Unless otherwise noted, we assume the following pricing scheme. Given nprim primary

nodes and ntran transient nodes, and the lengths of the three execution phases (Thit,

Trec, and Trap), the total cost is

Cpnprim, ntran,Thit,Trec,Trapq

� nprimpprimpThit � Trec � Trapq � ntran

» Thit

0

pptq dt.
(3.1)
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Basically, the primary nodes are charged at the constant rate of pprim throughout the

entire execution, while the transient nodes, working only during the pre-hit phase,

are charged at the time-varying market price. For simplicity, we omit the cost of

data ingress/egress at the beginning/end of the execution (e.g., from/to Amazon

S3), because it is independent of our optimization decisions.

As hinted earlier (Footnote 1), Amazon EC2 actually uses a different pricing

scheme. It rounds usage time to full hours, and for spot instances, it does not charge

for the last partial hour of usage if they are reclaimed. This policy is Amazon-specific

and can lead to some rather interesting strategies, e.g., bidding low and intentionally

holding transient nodes after completing work in hope that they will be reclaimed,

making the last hour free. To make our results less specific to Amazon and easier to

interpret, we consider fractional hours in computing costs by default (as Microsoft

Azure and Google Cloud do). Cümülön v1 can support the Amazon scheme (or any

other alternative) if needed. In fact, in Section 3.4.4, we will investigate how optimal

strategies change as we switch to the Amazon scheme, or another plausible pricing

scheme where transient nodes are charged at their bidding prices.

3.3.3 Job Time Estimation

Our goal here is to derive a function for estimating the execution time for a job.

We build on the Cumulon job time estimator (for details see [21]). Briefly, Cumulon

estimates job execution time from the execution time of its constituent tasks. The

task execution time is broken down into two components: computation and I/O.

The computation time is obtained from models for individual operators trained using

micro-benchmarks. The I/O time model is trained as a function of the total amount

of I/O and the cluster size, with the assumption that the sources and destinations of

I/O requests are independently and uniformly distributed across the cluster. While

a strong assumption, it worked quite well for linear algebra workloads on a cluster
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Figure 3.3: Job time of A�B (120k square dense, left three columns) and A�B
(60k square dense, right three columns) with different inital locations in a 6+40
c1.meidum cluster. Here k denotes 1024.

where all nodes participate in the distributed store and are expected to be available

throughout the execution.

Cümülön v1 continues to use the same computation time models as Cumulon, but

it must extend the I/O time model in two situations where the uniformity assumption

is clearly violated. 1) Egress from primary: Suppose a matrix A initially resides

only on the primary store, and it is the first time that A is read by a job running

on both primary and transient nodes. Here, all read requests target the primary

store, and its read bandwidth may be the limiting factor. 2) Ingress to primary:

Suppose a matrix A was produced by primary and transient nodes, and a sync job

needs to ensure that the primary store has a complete version of A. Here, all write

requests target the primary store, and its write bandwidth may become the main

constraint.

For instance, Figure 3.3 shows the job execution time of two jobs, A � B and

A�B, in a 6+40 (6 primary nodes and 40 transient nodes) c1.medium cluster with

two slots per node. Each task does a 4k�4k addition or a 6k�6k�6k multiplication,

where k denotes 1024. ”A,B in both” is the case where both matrices are loaded

in both primary and transient store beforehand, and thus serves as the base case.

If A starts only in primary, then job time increases because more reading requests

goes to primary store, creating a potential I/O bottleneck. If both A and B start
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Figure 3.5: Task time of the A�B job in Figure 3.3.

only in primary, the job time delay doubled comparing to the previous case, since

the amount of data to read from primary doubled.

As we can see, the bottleneck of reading from primary store has a larger impact on

job time in the addition job than the multiplication. This is because in the addition

job, computation is trivial and almost all job time is spent on I/O. While in the

multiply job, computation takes a decent portion of fixed time. That is why the
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impact of I/O contention on total job time is less significant.

On the other hand, since each matrix tile are needed by multiple tasks in the

matrix multiply job, without data caching and sharing among transient nodes, the

I/O bottleneck of the primary store could potentially be much worse than in addition,

where each tile is only needed by exactly one task. Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 gives

a task level timing for both jobs. In the addition job, when data are initally only in

primary, all tasks in the job are experiencing I/O contention because every task is

reading different data from primary. While in multiply, we only see significant delay

in the first few waves (92 tasks per wave), and later on the work proceeds the same as

the base case where both matrices are loaded into both stores. The transient cache

works well in this case.

Figure 3.6 shows the sync-to-primary job time divided by the number of tiles

synced using 6 c1.medium primary nodes. We can see that the average time to sync

one tile does not change much when the transient size varies from 5 to 40. In the sync

MM job case, the tiles to sync is the result of the previous matrix multiplication job,

which is not summed up yet. In this sync job, each task have to read in all the partial
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tiles from both primary and transient store, sum them up and write the final result

tile to primary. The addtional reads done per tile is the reason why the time spent

on syncing one tile is more than the normal job case. In conclusion, this figure shows

that the bandwidth approach of estimating the influence of this kind of unbalanced

traffic is effective in considerable large range of primary-to-transient ratio.

To account for these I/O patterns, Cümülön v1 extends the I/O time model for

the two cases above with two additional terms: both have the form of total unbalanced

I/O amount / primary store bandwidth; one is for data egress (reads) while the

other is for data ingress (writes). Cümülön v1 adds a weighted sum of these two

terms to the job time predicted by Cumulon; we train the weights and measure the

per-node bandwidths for each machine type and for each physical operator using

micro-benchmarks. Except for the two I/O patterns above, Cümülön v1 uses the

same I/O time estimate as Cumulon, because in those cases the program runs either

on the primary nodes alone, or on both primary and transient nodes with uniformly

distributed workload and data.

For a job with physical plan template q running on nprim primary nodes and ntran

transient nodes, let Tpnprim, ntran, qq denote the estimated completion time of the op-

timal job plan in the given cluster (recall the optimization in Section 2.3.1). The

extended I/O time model is invoked 1) if ntran ¡ 0 and the job reads a matrix residing

entirely on the primary store, or 2) if the job is a sync. The context is always clear

when the Cümülön v1 optimizer performs this estimation.

3.3.4 Sync and Recovery Time Estimation

While Section 3.3.3 has laid the foundation for estimating job time, for a sync or

recovery job, we still have to know, respectively, the fraction of data needed to be

preserved or the fraction of the work needed to be redone. Recall from Sections 3.2.2

and 3.2.3 that at run time, Cümülön v1 uses tile-level persistency and lineage infor-
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mation to determine precisely what data to preserve and what work to redo, but we

do not have all information at optimization time. To enable estimation, Cümülön v1

makes strong independence and uniformity assumptions. While these assumptions

certainly do not hold in general, they work well for Cümülön v1 because its focus on

linear algebra workloads, which are much more predictable than arbitrary, black-box

programs. We now discuss the two estimation problems.

Forward Propagation of Persistency We say that a job is φ-completed if it has run for

a fraction φ of its total expected completion time. We assume that if a job producing

matrix A is φ-completed, it will have produced the same fraction (φ) of A’s tiles.

Let ρAj,φ, the persistency of A, denote the estimated fraction of A in the primary

store at the time when job j is φ-completed, assuming that the cluster has been

running at full strength since the beginning of A’s production. Let γ �
nprim

nprim�ntran
.

Suppose A is produced by job j0; we have ρAj0,φ � φγ, because each tile of A has a

probability γ of being produced on the primary store.

We now estimate how the persistency of A changes as execution progresses in a

full-strength cluster. Recall from Section 3.2.1 that γAj denotes the read factor of

A in job j, which can be obtained at optimization time by analyzing j’s physical

plan template. We calculate ρAj,φ from ρAj�1,1 as follows. Because Cümülön v1 caches

reads in its home store (Section 3.2.1), a read of A by a primary node can potentially

increase the persistency of A. For a tile to be absent from the primary store when job

j is φ-completed, the tile must be absent before j (which happens with probability

1 � ρAj�1,1), and none of the φγAj reads comes from a primary node (each of which

happens with probability 1 � γ). Therefore, ρAj,φ � 1 � p1 � ρAj�1,1qp1 � γqφγ
A
j .

We estimate the time to sync a set A of matrices after job j as

�TA,j
sync � T

�
nprim, ntran, sync

�¸
APA

p1 � ρAj,1q � sizepAq
�	
, (3.2)
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where Tpnprim, ntran, syncpvqq estimates the time it takes for a sync job to persist v

amount of tiles from the transient store to the primary store, using the I/O time

model of Section 3.3.3. 6 Of course, if we sync A after job j, the persistency of A

becomes 1 if the sync job completes, or ρAj,1�p1�ρ
A
j,1qφ if the sync job is φ-completed.

Backward Propagation of Deficiency Suppose the cluster is hit when job jhit is φ-

completed. Recall from Section 3.2.3 that the amount of recovery work depends on

the number of deficient tiles in each matrix. Thus, our goal is to estimate, for each

matrix A produced by jobs up to jhit, the fraction of A’s tiles that are deficient. We

call this quantity the deficiency of A, denoted by χA.

To this end, we introduce the coverage function, derived from the lineage function

in Section 3.2.3. Suppose the job producing matrix B uses matrix A as input. Let

λABpfq return the estimated fraction of A required to compute the given fraction f

of B. Given the job’s physical plan template, we learn λABp�q by simply sampling

the results of the lineage function ΛA
BpBq with different subsets B of B’s tiles. No

execution of the job is needed.

As an example, Figure 3.7 plots the learned coverage function λACp�q for a matrix

multiply job C � A � B. For comparison, we also plot test data points obtained

from actual runs, by introducing hits at random times during the job, and counting

the fraction of missing output tiles and the fraction of A tiles required for computing

them. We see that the coverage function here is nonlinear: we need 80% of A tiles

when 10% of the output tiles are missing, and almost all of A when 30% of the

output tiles are missing.

Calculation of deficiencies follows a procedure similar to that of determining the

set of deficient tiles in Section 3.2.3. We start with job jhit and work backwards.

6 In the case of syncing the result matrix of a matrix multiplication job, as discussed in Footnote 4,
additional read traffic will be modeled accordingly.
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Figure 3.7: Coverage function λACpfq for a matrix multiply job C � A�B, where
A and B are square matrices with 225 tiles each.

Consider A produced by job j. If A is part of the final output or needed by any job

following jhit, χ
A � 1 � ρAjhit,φ. Otherwise, let B denote the set of matrices produced

by any job among j � 1, j � 2, . . . , jhit that reads A. For each B P B, the fraction

of A tiles that is needed in producing a χB fraction of B tiles is λABpχ
Bq. Assuming

independence, we have χA �
�
1 �

±
BPBp1 � λABpχ

Bqq
�
p1 � ρAjhit,φq.

With deficiencies calculated, we can now estimate the execution time of the re-

covery phase. We need to run a partial version of job j (1 ¤ j ¤ jhit) in the recovery

phase if this job produces some matrix with non-zero deficiency. Let Oj denote the

set of matrices produced by job j. Assuming independence and that recovering a

given amount of deficiency requires the same fraction of the total work, we estimate

the fraction of work in job j needed in the recovery phase to be 1�
±

APOi
p1� χAq.

Therefore, we can estimate the total execution time of the recovery phase as

�Trec �
¸

1¤j¤jhit
Tpnprim, 0, qjq �

�
1 �

¹
APOj

p1 � χAq
	
, (3.3)

where Tpnprim, 0, qjq estimates the time it takes to run job j on the primary nodes

only.
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3.3.5 Putting It Together: Cost Estimation

All components are now in place for us to describe Cümülön v1’s cost estimation

procedure. Overall, our strategy is to first generate a “time table” for execution on

a full-strength cluster assuming no hit. Then, we simulate multiple market price

traces. For each trace, we determine the hit time, place it in the context of the

full-strength execution time table, estimate the lengths of the recovery and wrap-up

phases, and then the total cost. The costs obtained from the collection of simulated

traces give us a distribution, allowing Cümülön v1 to optimize expectation while

bounding variance.

More precisely, we are given a baseline plan Q � tq1, . . . , qmu and nprim primary

nodes, a bidding strategy pp̂, ntranq and the current market price p0 of transient nodes,

and a syncing strategy S.

1. We generate a full-strength execution time table t1 ¤ t11   t2 ¤ t12   � � �   tm,

where tj is the estimated time when job j completes, and t1j is the time when

the optional sync associated with job j completes (tj � t1j if Spjq � H). For

convenience, let t10 � 0 and t1m � tm. We use the following recurrence:#
tj � t1j�1 � Tpnprim, ntran, qjq;

t1j � tj � �TSpjq,jsync if Spjq � H, or tj otherwise.

2. Given p0, we simulate a market price trace pptq up to t � tm using the market

price model. If @t P r0, tmq : pptq ¤ p̂, we have “lucky” run without a hit, so

Thit � tm and Trec � Trap � 0. Otherwise, we estimate Thit, Trec, and Trap as follows:

• Thit � mintt P r0, tmq | pptq ¡ p̂u.

• jhit � maxtj P r1, tms | t
1
j   Thitu.

• We estimate Trec using Eq. (3.3). There are two cases: 1) If Thit   tjhit, the

cluster is in the middle of executing job jhit when hit. We set φ for job jhit
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to pThit � t1jhit�1q{ptjhit � t1jhit�1q. 2) Otherwise, job jhit is completed but the

cluster is in the middle of a sync job when hit. Thus, φ for job jhit is 1,

but φ for the following sync job is pThit � tjhitq{pt
1
jhit
� tjhitq.

• We estimate Trap as
°
jPrjhit�1,ms Tpnprim, 0, qjq.

Finally, we obtain the cost from Eq. (3.1) for the given price trace, using the

estimated Thit, Trec, Trap, and
³Thit
0
pptq dt calculated from the price trace.

To account for uncertainty in the market price, we repeat Step 2 above multiple

times to obtain a cost distribution. From this distribution, we can calculate the

expected cost as well as the probability that the cost exceeds a certain threshold.

Currently, Cümülön v1 does not account for uncertainty in the estimates of job

execution times or data persistency/deficiency. For the linear algebra workloads

targeted by Cümülön v1, we found such uncertainty to be manageable and dwarfed

by the uncertainty in the market price. However, if available, more sophisticated

models providing uncertainty measures can be incorporated into the procedure above

in a straightforward way by sampling. For example, Step 1 can be repeated to obtain

multiple samples of execution time tables. Doing so will increase the complexity of

the cost estimation procedure by a multiplicative factor.

3.3.6 Putting It Together: Optimization

To choose a bidding strategy, Cümülön v1 basically performs a grid search through

all candidate pairs of p̂ (bid price) and ntran (number of transient nodes) values. The

bid price starts at p0 and is incremented by one cent at a time; the number of

transient nodes starts from 0 and is incremented by one at time. We now discuss

how to upper-bound these two parameters.

• Under the default pricing scheme, once p̂ is high enough, additional increase

in it will have very little impact—the distribution of Thit will not improve much
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further, and the average market price paid for the transient nodes over time

will not increase much further. Therefore, in our setting, after reaching p̂ �

2pprim (twice the fixed price for the primary nodes), we stop increasing p̂ if the

resultant change in expected cost is less than 0.01%.

• A larger number of transient nodes leads to both diminishing returns of par-

allelization and a higher chance for the total cost to overrun the user-specified

threshold. For workloads studied, we set the upper bound of ntran to 150, which

is enough to cover the optimal plans. For some workloads, a larger ntran may

well lower expected cost further, though we do not go beyond ntran � 300 for

practical reasons.

An obvious improvement to the search algorithm above would be to first search a

coarser grid, and then search the more promising regions at the finer granularity.

However, we found the simple algorithm to suffice for our workloads because the

ranges of p̂ and ntran are limited in practice.

Given a physical plan templateQ ofm jobs and the cluster configuration pnprim, ntranq,

Cümülön v1 uses the same procedure as Cumulon to choose the optimal number of

tasks (and hence the amount of work per task) for each job. Next, Cümülön v1

chooses the syncing strategy S. The search space of syncing strategy can be large as

it is exponential in m. Another challenge is that adding a sync job does not always

lower the expected total cost; nonetheless, even if a sync increases the expected cost,

it may be useful as it reduces variance and decreases the tail probability of cost

overrun. Cümülön v1 resorts to a two-phase greedy strategy. In the first phase, we

always pick the sync job (among the remaining options) that decreases the expected

cost the most; we repeat this step until no more sync jobs can be added to S. If

the risk tolerance constraint is met, we simply return S. Otherwise, we proceed to

the second phase: we always pick the sync job that gives the biggest increase in the
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probability of cost staying within the prescribed threshold, and repeat this step until

no more improvement can be made. To recap, the two phases have goals matching

the two criteria of our optimization problem: the first phase greedily reduces the

expected cost, and the second phase then greedily lowers the risk. The complexity

of this greedy algorithm is only quadratic in m.

To illustrate Cümülön v1’s optimization decisions, consider the following exam-

ples based on a synthetic program MMk
γ. This program is simple by construction,

so that we can control its characteristics and intuitively understand the trade-offs

between various optimization decisions. Specifically, MMk
γ computes B �Ak using

a chain of k matrix multiplies, each multiplying the previous result by A. By fix-

ing the choice of split sizes (recall Section 2.2), we control the read factor γ of the

intermediate result by the next multiply. Both B and A are 30720 � 30720 in the

following examples.

MMk
γ Syncing Strategies In this example, we examine how Cümülön v1 chooses dif-

ferent syncing strategies based on a number of factors. First, we consider the distri-

bution of Thit predicted by our market price model, given p0 � $0.02 and p̂ � $0.2. As

explained earlier in Section 3.3.1, the top part of Figure 3.8 shows this distribution.

Figure 3.8c plots the expected cost of MM5
1 conditioned on Thit, for three plans that

differ only in their syncing strategies; nprim � 3 and ntran � 10. We make the following

observations.

• For every syncing strategy, its plot always starts with the baseline cost (Thit � 0);

the last drop (before the plot become horizontal) always corresponds to a lucky

run where the program finishes without being hit.

• Here, with a strategy of no syncing at all, we see that until the program finishes,

there is a long “window of vulnerability” during which the cost is expected to
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Figure 3.8: Top: Distribution of the hit time Thit, with p0 � $0.02 and p̂ � $0.2.
a) PDF. b) CDF. Middle/Bottom: Expected total cost/runtime of MM5

γ as a
function of Thit. c) e): Low read factor (γ � 1). d) f): High read factor (γ � 5).

raise steadily higher than the baseline, because a hit would take increasingly

longer to recover as the intermediate result becomes more valuable over the

course of execution.

• Adding a sync job increases the amount of work. Therefore, we see in Fig-

ure 3.8c that the cost and time of a lucky run are both higher than those of no

sync at all. The benefit, however, is that a sync job can reduce the recovery

cost, thereby lowering the expected total cost should a hit occur afterwards.

Overall, they also tend to “smooth” the plot.

• Different sync jobs bring different benefits, and the choice matters. As Fig-

ure 3.8c shows, syncing after the first multiply helps very little with cost,
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50 Jobs 60B*60B*60B read = 1 0.95 failure 50 Jobs  15B*15B*15B

c1.medium 3 core 10 cache c1.medium

t[i], t_core[i] from jobOptimizer t[i], b[i] 60518, 12308

priceCore = 0.145 / 3600;

priceCache = priceCore / 2; Job time 1234, backup 769 total 61700, 100150

0 28.31161

Job time total 3025900, 3641300 5 26.87523

1689.664 36135.04 10 26.12645

24 1475.086 34447.23 15 25.78754

0.95 failure 36 1423.123 50804.59 20 25.29487

0.5 on two points, 0 otherwise 12 1372.466 31413.41 25 25.90043

42 1359.804 36758.51 30 25.26041

Job time (backup) 1234.88, 4686.408, 769.231 total 61790, 100251.13956326907 base cost 7.46624346645911530 1349.167 37705.52 35 26.03572

probility init done, n = 100001, 0.5 cdf = 33334 6 1339.305 30822.32 40 26.76192

30.45213 0.792927 18 1330.084 27840.16 45 27.52539

38 23.98553 31.09329 45 1327.624 28962.79 50 26.99054

14 21.5435 9.319185 39 1325.459 29537.95 55 27.56964

Done 21.5435 33 1324.003 29478.23 60 27.21894

15.18994 30.45213 14,38, 27 1323.254 28890.28 65 27.95549

Opt M = {14,38} Failure distribution 44 1322.9 29011.55 70 28.67321
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28.63599 28 0 0 Hit time probability distribution 215 34.92602

28.64325 29 0 0 Hit time CDF 220 35.37575
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Figure 3.9: Top: CDF of a contrived Thit distribution, with price peaking at two
known time points. Bottom: Expected total cost of MM50

1 as a function of Thit.
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the plan (darker is better). b) Intensity shows the probability that the cost is within
1.05 of the baseline (lighter is better).

because recovery is cheap initially anyway. Syncing before the last multiply

(not shown here) would help the most, but the chance of realizing this gain is

small because a hit would have to happen during the last job. Cümülön v1 in

this case chooses to place sync after the third multiply, which balances the two

considerations.
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The reality is more complicated, as data caching during execution affects how

much sync jobs reduce recovery costs, and how much they cost themselves. To

illustrate, consider instead MM5
5, where we raise the read factor of the intermediate

result.7 Figure 3.8d again compares the three syncing strategies. Here, because of

the higher read factor, even without any explicit sync jobs, most of the intermediate

result becomes cached at the primary store during the following job, and will not

need to be recomputed during recovery. Thanks to this caching effect, as shown

in Figure 3.8d, the strategy of no syncing performs well, with expected total cost

generally below the baseline (except when execution just begins). In comparison,

the two strategies with explicit sync jobs have higher expected total costs in this

case, because the sync jobs have a much denser I/O pattern that can bottleneck

the primary nodes. By modeling special I/O patterns (Section 3.3.3) as well as read

factors and persistency (Section 3.3.4), Cümülön v1 is able to choose the strategy of

no syncing intelligently.

Additionally, Figure 3.8e and f show the estimated total execution time (Thit�Trec�

Trap) of the two workflows, under various hit time. As discussed earlier in Section 3.3,

using transient nodes in general helps reducing total execution time. The longer we

hold the transient nodes, more useful work done by them will get persisted, leaving

less work for the primary nodes, and thus less total execution time.

Next, we turn to the effect of future market price on syncing strategies. Consider

the longer program MM50
1 . Figure 3.9a shows the distribution of Thit for a contrived

market price model, which predicts price peaks at two time points during the program

execution, each happening with probability 0.5. Figure 3.9b compares the strategy

of no syncing with those of syncing after the 38th multiply and of syncing after both

the 15th and the 39th. Cümülön v1’s greedy algorithm adds first the 39th, then the

7 To get γ � 5, we conceptually partition each input into a 5 � 5 grid of square submatrices, and
let each task multiply a pair of square submatrices.
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15th, before returning the result syncing strategy as its decision. From Figure 3.9b,

we see that the two chosen sync jobs are timed to occur immediately before the two

possible hit time points, which makes intuitive sense.

MM50
1 Plan Space Recall RSVD-1 in Chapter 1 and Figure 1.2. To see how differ-

ent programs call for different plans, we now consider MM50
1 for comparison.8 The

baseline costs $28.31 and runs under 65 hours, using 3 machines of type c1.medium

at the fixed price of $0.145 per hour. Again, assuming p0 � $0.02, we explore the

plan space by varying the bidding strategy pp̂, ntranq, but here we do not impose a

risk tolerance constraint, so Cümülön v1 simply looks for plans with the lowest ex-

pected cost. Figure 3.10a plots the expected plan cost, while Figure 3.10b plots the

probability that the cost stays within 1.05 of the baseline.

Figure 3.10 has a very different plan space compared with Figure 1.2. Instead

of bidding for lots of transient nodes at a relatively low bid price for RSVD-1, here

we want to bid for fewer transient nodes at a relatively high bid price. For example,

bidding for 13 nodes at $0.37 gives an expected cost of $24.73, with probability 0.91

of staying within 1.05 of the baseline. Intuitively, the jobs in MM5
1 are less scalable.

Therefore, larger clusters have diminishing effects on completion time, and this low

cost-effectiveness drives up expected cost, as evidenced in Figure 3.10a. Also, larger

clusters incur higher risks of cost overrun, as evidenced in Figure 3.10b.

In summary, choices of bidding and syncing strategies depend on many factors

and require evaluating multiple trade-offs. The amount of information and level of

knowledge required for intelligent decisions, as well as the complexity of the problem,

make the automatic optimization a necessity.

8 To get γ � 1 in MM50
1 , we conceptually partition each input into a grid of square submatrices,

and let each task multiply a square submatrix of the intermediate result with the appropriate row
of A’s square submatrices. This choice of splits is in fact suboptimal, and the optimal setting is
described later when γ � 5.
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3.3.7 Extension 1: Delayed Bidding

As discussed at the beginning of Section 3.3, we have made a number of assumptions

in Cümülön v1 to make the optimization manageable. Now we introduce delayed

bidding by relaxing the assumption on bid time (denoted by Tbid).

In delayed bidding, rather than bidding at the start of the execution (denote the

time then by T0), we wait until Tbid (e.g. off-peak hours where market prices are

expected to be lower) to place the bid for transient nodes. Execution starts with

only primary nodes at T0. We call it the pre-bid phase, whose duration is Tbid. After

the bid at time Tbid, transient nodes will join the ongoing execution. This is the pre-

hit phase described ealier in this section, followed by recovery and wrap-up phases if

we are hit. The total execution cost in Eq. (3.1) now becomes:

Cpnprim, ntran,Tbid,Thit,Trec,Trapq

� nprimpprimpTbid � Thit � Trec � Trapq � ntran

» Thit

Tbid

pptq dt.
(3.4)

We extend the Cümülön v1 optimizer to find the optimal bid time Tbid, besides

bidding and syncing strategy, so that the overall expected total cost (to be defined

later in Eq. 3.5) is minimized. Note that all optimization decisions are still statically

made at T0 based on information available at that time (e.g. market price p0). Since

the market price at bid time (denoted by pbid) is unknown at T0, the optimal bidding

strategy pp̂, ntranq and syncing strategy S to be deployed at Tbid will be specified as a

function of pbid.

For each given pTbid, pbidq pair, if we subtract the fixed cost of the pre-bid phase

nprimpprimTbid from Eq. 3.4, minimizing the rest of the costs is equivalent to the problem

of minimzing the cost in Eq. 3.1. We can treat the unexecuted part of the workflow

at time Tbid as a new workflow and feed p0 � pbid into the optimizer presented in

Section 3.3.6. Specifically, if the executing job (denoted by job jbid) at time Tbid is
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φ0-completed, then the first job in the new workflow will have the same physical plan

template, but with estimated time Tpnprim, ntran, q1q � p1� φ0q. Suppose A is produced

by job jbid, then its persistency will be ρA1,φ � p1 � φ0qφγ � φ0 for the first job in the

new workflow. Estimiation models derived in earlier sections can be directly applied

on all later unexecuted jobs in the new workflow.

Let Tprim denote the execution time of the baseline plan of no bidding. The optimal

decision on Tbid is made in two steps:

• For each possible combination of pTbid, pbidq, 0 ¤ Tbid   Tprim, Cümülön v1 will

search for an optimal bidding and syncing strategy that minimizes the expected

cost in Eq. 3.4 and satisfies the risk constraint. Note that this plan always

exists, even if the market price at bid time (pbid) is very high. This is because

the baseline plan itself (with ntran � 0) always satisfies the risk constraint.

Denote this minimal expected cost found as Cpnprim,Tbid, pbidq.

• Starting from the current market price p0, a market price model (described in

Section 3.3.1) will provide us a distribution of future market price at any time.

Let Ppp,Tq denote the probability for the market price to be p at time T, we

have
°
p Ppp,Tq � 1. Cümülön v1 simply return the Tbid that minimizes

Cpnprim,Tbidq �
¸
pbid

Cpnprim,Tbid, pbidq � Pppbid,Tbidq. (3.5)

Note that since each plan associated with Cpnprim,Tbid, pbidq satisfies the risk con-

straint, picking the Tbid that minimizes Cpnprim,Tbidq suffices.

Delayed bidding becomes particularly useful when applied with a time-aware

periodic market price model (Section 3.3.1), with information regarding peak and

off-peak hours encoded. The optimizer will the prefer to wait until the off-peak

hours when the price is likely to stay low for longer durations and place the bid then.

Experimental results on delayed bidding will be discussed later in Section 3.4.5.
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3.3.8 Extension 2: Flexible Primary Size

So far we assume that the baseline plan (i.e. the number of primary nodes to start

with) is chosen beforehand so that the estimated execution cost could be minimized

while ensuring that the user-specified deadline can be met. Now what happens if we

can choose a different baseline plan?

In this extension, the primary size nprim is included into Cümülön v1’s search space.

However, only the primary sizes where the baseline plan will meet the deadline are

considered, so that we can still focus on cost and use the same optimization objective

described in Section 3.3. Since a larger primary cluster means shorter estimated

completion time and larger cost (due to scaling overhead) for the baseline plan,

only larger primary clusters will be considered. Baseline plans with smaller primary

cluster will miss the deadline.

Formally, let �nprim denote the optimal nprim whose baseline plan minimizes cost

while meeting the deadline. Cümülön v1 will then consider every nprim that is equal

or larger than �nprim, and find the optimal plan that minimizes the overall expected

total cost while satisfying the risk constraint. Note the baseline cost used in this

constraint will be consistently the cost of the baseline plan corresponding to �nprim,

rather than a moving target.

Starting from �nprim, Cümülön v1 will keep increasing nprim. In general, the impact

mainly comes from two aspects:

• The primary store will have a higher I/O bandwidth. This means faster primary

store I/O (e.g. sync job). Furthermore, more transient nodes can potentially be

utilized without higher I/O overhead. As a result, initially increasing primary

size might leads to better plans with cheaper expected cost.

• Given the transient cluster and the fixed amount of work in the workflow, a

bigger primary cluster will leave less work for the cheaper transient nodes. The
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benefit of cheaper transient nodes is less exploited. In other words, since the

primary nodes are more expensive, the plan could be more expensive although

completion time might decrease.

As we increase nprim, the impact of the first aspect decreases, the second aspect will

eventually dominate. Going further will only increase the expected cost and decrease

the number of feasible plans with respect to the constraint. Experimental results on

this will be discussed in Section 3.4.6.

In the future, if we also want to consider the baseline plans with smaller primary

clusters that could miss the deadline, then the optimization constraint needs to be

modified since the possibility of missing the deadline should be incorporated. For

instance, the new risk constraint coule be:

PpT ¡ Tmaxq � w � PpC ¡ Cmaxq   p (3.6)

Where Tmax, Cmax, w and p are all specified by user. Note that the optimization

techniques decribed in this chapter can be readily modified and applied to the new

constraints. We will leave these to future work.

3.3.9 Discussions

Besides delayed bidding and flexible primary size, sequential bidding is another im-

mediate extension that allows Cümülön v1 to bid for a new set of transient nodes

after recovering from a hit. This strategy can be achieved simply by invoking the

optimizer again when needed, with the remaining workload. However, in making

that decision, our optimizer always assumes that it is placing the last bid. Fur-

ther research is needed to assess how much this assumption negatively impacts the

optimality of sequential bidding in practice.

Going beyond this extension, we would like to support a collection of transient

nodes of different machine types, acquired at different times, and with different
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bid prices. We would also like to act dynamically in response to the market, and

exercise the option of releasing transient nodes voluntarily. While Cümülön v1 can

already handle a heterogeneous cluster in storage and execution, cost estimation and

optimization techniques for more general settings are still under development and

many open problems remain.

3.4 Experiments

We conduct our experiments on Amazon EC2. As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, we

implement the dual-store design using two separate HDFS instances, with default

replication factor set to 3. For brevity, let an pnprim, ntranq cluster denotes a cluster with

nprim primary nodes and ntran transient nodes. Most workloads used in our experiments

have been introduced earlier: RSVD-1 (Chapter 1), MM k
γ
k
γ
k
γ(Section 3.3.6), and

GNMF (Algorithm 3). By default in GNMF, we used k � 100 and a 7510k� 640k

word-document matrix for V, which is converted from a 2.5GB wiki text corpus in

the preprocessing step. This convertion is implemented as a MapReduce job. Since

this preprocessing step takes text files as input, it is beyond the scope of Cümülön

v1 and thus the optimizations discussed here. In specifying matrix sizes, “k” denotes

1024.

3.4.1 Storage Design and I/O Policy

Benefit of a Distributed Transient Store As discussed in Section 3.2.1, Cümülön v1

implements a distributed store over the transient nodes. For comparison, we also

implemented a “local” alternative, where each transient node manages its own cache

in its local disk. With this alternative, cache accesses are faster because they are

local, but data sharing is limited to tasks running on the same node, leading to more

misses that require reading from the primary store.

We compare the alternatives using MM1
5 on a p1, 20q m1.small cluster. The job
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Figure 3.11: Task completion times in an MM1
5 job, under Cümülön v1’s dis-

tributed transient store vs. a local caching approach.

multiplies a 30k � 30k input matrix by itself. The input initially resides only on

the primary node. The read factor of 5 is optimal under this setting. The transient

nodes have two slots each, while the single primary node has one slot to mitigate

the I/O bottleneck. For each alternative, Figure 3.11 plots the completion time

for each task over the course of the matrix multiply job. Thanks to caching, task

completion time decreases over time, because reading from the cache is faster. With

Cümülön v1’s distributed transient store, the drop is dramatic and occurs early—at

the beginning of the second wave or task 42; at that point, a significant portion of

the input becomes cached and shared among all transient nodes. In comparison, the

benefit of the local caching alternative is gradual and much less overall.

I/O Policy We compare our dual-store design and I/O policy (Section 3.2.1) with

three other alternatives. The baseline of comparison is write primary + no read

cache, which is the third strawman solution described in Section 3.2.1. The two other

alternatives can be seen as Cümülön v1’s dual-store design with different features
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three workloads.

removed: write primary + read cache caches data read from the other store, but

always writes to the primary; write home + no read cache always writes to the home

store, but does not cache data read from the other store.

Figure 3.12 shows the execution times under the four I/O policies for three work-

loads with varying characteristics: MM1
5, which multiplies two 30k � 30k input ma-

trices; ADD, which adds two 40k � 40k input matrices; and one iteration of GNMF

with pn,m, kq � p4780k, 250k, 100q. We run all workloads on a p3, 20q c1.medium

cluster, with two slots per node (with one exception9). The transient store is ini-

tially empty in all settings. The write primary + no read cache baseline is always

the worst performer, so we use its execution time to normalize the other alternatives’

executions times for each workload.

From Figure 3.12, we see that Cümülön v1’s I/O policy performs consistently

the best; it makes effective use of caching to minimize the amount of traffic between

the primary and transient nodes. Comparing the two alternatives between Cümülön

9 For MM1
5, with two slots per primary node, write primary + no read cache failed to run because of

congested I/O requests. Therefore, in this case we had to set zero slot per primary node, essentially
dedicating the primary nodes as storage nodes.
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Figure 3.13: Estimated vs. actual total execution time of MM5
5 as a hit occurs at

different times.

v1 and the baseline, we see that write home + no read cache performs much better

than write primary + read cache. From a performance perspective, avoiding writes

to the primary store is even more important than avoiding reads, because writes are

more expensive (due to the replication factor) and more likely to cause bottlenecks.

Furthermore, writing to the home store effectively distributes intermediate result

data evenly across the entire cluster, making reading of such data more balanced

and likely serviceable by a large transient store. This observation justifies Cümülön

v1’s design decision of not aggressively pushing writes across stores, but instead

relying on caching and judicious use of sync jobs.

3.4.2 Time Estimation

We now turn to the validation of Cümülön v1’s time estimation methods. In this

experiment, we run MM5
5 on a p3, 20q c1.medium cluster; there is a sync following

job 3. We artificially generate a hit at the one of 11 time points during execution.10

10 Note that artificial hit injection gives us control over Thit, allowing us to target different scenarios
easily. If we run against the real market prices, getting the same level of test coverage would be far
more expensive. Since our goal here is to validate time estimation, price is irrelevant.
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Then, we let the recovery and wrap-up phases take their courses and measure the

actual total execution time including all phases. The chosen hit times test a wide

range of scenarios, e.g., hitting jobs at different points of progress, hitting in the

middle of a sync, hitting when recovery involves a lot of (or little) work, etc.

In Figure 3.13, we compare the measured execution times with the estimates

produced by Cümülön v1, across different hit times. As hit time is pushed later, the

total execution time generally decreases, because we get to finish more work with a

full-strength cluster, leaving less work to the wrap-up phase (which executes only on

the primary nodes).

Figure 3.14 gives the time validation result on one iteration of GNMF instead

(recall in Algorithm 3), with a sync job after job 3 (according to Cümülön v1’s

suggestion). As we can see, Cümülön v1’s execution time estimates are consistently

accurate in both cases.
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Figure 3.15: Estimated expected cost of the optimal plans for RSVD-1 under
different constraint settings (values of δ and σ). Three primary nodes used.

3.4.3 Optimization

For experiments in this section, the plans use c1.medium clusters, with two slots

per node. The primary nodes have a fixed price of $0.145 per hour, and we assume

that the current market price of transient nodes is $0.02 per hour, which is the most

frequently price in our historical price data. For cost estimation (Section 3.3.5), we

simulate 10,000 market price traces using our price model (Section 3.3.1) trained

from historical Amazon spot price data in the first six months of 2014 for c1.medium

in zone us-east-1a.

Impact of setting the constraint We first study the impact of the parameters δ and

σ in the user-specified constraint on the final optimal plan. Recall the optimization

constraint is that the actual cost is within p1�δq of the baseline cost with probability

no less than σ. Using RSVD-1 with l � 2k, m � n � 100k, we vary the values of δ

and σ and plot the the expected cost of the optimal plans in Figure 3.15.

In general, lower values of δ and higher values of σ lead to a tigher constraint.
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Figure 3.16: Estimated cost distributions of optimal plans for RSVD-1 with varying
number of jobs, compared with baseline costs.

For each fixed value of δ, when σ � 0, which means no constraint, the cost of the

optimal plan is $3.76. As σ increases, plans start to be ruled out and the optimal

cost starts to increase. For negative values of δ, eventually no valid plan could be

found. While for non-negative δ, the baseline plan of not bidding always meets the

constraint, thus the optimal cost only downgrades to the baseline cost of $5.09 for

higher σ values. In our default setting where δ � 0.05, even when σ � 1, meaning

that the total cost of the plan should be lower than $5.09� p1� 0.05q � $5.34 100%

of the time, Cümülön v1 is able to find a feasible plan with expected cost $4.26,

which is still lower than the baseline cost of $5.09.

Effect of Number of Iterations in RSVD-1 In this experiment, we investigate how

longer iterative workloads affect Cümülön v1’s optimization decisions. We vary the

number of multiplies in RSVD-1 from 1 to 15 (k up to 7). Figure 3.16 shows, for each

number of jobs, the cost of the baseline plan Pbase, which uses 3 primary nodes, as well

as the expectation and distribution of the cost of the optimal plan Popt using transient

nodes—subject to the risk tolerance constraint of δ � 0.05 and σ � 0.9 (i.e., with
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probability no less than 0.9 the cost is no more than 1.05 times the baseline). The

cost distribution is shown as vertical stripe of PDF in log scale where darker shades

indicate higher densities. Additional details about Popt are shown in Table 3.1.

An interesting observation is that the cost distribution of each Popt appears roughly

bimodal. The two density concentrations correspond to two possibilities: either we

experience a hit or not during execution. If we are lucky to finish the workflow

without a hit, we end up with a much lower cost than the baseline, because most

work is done with cheaper transient nodes. However, if we are unlucky, we may incur

extra recovery cost. Depending on how much we get done in the transient nodes,

the overall cost might be higher or lower than the baseline. Nonetheless, because

Cümülön v1 observes the risk tolerance constraint in finding Popt, it is very unlikely

that we end up paying much higher than the baseline.

As the number of jobs increases, we see that the baseline cost increases propor-

tionally as expected. For the cost distribution of Popt, we see density gradually shifting

from the lucky (lower-cost) to the unlucky (higher-cost) region, because we are more

likely to encounter a hit before finish. Furthermore, from Table 3.1, we see that as

the workflow becomes longer, we tend to bid for more transient nodes at lower prices,

up to a point when the bidding strategy stabilizes; meanwhile, the syncing strategy

gradually injects more sync jobs and at later times during the workflow, which helps

limit the recovery cost.

It is worth noting the expected amount of cost saving (i.e., the gap between dotted

and solid lines in Figure 3.16) converges to around $1.50 as the number of jobs reaches

5. However, keep in mind that Popt is limited by one bid only. There is a possibility

of achieving more savings if Cümülön v1 is allowed to bid again after a hit and when

the market price comes down (Section 3.3.9 discusses such extensions). We still need

further study of whether the one-bid optimization assumption is appropriate in this

setting, but interestingly, in this particular case, the strategy obtained for 6 jobs
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Table 3.1: Bidding and syncing strategies chosen by the optimal plans of RSVD-1
for varying number of jobs in Figure 3.16.

# of jobs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

p̂ 0.300.210.060.180.160.130.130.100.110.100.090.090.100.100.09

ntran 39 58 72 81 97 81 81 90 80 84 88 90 75 75 81

sync jobs H H H H H 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3,8 4,9

(when cost saving converges) turns out to be not so different from those for more

iterations, so the assumption would work well in this case.

Optimization of GNMF Now let’s take a look at how Cümülön v1 optimizes another

real program GNMF (Algorithm 3). Recall that it is compiled into six Cümülön

v1 jobs per iteration, with job dependencies shown in Figure 3.1. Assume we need

to run 10 iterations of GNMF in a p3, 10q c1.medium cluster, with bid price $0.2.

Figure 3.17 shows the estimated cost associated with the optimal sync plan suggested

by Cümülön v1, under each possible hit time. Note each small bump in the estimated

cost correspond to one of the dominating jobs (e.g. job 1 and job 4 in the first

iteration) in the workflow. The upper figure shows the distribution of the hit time

collected from simulated price traces. Note that since the bid size is relatively small

with regard to the size of the workflow and it takes around 17 hours to finish without

a hit. Since we bid relatively high (compared to the on-demand price $0.145), 10, 584

out of the total 100, 000 price traces result in a longer hit time than 17 hours, meaning

there is still a 10% chance that we can finish without a hit.

1) As annotated in Figure 3.17, the best sync plan chosen by Cümülön v1 includes

syncing jobs 3, 9, 15, 21, 27 and 33 out of the total 60 jobs. This is because Cümülön

v1 models about the distribution of the hit time and decided to sync more during

the early stages where the hit is more likely to happen.

2) Cümülön v1 is also able to extract structural information out of the workflow

and prioritize the jobs to sync. Note that all the jobs in the optimal sync plan
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Figure 3.17: The chosen sync plan for 10 iterations of GNMF.

corresponds to the same location as job 3 in Figure 3.1. Consider the jobs in the

second iteration, job 7 and job 10 are the most time consuming jobs. However,

syncing these two jobs is less beneficial because we probably still need to rerun job

6 (job 3) and the jobs before them when hit happens we’ve lost some results out of

job 9 and job 8 (job 12 and job 11). Consequently, the structure of the workflow

imply that job 6 and job 3 are more worth syncing. Furthermore, job 6 is less crucial

because immediately afterwards, job 7 will be reading job 6’s output lots of times,

and most of the results will be cached to primary store when during these reads.

While the result of job 3 will not be read at all until three more jobs finish. In this

case, the Cümülön v1 successfully extracted this structural information and found

out that syncing job 3 (and the equivalent jobs in other iterations) is the best choice.

Effect of Bid Price on GNMF Using GNMF, we now examine how the choice of bid

price influences cost. In this experiment, we consider two GNMF iterations in a

p3, 10q cluster, with three different bid prices: $0.05, $0.12, and $0.25. Cümülön v1

picks the best plan given the bidding strategies.11 Figure 3.18 plots, for each of the

11 If we let Cümülön v1 pick the bid price but still limiting to 10 transient nodes, the optimal bid
price will be $0.19, which achieves an expected cost of $4.37, compared with the baseline cost of
$4.75.
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three bid prices, the estimated cost distribution and the average cost over different

hit times. The density reflects both the probability of the hit occurring at a given

time and the probability of incurring certain cost conditioned on the hit time.

Note that for all three cases in Figure 3.18, the average cost curve starts with

the baseline cost and has four bumps. It turns out that the first and third drops

correspond to sync jobs Cümülön v1 places after jobs 3 and 9 (for the same reasons

discussed in the previous experiment) to persist H1 for the next iteration and for

output, respectively. The second drop corresponds to the earlier waves of job 7,

which effectively persists much of W1 because of the high read factor. The last drop

corresponds to the lucky case where no hit occurs during execution.

If we bid low at $0.05, the hit will likely occur soon and we end up with a cost

slightly higher than the baseline; with low probability, the transient nodes could

survive longer and the cost would go down dramatically. If we bid higher, at $0.15

or $0.25, we are more likely to hold the transient nodes longer, hence the shift of

density to later hit times. In particular, the probability of getting lucky (no hit

during execution) becomes higher, as evidenced by the high-density regions around

the end of average cost curve. On the other hand, with higher bid prices, the average

market price we expect to pay over time also increases. As a result, the average cost

curve no longer drops as dramatically as the case of bidding at $0.05. In other words,

since the spot instances are in expectation more expensive when we bid higher, they

might not necessarily reduce cost even if we can keep them for a longer duration.

Impact of number of simulated price traces As discussed in Section 3.3.5, simulated

price traces are used by the Cümülön v1 Optimizer to evaluate and obtain the cost

distribution of every candidate plan. Now using RSVD-1, we investigate how the

number of price traces used by the Optimizer influences the quality of the optimal

plan found.
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two GNMF iterations.
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Recall that we consistently used a set of 10, 000 simulated price traces in this

chapter. In this experiment we treat this whole set of traces as the “ground truth”

and use it to evaluate the quality of a plan, i.e. expected cost and whether achieved

σ is greater than σ in the constraint. Results are shown in Figure 3.19. For each

trace count in x-axis, five sets of price traces are sampled from the full 10, 000 traces.

We feed the five trace sets into the Cümülön v1 Optimizer respectively, and get five

suggested optimal plans that satisfy the constraint. Lastly, we evaluate the five plans

using the 10, 000 traces, plot their expected cost and see whether the plan “really”

satisfy the constraint.
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As we can see, the cost of the plans has converged well for trace set sizes above

400, and all five plans satisfy the constraint. As the size of the trace set decreases to

the left, more plans found by the Optimizer do not “actually” satisfy the constraint.

Furthermore, the “actual” expected cost of the plans tend to become larger and have

larger variation amongst the five samples. This is because when the number of price

traces decreases, the set of traces becomes less and less representative of the true

price distribution, and the variance among different sample sets increases. Since the

Optimizer treats the trace set as the true distribution, its decision becomes worse.

Although in this case 400 price traces already suffice, we still use 10, 000 traces

for all other experiments since our optimization procedure is fast enough and more

traces gives us a finer picture of the distributions.

Note on Optimization Time Even though Cümülön v1 derives the cost distribution

of each possible plan by repeatedly going through simulated price traces, the total

optimization time is reasonable for workloads whose sizes warrant the use of clouds

for parallel execution. For example, Figures 1.2, 3.10, 3.20, and 3.22 all require full

optimization including the choices of bidding and syncing strategies; in every case,

our optimizer completes under 5 minutes on a standard desktop computer with 4-core

3.4GHz Intel i7-2600 CPU and 8GB of memory.

3.4.4 Alternative Pricing Schemes

Paying by Bid Price What happens if we change our pricing scheme to charge tran-

sient nodes at their bid prices instead of the varying market price? Thanks to

Cümülön v1’s flexibility, we can simply plug in this pricing scheme into Eq. (3.1)

and see how that it would affect our optimal strategies. Consider the same RSVD-

1 workload and recall the plan space shown in Figure 1.2a. We keep all settings

the same but change the pricing scheme; the resulting plan space is shown in Fig-
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Figure 3.20: Estimated expected cost of the optimal plans for RSVD-1 given var-
ious bidding strategies, under the pay-by-bid-price scheme.

ure 3.20. As we can see, paying by bid price makes transient nodes significantly less

attractive. Bidding high now has the disadvantage of directly increasing the cost of

transient nodes (as opposed to increasing the probability of paying more under a pay-

by-market-price scheme). Bidding above the fixed price of primary nodes no longer

makes sense. The space of plans satisfying the risk tolerance constraint is much

smaller compared with Figure 1.2a. The optimal plan is to bid low for 62 transient

nodes at $0.03 (p0 � $0.02), which achieves an expected cost of $4.66 compared to

the baseline of $5.09 and the cost of $3.78 achievable under the pay-by-market-price

scheme.

From the perspective of a cloud provider, if pay-by-bid-price scheme were to be

adopted, the transient nodes would need to be priced much lower. For example,

Figure 3.21 shows the plan space if all market prices are consistently halved and

users are still charged at bid price. As we can see, even with reduced market price,

pay-by-bid-price still limits the feasible range of bid prices mostly below $0.1 (recall

the on-demand price of $0.145). However, by bidding at $0.02 (assuming p0 � $0.01)

for 79 spot instances reduces the expected cost to $4.25 from the baseline cost $5.09.
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Amazon’s Pricing Scheme As discussed in Section 3.3.2, Amazon EC2 uses a pricing

scheme different from what we assume by default. Amazon’s scheme rounds usage

time to full hours; for spot instances, it does not charge for the last partial hour of

usage if they are hit. Under this pricing scheme, we let Cümülön v1 explore the plan

space for the same RSVD-1 workload considered in Figures 1.2a and 3.20 under the

same settings. The result is shown in Figure 3.22. The feasible plan space now has

a jagged boundary because of usage time rounding: the spikes correspond to cases

when an increase in cluster size allows the workflow to complete just before the last

hour ends. Also, thanks to the free last partial hour when hit, the optimal plan in

this case—which bids high ($0.15) and big (for 60 transient nodes) and syncs two

jobs—can achieve a lower expected cost ($3.25) than with the default pricing scheme

($3.78).

Since Cümülön v1’s optimal plan in this case is far from intuitive, it is interesting

and instructive to compare this plan with what a “tricky” user might do. Intuitively:

1) Let us bid low—exactly at the market price—so either we get some work done

at a very low cost, or a hit happens and the last partial hour is free anyway. 2) We
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Figure 3.22: Estimated expected cost of the optimal plans for RSVD-1 given var-
ious bidding strategies, under Amazon’s pricing scheme.

will bid again after a hit (Cümülön v1’s plan only bids once), as soon as the market

price is lower than the fixed price of the primary nodes. 3) We will play a (not-so-

nice) trick: even after the workflow has completed, we will keep the transient nodes

until the end of the current hour, because if a hit happens we will get that hour

for free (even if a hit does not happen, we will not pay more because of rounding).

4) Because of the higher hit probability, we sync after every job. 5) We use the

same cluster size as Cümülön v1, i.e., we have 3 primary nodes and always bid for

60 transient nodes.

We compare the cost distributions of Cümülön v1’s plan and this “tricky” strategy

(thereafter referred to as tricky) in Figure 3.23. Overall, tricky has an expected cost

of $6.86, much higher than Cümülön v1’s $3.25, and in fact higher than the baseline

of $5.22. Furthermore, tricky exhibits larger variance. Thanks to the first three of its

features above, tricky does have a higher probability than Cümülön v1 of achieving

very low costs. On the other hand, tricky incurs considerable costs in syncing after

every job and in getting data out of the primary store after acquiring new transient

nodes, both of which bottleneck the primary nodes. The advantages of bidding low
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Figure 3.24: The cost of the optimal plans under different bid time and market
price when bid. RSVD-1 (k � 7) with three primary nodes used.

are offset by repeated I/O overhead, and there is only small chance of getting the

last hour for free holding the cluster after completion. This comparison highlights

the difficulty in manually devising bidding strategies and illustrates the effectiveness

of Cümülön v1 optimization despite its various assumptions.

3.4.5 Delayed Bidding

Now we present the results on the delayed bidding extension. Recall in Section 3.3.7

that the decision made by Cümülön v1 with delayed bidding consists of two parts:
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Figure 3.25: The mean and standard deviation of the estimated total execution
cost of RSVD-1 (k � 7) under various bid time, assuming market price at T0 is $0.02.

the bid time Tbid, and (depending on the market price then pbid) the bidding and

syncing strategies to apply at time Tbid. This decision is made in two steps: first, for

all combinations of Tbid and pbid , we calculate Cpnprim,Tbid, pbidq, which is the expected

cost of the optimal plan that bids at time Tbid when the market price then is pbid;

secondly, we derive Cpnprim,Tbidq (in Eq. 3.5) by incorporating the distribution of pbid,

and then pick the best bid time that minimizes it.

Impact of Bid Time and Price at Bid Time First, let’s see how the values from the first

step can already help users make informed decisions on the run. Assuming execution

starts with three primary nodes at time zero, we visualized the plan space of a slightly

long RSVD-1 workflow (with k � 7, i.e. 15 multiply jobs) in Figure 3.24. We plot

values of Cpnprim,Tbid, pbidq, the expected total cost (Eq. 3.4) of the optimal plan that

satisfies the user-specified risk constraint, at given bid time Tbid and market price at

bid time pbid. This workflow takes 17 hours to finish only wit primary nodes.

The left subplot used the default non-periodic price model described in Sec-

tion 3.3.1. This price model is agnostic to current time, and only draw samples for

next market price and inter-arrival times conditioned on current price. Under this
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Figure 3.26: The mean and standard deviation of the estimated total execution
cost of RSVD-1 (k � 7) under various bid time, assuming market price at T0 is
$0.145.

price model, regardless of when we bid during execution, the higher the market price

at bid time, the higher the total cost. This is basically because the spot instances

are more expensive in expectation, and the expected duration of the nodes becomes

shorter. Less benefit can be obtained by using spot instances. On the other hand,

assume that the market price at bid time is fixed, then as we wait more and bid

later, the total cost will also increase gradually. This is because primary nodes are

doing more and more work, and leaving less work for the cheaper spot instances.

Since in the real price history data, we do observed a correlation between time

and the price distribution. The right subplot of Figure 3.24 plots the updated plan

space if we used the periodic market price model, which is time-aware because it

takes time (time of the day, day of the week) as extra features. In this case, we

assume the execution on primary nodes starts at 0am on a Monday. Since in the

training data, price tends to stay lower on Monday morning, the Cumulon optimizer

found a new region starting around 10am when we can benefit more by bid at that

time. It clearlly tells user that if it is alreay around 6am, then it might be better to
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wait a little more until the price drops and stay lower after around 10am, and bid at

that time.

Overall with this graph, the user can decide to place the bid or wait continously

during execution and observing the market price then, depending on how conservative

or optimistic she is about future prices.

Decision on the Optimal Bid Time Since the market price model can provide us the

expected distribution of future prices, Cümülön v1 can decide the optimal bid time

Tbid at the very beginning of the execution (T0), so that user does not need to keep

monitoring the market price and Figure 3.24, trying to decide whether to place to

bid, and hoping to have made the right decision.

Once distribution of future market prices (assuming market price at T0 is $0.02)

is fed into the right subplot of Figure 3.24, we arrive at Figure 3.25, where we present

user with the The mean and standard deviation of the expected total cost (Eq. 3.5)

under various Tbid. Note that the reported standard deviation of costs only comes

from the uncertainty of future market prices. For each future bid time, this result

incorporates the costs of the optimal plans given all possible market prices at bid

time, as well as the modeled probability of realizing each plan. Now user can easily

understand and decide when to place the bid and the associated consequence and

risks. In this case, the best bid time is at the start of the program (T0), beacuse the

expected cost is minimized at $4.52.

When we bid at T0, since we know the exact current market price, the cost

variance brought by the uncertainty of market price at bid time is zero. On the

other hand, the workflow will finish in around 23 hours with no bidding. When the

bid time gets closer to the 23rd hour, the variance diminishes to zero essentially

because not much work is left when we place the bid. The total cost becomes less

and less dependent on pbid. In general, the earlier we bid, the more work can be
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Table 3.2: Details on the baseline plans and the optimal plans of RSVD-1 for varying
number of primary nodes in Figure 3.27.

nprim 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25

baseline time (h)32.4811.717.215.454.293.593.072.782.432.262.091.921.77

baseline cost ($) 4.71 5.09 5.235.535.605.735.786.065.996.226.366.396.42

opt exp. cost ($) 4.17 3.78 3.583.563.493.513.483.503.533.633.723.793.85

p̂ 0.71 0.1 0.11 0.1 0.1 0.090.08 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

ntran 2 77 102 102 148 146 144 145 140 138 136 134 145

sync jobs H 2 3 4,6 5 1,5 6 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6 7

done by the cheaper transient nodes, and thus the lower expected cost. At the same

time, the earlier we bid, since more work will be done by the transient nodes, the

uncertainty of market price at bid time will have a stronger impact on the variance

of the total cost. However in this example, we do see a case that if for some reason

the user decides not to bid within the next three hours, then it is actually better to

wait until the 10th hour and then bid, because the market price model suggests that

the price is likely to be lower and stay lower for a longer period then.

Now if the current market price observed at T0 is $0.145 rather than $0.02,

Figure 3.25 becomes Figure 3.26, with all other settings unchanged. Since the price

at the start of the program is much higher, now Cümülön v1 suggests to wait for two

hours and then place the bid. Note that comparing to Figure 3.25, the estimated

total cost of bidding in the first four hours shifted higher. This because the market

price model captures the higher current market price, and believes that in the near

future, the overall price will be higher than in the case of Figure 3.25. On the other

hand, however, as the bid time becomes larger (beyond five hours), the trend becomes

closer to Figure 3.25, because the known market price difference at time zero has less

and less impact on the expected difference on future prices.
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Figure 3.27: Estimated cost distributions of the optimal plans for RSVD-1 under
varying baseline plans (primary cluster sizes).

3.4.6 Optimizing the Primary Size

Now we show the results on including the primary size into the optimization space

as discussed in Section 3.3.8. Figure 3.27 shows the cost distributions of the optimal

plans of RSVD-1 under various primary cluster sizes. The dotted line is the estimated

cost of the baseline plan of not bidding. It increases with primary size because of

the scaling overhead. The solid line is the expected cost of the augmented optimal

plans, whose cost distribution is shown in the vertical strips of probability densities.

As we can see, the cost distributions gradually shift up as primary size increases.

This is because the primary nodes are more expensive than transient nodes, using

more of them will in general increase total cost. However, we do see a decreasing

expected cost of the augmented plans when primary size are below ten. This ben-

efit is brought by the first impact discussed in Section 3.3.8: higher primary store

bandwidth. With more primary nodes, the data egress and ingress from primary

store are much faster. As a result, more transient nodes can be utilized with higher

efficiency. Overall, the minimal expected cost is achieved at $3.46 with ten primary
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nodes. More details on the plans in Figure 3.27 is shown in Table 3.2.

For RSVD-1, if the user-specified deadline is twelve hours, then the optimal

baseline plan has three primary nodes. The optimal augmented plan based on nprim �

3 will have an expected cost of $3.78. However, if we increase the primary cluster

to ten nodes. The optimal expected cost can be lowered to $3.46 even though the

new baseline plan itself has a higher cost. On the other hand, if the user specifies

a deadline of two hours, then best baseline plan is nprim � 23. However, Cümülön

v1 will not consider nprim smaller than 23 because these baseline plans (and thus the

augmented plans) cannot meet the deadline for sure.

3.5 Related Work

Previous work dealt with the unreliability of transient nodes in two ways. The

first is to use a storage system capable of handling massive correlated node failures.

For example, Glacier [16] uses high degrees of redundancy to achieve reliability;

Spot Cloud MapReduce [32] depends on reliable external storage services rather than

local storage in the cluster. Both methods have negative performance implications.

Like Cümülön v1, a number of systems use more reliable primary nodes for storage.

Chohan et al. [9] deploys a HDFS only on the primary nodes, and uses transient nodes

for computation only; Amazon’s Elastic MapReduce clusters can also be configured

in this fashion. This method has to limit the number of transient nodes, because

the primary nodes can easily become an I/O bottleneck when outnumbered. Going

a step further, Qubole’s auto-scaling cluster deploys the storage system on all nodes,

but with a customized data placement policy to ensure that at least one replica is

stored among primary nodes; Rabbit [2] is a multi-layer storage system that can

be configured so that one replica goes to the primary nodes. However, as we have

discussed (Section 3.2.1) and verified (Section 3.4.1), writing all data to the primary

nodes still causes unnecessary performance degradation.
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The second way of dealing with unreliable transient nodes is to checkpoint them.

A lot of previous works [39, 44, 46, 3, 38, 26, 47] studied checkpointing and bid-

ding strategies under various settings in order to satisfy service level agreements,

meet deadlines, or minimize cost. Others [33, 37] considered how to maximize the

profit of a service broker who rent transient nodes and run workloads for users.

All work above relied on external storage service for checkpointing. Their execu-

tion time models were rather simplistic—jobs have given, fixed execution times and

are amenable to perfect scaling (if parallelization is considered). Moreover, they

targeted general workloads and were therefore limited in their options—essentially,

they must checkpoint the entire execution state and recover from the last completed

checkpoint. With additional knowledge about the workload and lineage tracking,

systems such as Spark [48] are able to infer which units of computation to rerun

in order to recover from failures. As discussed in Section 3.2, thanks to declarative

program specification, Cümülön v1 has more intelligent checkpointing and recovery:

its syncing strategy is selective, driven by a cost/benefit analysis informed by the

market price model; its recovery is more flexible and precise in avoiding unnecessary

computation, and does not require tracking lineage explicitly.

While Cümülön v1 aims at helping users of a public cloud, others [49, 45] have

approached the issue of spot instances from the cloud provider’s perspective, seeking

to maximize its profit by dividing its resource into different types (e.g., on-demand

vs. spot) and pricing them optimally. Our work is complementary; cloud providers

can also gain insights from our what-if analysis of pricing schemes (Section 3.4.4).

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented Cümülön v1, a system aimed at helping users

develop and deploy matrix-based data analysis programs in a public cloud, featuring

end-to-end support for spot instances that users bid for and pay for at fluctuating
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market prices. Cümülön v1’s elastic computation and storage engine for matrices

makes effective use of highly unreliable spot instances. With automatic cost-based,

risk-aware optimization of execution, deployment, bidding, and syncing strategies,

Cümülön v1 tackles the challenge of how to achieve lower expected cost using cheap

spot instances, while simultaneously bounding the risk due to uncertainty in market

prices.

While Cümülön v1 focuses on matrix computation, many of our techniques carry

over to other data-intensive workloads expressed in high-level, declarative languages.

For black-box workloads, techniques such as the dual-storage design and the overall

risk-aware optimization algorithm still apply, but cost estimation becomes consid-

erably more difficult and the errors and uncertainty therein must be accounted for

together with the uncertainty in market prices. Generalization of the Cümülön v1

approach will be an interesting direction to further explore.
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4

Cümülön v2

4.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the auction-based computing resources (e.g. Amazon

EC2 spot instances) raised an interesting option for cloud users. On one hand, such

resources are usually much cheaper than the reliable fixed-price on-demand instances;

on the other hand, the problem of sudden massive uncorrelated reclamation of spot

nodes poses a great challenge on building Cümülön: how do we ensure data integrity

and progress with minimal system overhead, and furthermore, how/when to bid for

the spot nodes?

Cümülön v1 (described in Chapter 3) is our first approach solving the problem.

It comes with a smart and efficient system design. However, system complexity

complicates cost estimation, which consequently limits the optimizer to one single

batch of spot instances. Exploring the trade-off between the system complexity and

optimizability, we now consider an alternative design with an easier-to-model system

that allows a smarter optimizer that can dynamically bid for multiple batches of spot

instances.
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In this chapter, we present this alternative system which we call Cümülön v2.

Assuming there is an external scalable storage system that can store all data, we

no longer need to worry about data loss any more. Cümülön v2 simply maintains

a dynamic pool of spot instances for execution. It adjusts the number of nodes

to use according to the observed market price then, in order to minimize the total

execution cost under acceptable cost variance, given a user-specified deadline. The

problem space (e.g. time) is continous, so we discretize it and model the problem as a

Markov Decision Process (MDP) and solve the problem offline. The model’s solution

is a policy that instructs the optimal action (cluster size) to take in every possible

future state. Next, we discussed how to apply the discretized policy during the

continous real execution. Simulation is used to experimentally study the performance

of proposed policies.

4.2 Model Setup

We assume that the cloud provider will only announce the current market price p,

without any information on future prices. Price changes can be announced at any

time. Users acquire machine by placing bids in the form of pp̂, nq, where p̂ is the bid

price and n is the bid size. Once a bid is placed, it cannot be modified. Users are

charged in units of Tcharge defined by the cloud provider. Specifically, usage time is

rounded up to a multiple of Tcharge and each usage duration of Tcharge gets charged by

the market price at the beginning of the unit. For instances, Amazon uses an hour

(i.e. Tcharge � 3600s) and additionally does not charge the last partial hour if the

nodes are reclaimed. While the Google cloud charges user by minutes (Tcharge � 60s).

Assume we have J jobs to execute sequentially. Each job consists of a configurable

number of parallel tasks. Assume we only use machines of identical settings rent from

a single spot market. 1 Let Tjpnq denote the execution time of job j (j � 1, ..., J)

1 The case of multiple markets are left to future work.
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using n nodes, then wj � Tjp1q represents the total machine time required to finish

job j, or in other words, the total amount of work to do in job j. Define W �
°J
j�1wj

to be the total amount of work in the workflow.

Define gjpnq �
Tjp1q
Tjpnq to be the speedup function (well studied in [13]) of job j.

Because of the increasing parallelism overhead when n increases, gpnq should be an

increasing and concave function satisfying gjpnq ¤ n and gjp1q � 1. (Note that our

model does not need any of these assumptions on gjpnq.) We have wj � Tjpnqgjpnq.

This shows that gjpnq is also the average amount of work accomplished in one unit

time during job j, using n machines.

Whenever the number of machines in the cluster is changed, overhead will be

incurred. When increasing n, the new nodes will need some time for system ini-

tialization, without doing actual work. When decreasing n, running tasks are killed

and thus need to be rerun later, but we still need to pay for the wasted machine

time. Since we assume that all tasks write results to both the local store as well as

a remote reliable store, finished tasks/jobs will not be affected when nodes are gone.

In general, define opn1, n2, wq ¥ 0 to be the overhead, or the equivalent amount of

work lost, when we change the cluster size from n1 to n2 and there is w amount of

work left in the workflow then.

4.3 Optimization Problem

In general, given a deadline D, we are looking for a provisioning plan that encodes

the n to use at every time point before D, such that the total monetary cost is

minimized while ensuring the workflow can finish by the deadline. Picking an n

every second is computationally expensive, and is also an overkill since any realistic

plan will not keep changing n. In the model, we introduce an optimization time unit

Topt and only pick one nt for each time step t (a duration of length Topt).
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We discretize possible spot instance market prices into a price set Sp with Np

distinct values. Let pt denote the market price at time t � Topt (beginning of time

step t). Again we assume that the market price may change at any time.

Before we introduce uncertainty and probabilities (in Section 4.5), the opti-

mization problem can be formalized as follows: given a deadline D, pick nt (t �

0, ..., D{Topt� 1) to minimize Costptntuq the total monetary cost charged, subject to°D{Topt�1
t�0 rgpntqTopt � opnt�1, nt, wqs ¥ W , assuming n�1 � 0.

In general the cost term Costptntuq is hard to write down analytically because

of the discrepancy between Topt and Tcharge. Tcharge is defined by the cloud provider,

but we can choose Topt ourselves. A smaller Topt tends to give us more fine-grained

and better quality result, but at the same time means longer optimization time. In

this work, we limit the choice of Topt to two cases: either Tcharge|Topt or Topt|Tcharge.

Here | means divides.

• If Tcharge|Topt, each machine in nt will be charged Topt{Tcharge times during time

step t. We have Costptntuq �
°D{Topt�1
t�0 nt

°Topt{Tcharge�1
i�0 pt�ipTcharge{Toptq. When

Topt � Tcharge, Costptntuq simplifies to
°D{Topt�1
t�0 ntpt.

• If Topt|Tcharge, let k � Tcharge{Topt, then at the beginning of time step t, not all

nt machines will be charged, because some of them is already charged at earlier

time steps. Let mt denote the number of machines that actually get charged

at time step t.

If we assume reclamation would not happen2 and that once a node is charged

for another Tcharge we do not terminate it within the duration, then we have

nt ¥
°k�1
i�1 mt�i. This means that all the nodes we have paid for in the previous

2 For now, assume a bid price of infinity so that no reclamation would happen. Of course this is
not necessarily a practical strategy. Later we will discuss how Cümülön v2 set the actual bid price
when carrying out the plan.
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k�1 time steps will be running in the current time step for sure. If we decided

to pay for mt nodes now (could be running ones renewed from mt�k or new

ones if mt ¡ mt�k), we have nt �
°k�1
i�0 mt�i for all t. Reversely, mt can also

be derived from nt:

mt �

"
0 if t   0

nt �
°k�1
i�1 mt�i if t ¥ 0

Overall, we have mt, nt ¥ 0 and Costptntuq �
°D{Topt�1
t�0 mtpt.

Assuming either Tcharge|Topt or Topt|Tcharge is true, if we define k � rTcharge{Topts,

then when Tcharge|Topt, we have k � 1 and mt � nt. We can unify the two cases into

one:

Costptntuq �

D{Topt�1¸
t�0

mtChargeptq (4.1)

Where Chargeptq �
°rTopt{Tcharges�1
i�0 pt�ipTcharge{Toptq is the total charges incurred on

each machine during time step t.

4.4 Deterministic Future Price

Solving the problem is straightforward when the future market price trace is exactly

known. There are two cases.

When Tcharge|Topt, and if the cluster changing overhead is assumed trivial, i.e.

opn1, n2, wq � 0, the problem can be solved with a greedy algorithm, keep allocating

the work to the most price/work efficient time step. Specifically, starting from nt � 0

for all t, we always pick the t that maximizes pgpnt � 1q � gpntqq{Chargeptq and

increment nt by one. Here Chargeptq (defined in Equation 4.1) is constant for every

t since we know the future price trace. Simply keep doing this until
°D{Topt�1
t�0 gpntq ¥

W is satisfied. A formal proof is given in Appendix A.
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Otherwise, the choices of nt is interrelated and greedy no longer works. Instead,

we can solve this problem with dynamic programming. Let Cpt, w, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksq

denote the minimal cost of finishing w amount of work left starting from time step

t, and that mt�1 � � �mt�k machines are charged in the beginning of the previous k

time steps. We have the state transition function:

Cpt, w, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksq � min
mt¡0

tmtChargeptq � Cpt� 1, w1, rmt � � �mt�k�1squ

Where nt �
°t
i�t�k�1mi and nt�1 �

°t�1
i�t�kmi. w

1 � w�opnt�1, nt, wq�gpntqTopt is

the amount of work left for the next time step. For implementation, additional tweaks

including discretizing the w dimension is needed. The time complexity of the DP is

Op D
Topt

WNk�1q, where N is the maximum number of nodes to use simultaneously.

Because of the parallelism overhead (speedup function gpnq converges to a constant

for n large enough), tntu are naturally bounded.

Later in the experiments, we will use this DP algorithm as the “oracle” that gives

us the minimal achievable cost for each price trace from the test set. It serves as a

theoretic lower bound for our probablistic optimizer who does not know the exact

future.

4.5 Probabilistic Future Price: An MDP Model

Under the setting where future market price is unknown beforehand, we follow the

intuition to dynamically adjust nt during execution according to pt (market price of

the nodes then) as well as the amount of work and time left before the deadline.

A probabilistic model for future price evolvement can be trained using historical

price data. With this model, we can estimate the values we are interested in, for

instance, Chargeptq|pt the expected charge function given the market price then. We

can also derive a price transition function from the trained price model. Let Pu vt,∆t
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denote the probability that the price becomes v at time pt�∆tq � Topt given that it

was u at time t� Topt, i.e. Pu vt,∆t � Pppt�∆t � v|pt � uq.

Now we can build an MDP model where state tt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksu represent

the situation that when we arrive at the beginning of time step t with w amount

of work left to finish before deadline D; the market price then is u; rmt�1 � � �mt�ks

machines are charged in the previous k time steps and thus nt�1 �
°t�1
i�t�kmi ma-

chines are running before we choose mt or nt for time step t. At this state, if we

take the action to pay for mt ¥ 0 machines and thus use nt �
°t
i�t�k�1mi machines

for time step t, we will incur an immediate cost of mtChargeptq, and then transition

to a certain subset of states (dependent on our choice mt) at time step pt� 1q with

certain probability distribution.

Define policy P : tt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksu Ñ mt, which maps any given state to

an action mt. Let CpP, tt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksuq denote the expected cost to finish

the rest of the work from state tt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksu following policy P, then:

CpP, tt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksuq � E rCost pP,mt � Ppt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksqqs

Where CostpP,mtq denote the cost if we choose to pay for mt machines for time

step t, and then follow policy P. Note that CostpP,mtq is a random variable, with

expectation:

EpCostpP,mtqq � mtChargeptq �
¸
vPSp

Pu vt,1C pP, tt� 1, w1, v, rmt � � �mt�k�1suq

Where w1 � w � opnt�1, nt, wq � gpntqTopt. Overall, this is an MDP of finite time

space, and the constraint is that at time step D{Topt, we must be in a subset of states

with w � 0. Note that here the state space covers all possible (discretized) futures,

and the policy encodes the best action nt (or mt) to take at all these future states.

For instance, let Pmin denote the policy that always minimizes expected cost of
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the plan without looking at variance at all, then:

Pminpt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksqq � arg min
mt¥0

EpCostpPmin,mtqq

Risk and variance Besides minimizing the expected cost, we also want to control the

risk in terms of the cost. Let

VpP, tt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksuq � V ar rCost pP,mt � Ppt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksqqs

denote the cost variance if we finish the work from state tt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksu

following policy P. We can expend the variance term of CostpP,mtq using the law

of total variance as follows:

V arpCostpP,mtqq

� Ept�1 pV arpCostpP,mtq|pt�1qq � V arpt�1 pEpCostpP,mtq|pt�1qq

� Ept�1 pV arpCostpP,mtq|pt�1qq � Ept�1

�
rEpCostpP,mtq|pt�1qs

2
�

�
 
Ept�1 pEpCostpP,mtq|pt�1qq

(2

� Ept�1

�
V arpCostpP,mtq|pt�1q � rEpCostpP,mtq|pt�1qs

2
�

�
 
Ept�1 pEpCostpP,mtq|pt�1qq

(2

�
¸
vPSp

Pu vt,1
 
VpP, ...q � rCpP, ...qs2

(
�

�¸
vPSp

Pu vt,1CpP, ...q

�2

Where ... in VpP, ...q and CpP, ...q above stands for tt� 1, w1, v, rmt � � �mt�k�1su.

Cümülön v2’s Policy Pr From users’ perspective, the risk brought by the uncertainty

of future market prices is a serious concern , Cümülön v2 adopts a family of policies

that considers the cost variances as well as the expected cost, specifically:

Prpt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksqq � arg min
mt¥0

�
EpCostpPr,mtqq � r

a
V arpCostpPr,mtqq
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where r is a risk trade-off parameter specified by user. Note that when r � 0, the

policy becomes Pmin as discussed earlier.

Solving the MDP Given a policy, we can solve the Markov chain with DP, starting

from t � D{Topt� 1 and computing the cost expectation Cp...q and variance Vp...q of

every state backwards. The computational complexity is OpDWNk�1N2
p q, where N

is the maximum number of nodes to use simultaneously, Np is the discretized possible

number of market prices.

We can push the complexity down to OpDWNkNppN � Npqq with preprocess-

ing. Specifically, for each combination of tt, u, rmt � � �mt�k�1su, we pre-calculate°
vPSp

Pu vt,1C pP, tt� 1, w1, v, rmt � � �mt�k�1suq for all possible w1, which takes time

OpDWNkN2
p q. Next for each state tt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksu, we iterate through all

possible mt and use the best one, which incurs OpDWNk�1Npq.

Currently the discretization along each dimension (time, work, price) is done in a

equal-stepped way. More advanced scheme, e.g. prioritizing on the time dimension,

can also be employed.

Simplified state assuming no cluster change overhead When Tcharge|Topt, we have k � 1

andmt � nt. If cluster switching overhead is assumed to be zero, i.e. opn1, n2, wq � 0,

then the choices of nt become independent. We can remove rmt�1 � � �mt�ks out of

the state, and arrive at a simplified state transition function:

Cpt, w, uq � minnt¥0

!
ntChargeptq �

°
vPSp

Pu vt,1Cpt� 1, w � gpntqTopt, vq
)

The computation complexity is now OpDWNN2
p q. With the same pre-compute

trick, it reduces to OpDWNppN �Npqq.

Market signal delay and the skyline bidding scheme Now we start talking about setting

the bid price.
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Intuitively, with policy P at hand, we could set a maximum bid price as assumed

earlier in the model (Footnote 2), so that we can always hold the nodes as long as the

model thinks they are worth the current price u (i.e. mt � Ppt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksq ¡

0) and do not have to worry about reclamation. Once the market price u becomes

unacceptably high (i.e. mt � Ppt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksq � 0), we simply terminate

our nodes before they will be charged for the next Tcharge amount of usage time.

This idea is also employed in [29]. However, they neglected the potential problem

of bidding at maximum price. Depending on the market setup, there could be an

unfortunate situation where the market price surges from plow to phigh (very high)

right before the nodes are charged for the next Tcharge and after the price change we

cannot terminate the nodes in time to avoid the high charge.

In general, these are tradeoffs on setting the bid price. Firstly, we don’t want

the bid price to be too low, so that we will not suddenly lose nodes that we want to

keep. On the other hand, we do not want to set the bid price too high, because it is

a safeguard against sudden price surge.

We noticed that whether the unfortunate situation above could happen depends

on the market signal delay pt̃1, t̃2q defined as follows: if we send out the signal to

bid and start a node at time t1 and later send out the signal to terminate node at time

t2, then in a market with signal delay pt̃1, t̃2q, the node is actually charged for usage

duration t1� t̃1 to t2� t̃2, in other words,
°rpt2�t̃2�t1�t̃1q{Tcharges�1
i�0 ppt1�t̃1�iTchargeq{Topt .

3

• If the market is setup such that t̃1 � t̃2 � 0, then assuming users can make

decisions and act instantly upon price change, the unfortunate case can be

avoided for sure. Bidding at maximum prices is risk-free and the best choice

because it is the best bidding strategy that sticks to Cümülön v2’s optimal

policy.

3 In Amazon EC2, t̃1 is around five minutes, since it includes the time it takes to bootstrap the
new instance; while t̃2 is around several seconds.
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• Otherwise, the unfortunate case could happen. To guard against it we should

bid at the maximum price we are willing to pay for the nodes rather than the

maximum possible price. We can easily retrieve this information from Cümülön

v2’s policy P. Specifically, at time step t with w amount of work left, we should

bid at pmaxpt, w,Pq � min tu |nt � mt � Ppt, w, u, r0 � � � 0sq � 0u. Here we set

mt�1 � � �mt�k to all zeros so that we only look at the decisions assuming no

node is already running. This is essentially the “skyline” of policy P. Note

that bidding at pmaxpt, w,Pq is not a significant deviation of the policy itself

because whenever the market price go above it, the policy will inform us to

stop paying for more new nodes anyways.

In general, the closer to the deadline (larger t), or the more work left (larger w),

the higher the skyline pmaxpt, w,Pq tends to be. In the assumed market where

bid price cannot be changed, the nodes that started earlier will likely have a

lower bid price than the desired bid price later, leading to potentially undesired

reclamations. As a result, we introduce a constant ct and bid at p̂pt, w,Pq �

mint¤x¤t�ct pmaxpx,w,Pq instead. The constant ct presents a tradeoff between

potential higher price charged on nodes (bigger ct and thus higher bid price)

and potential undesired reclamation (smaller ct and thus lower bid price).

4.6 Applying the Policy in Execution

In this section, we will discuss how Cümülön v2 dynamically executes model sug-

gested policy P during real execution. Recall that in optimization, we need to dis-

cretize each dimension in the plan space. Furthermore, since the optimization grows

exponentially with k � rTcharge{Topts, we might not afford a small Topt. As a result,

the policy offered by the optimizer contains only suggested n to use on discrete points

in the actual continuous state space. In the time dimention, whenever a change in
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the market price is announced, it is often better to act (adjust n) instantly rather

than wait until the next decision points in the plan.

Observing this fact, our simulator is implemented with two execution modes:

the strict mode and the dynamic mode (default). In strict mode, we strictly stick

to the policy, only consult the policy and change cluster size n at time points tTopt

where t is an integer. Specifically, Cümülön v2 will evaluate the amount of work left,

the current time and market price, and then consult the policy (by looking at the

proper states nearby and combine suggestions if necessary) and then act on changing

n if suggested.

While in dynamic mode, the plan from the optimizer are considered as a guideline

or “cookbook”. Cümülön v2 will consult the cookbook and update n under one of the

three conditions: 1. there is a change in the current market price; 2. some running

nodes about to be charged for another Tcharge; 3. The time since the last check

exceeds some predefined threshold. Note the third case is to account for runtime

variation and deviation from estimations so that we can adjust course accordingly.

Cümülön v2 enforces a rule of delayed termination during execution, which

means that once we paid for a node for the next Topt time, we will not terminate

it ourselves within the duration. (Note that it could still be reclaimed because of

price surge.) Since this rule is implicitly built-in to the optimizer, it is automatically

enforced in the strict mode.

However in the dynamic mode, delayed termination is cruicial because potentially

we make adjustments to n more frequently than what the policy suggests, and we

should not waste any machine time we have already paid for. Imagine the case where

market price first drops and we are advised to increase n. Shortly after the new

nodes are up and charged, price surges to a very high value. Another update will be

triggered and the cookbook might suggest decreasing n. Since we have already paid

for the new nodes for another Tcharge, we should not terminate them immediately as
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suggested. Rather, we should keep the charged nodes for execution until they reach

their next charging point. Then we will consult the cookbook again (according to

condition 2 above), and decide whether to really terminate the nodes or extend the

lease, depending on the market price then.

Execution simulations It is impractical to run the model proposed policies in real spot

cluster for many times to arrive at a statistically sufficient performance evaluation.

We use execution simulation instead. The simulator is implemented at the level of

tasks (of jobs in the workflow) and slots (of nodes in the cluster). Jobs are executed

sequentially. Tasks in the running job are scheduled to available slots in the cluster,

just like in a real execution. Upon scheduled, the execution time of the task is

randomly drawn from a normal distribution with the mean being the estimated task

time from the cost model and a pre-configured variance. When new nodes join the

cluster, a preconfigured time is assumed for bootstrapping before its slots becomes

available for tasks execution. Whenever we decide to shut down a node, all its

running tasks fail and will be rescheduled later. Again, since we assume that all

tasks write results directly to a reliable storage, finished tasks will not be affected

when shutting nodes down.

Given a specific price trace and a policy, the simulator can carry out the specified

plan against the market price trace and report the total running time, cost and all

the decisions made during the execution process. Some key features of the simulator

include support for bid price (specific for individual node), various charging scheme

with different Tcharge, as well as market signal delay pt̃1, t̃2q.

4.7 Experiments

The experiments are conducted in the context of Amazon EC2, although we do

not limit the charging scheme of spot instances to Amazon’s scheme. RSVD-1
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(G � pA �Aᵀqk �A, with l � 2048, m � n � 102, 400, k � 5) and GNMF (with

k � 100 and a 7510016� 640137 word-doc matrix V derived from a 2.5GB wiki text

corpus) is used as the workload.

Estimation models for the matrix workloads are trained beforehand with run time

data collected from benchmark runs. By default c1.medium instance type is used.

A market price model is developed (please refer to Appendix B for details), and

trained with Amazon’s historical spot instance prices, specifically prices of c1.medium

from zone us-east-1a, which is one of the most challenging markets with lots of spikes

and high-price regions. We used the model to generate a training set and some test

sets of simulated market price traces. The training set is used to estimate the future

price transition matrix Pu vt,1 used in the MDP model, as well as the charging function

Chargeptq in Equation 4.1 when Topt ¡ Tcharge.
4 The test set of simulated traces is

used to evaluate the plan (policy) under simulated execution discussed in Section 4.6.

Two test sets S0.02 (default) and S0.2, each consisting of 100, 000 price traces, are

used in the experiments. The starting prices (p0) of the traces in S0.02 and S0.2 are

$0.02{h (the most common seen market price) and $0.2{h respectively. Note that

the on-demand price for c1.medium instances is $0.145{h.

By default Cümülön v2 uses policy P0.1 (Pr with r � 0.1) applied in dynamic

mode. Unless stated otherwise, we assume a market with Tcharge � 1s (fractional

hours) and zero market signal delay (t̃1 � t̃2 � 0). Because of the small Tcharge in

the default setting, we have k � rTcharge{Topts � 1, nt � mt, and the MDP state

becomes tt, w, u, rnt�1su. For optimization Topt � 1h is used by default. When the

market has zero signal delay, Cümülön v2 always bids at infinity, otherwise skyline

bidding with ct � 4 is used by default.

4 We collect these information from the simulated training price traces rather than the real
historical price data, simply because the latter is too sparse to arrive at full-fledged distributions
directly at all price-time combinations, while the former is an enhanced version whose data size is
under our control.
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Figure 4.1: The proposed optimal choice of ntp� mtq and Epcostq at three slices
of states, in an artificial three-job workflow of size 310 machine hour. The deadline
is set at 40h.

4.7.1 Visualization of policy Pr

Recall that a policy maps every state tt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksu to a value mt. We

visualize Cümülön v2’s policy P0.1 in Figure 4.1, for illustration purposes, using an

artificial workload consisting of three matrix multiplication jobs, with 100, 10, 200

machine hours worth of work respectively (w1 � 100, w2 � 10, w3 � 200), under a

deadline of 40 hours. Since the state space is four dimensional (tt, w, u, rnt�1su), we

picked three slices of states: t � 10h, u � $0.25{h and w � 310 respectively with

nt�1 � 0. At each state, the suggested action nt � mt (on the left) and the expected

cost of the state following the policy CpP, tt, w, u, rnt�1suq (on the right) are plotted.
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As we can see, in the first case with t � 10h, since it is still far from the deadline,

Cümülön v2 only bid for nodes (nt ¡ 0 on the left) when the market price is low,

and that the total expected cost (on the right) depends mostly on w the work left,

and less on u the current market price. In the left figure, a trend is that when w

increases, Cümülön v2 tends to bid for more nodes and start bidding at higher prices.

However, an exception to the trend happens around w P p200, 250q. The reason is

that the second job with w2 � 10 is much less scalable compared to the other two

jobs, thus the point where getting more nodes no longer benefits is reached at smaller

nt.

In the second case with u � $0.25{h, since the price is relatively high, we should

not go for a positive nt unless either we are too close to the deadline or too much

work is left. The upper right zero region corresponds to the states where using a

maximum cap of 100 on nt, we cannot finish the workflow by the deadline. Note

that such a cap is introduced only for limiting the search range for rmt � � �mt�ks when

solving the MDP. The model itself does not require such a cap because the parallelism

overhead (recall the speedup function gpnq) will naturally limit the optimal choice

of nt. For the same reason as the first case, we see a lower nt when w is around 200

to 210. Furthermore, since the model only adjust nt every Topt � 1h, this introduces

execution waves of length one hour and that’s why the trend propagates above to

higher w regions. Note that this wave effect also exists in the previous case, but

appears less noticeble.

In the third case with w � 310 (all work in the workflow), we tend to start bidding

for nodes either when the price is lower or when it gets closer to the deadline. When

t ¡ 32h, we cannot finish the workflow in time given the cap of 100 on nt. Besides,

the left figure reveals impact on Cümülön v2’s decision on nt from another aspect,

which is the price transition matrix. The “skyline” (the maximum market price with

a positive nt decision) of the policy becomes higher than usual around t � 20h. This
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Figure 4.2: Simulated total execution time and cost of two iterations of GNMF
against 100, 000 test price traces, using policy P0 by Cümülön v2 under a) dynamic
mode, b) strict mode, and c) the oracle’s plan with strict mode. The deadline is set
at 15 hours. The densities are the test trace count in log10 scale. The numbers in
the figures are in format: [min, max] mean � std.

is because our trained price model thinks that there is a larger possibility that the

market price will become lower at around t � 20h. Since the price transition matrix

with this information is incorporated into MDP model, the impact is reflected in the

resulting decisions.

4.7.2 Evaluating the plan

Now we evaluate Cümülön v2’s policy through simulated execution, using two itera-

tions of GNMF and testing price trace set S0.02. The default setting of Tcharge � 1s
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Figure 4.3: Two specific price traces in the test set and the corresponding actions
took by Cümülön v2 and the oracle in Figure 4.2.

and Topt � 1h is used. Under a deadline of 15 hours, we compare Cümülön v2

proposed policy P0 that minimizes execution cost, with the plan proposed by the

oracle optimizer (described in Section 4.4, with Topt � 1h as well) who foresees the

testing price traces and makes the optimal decision minimizing cost for each specific

trace. We run policy P0 under both dymanic mode and strict mode (discussed in

Section 4.6), as well as the plan by the oracle optimizer using the execution simula-

tor. The scatter plot of the total execution time and cost against the 100, 000 test

traces is shown in log10 scale in Figure 4.2.

As we can see, in dynamic mode (Figure 4.2a), a majority of the densities are in

the low cost area with finish time ranging from 2h to 15h. These correspond to the

lucky cases where there are enough low market price durations before the deadline

for Cümülön v2 to finish the workload with cheap machines. However, there is a

distribution of high cost toward the 15h deadline. These are the unlucky cases where

the market price stayed high and Cümülön v2 chooses to wait for later potential price

drop, until the deadline approaches, and Cümülön v2 have to go for the expensive

machines to finish in time, incurring a high cost.

Figure 4.2b shows the result of the same policy P0, but applied in strict mode,
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where cluster size nt is only changed at hour boundaries, same as the Topt � 1h

assumption made in the MDP model. As we can see, less densities are concentrated

close to the deadline. This is because whenever we get some nodes, they are kept

for at least an hour. It is less likely for Cümülön v2 to wait until the deadline to

enter the “panic” mode. It also creates the artifact that the finish time tends to

cluster close to each hour boundaries. However, since many fine-grained adjustment

opportunites are missed, the overall mean of cost increases from $1.364 to $1.74.

Finally, the performance of the oracle optimizer is shown in Figure 4.2c. It

achieves an overall mean execution cost of $0.901. Note that the performance of

the oracle optimizer is a lower bound, and more importantly, unachievable by any

non-oracle model simply because it knows the exact future, while others do not.

We illustrate why this is the case in Figure 4.3, by zooming into the decisions

made by Cümülön v2 in dynamic mode and the oracle optimizer in Figure 4.2, during

the simulated execution on two selected test traces. Note that both traces start from

the initial price p0 � $0.02{h.

The first test trace (on the left) is one of the lucky cases where prices stay rel-

atively low, although there is a spike at around 2h. The green circles in the lower

figure shows the decisions by Cümülön v2 in dynamic mode. Since Cümülön v2 is

unaware of the future, it makes decisions based on its modeled future price distribu-

tion. Given the low price ($0.02{h) at time zero, it decides to start with 21 nodes,

following the policy from the MDP model. When the price keep increasing within the

first hour, it decides to decrease the cluster size n gradually to zero by terminating

the nodes (no need to delay the termination since Tcharge � 1s here). When the price

drops to $0.016{h at around 2.8h, it resumes the execution with 10 new nodes, and

with several more adjustments, eventually finishes execution at around 5.3h. The

incurred execution cost is $0.72.

The oracle optimizer, however, has chosen a different plan. Knowing that the
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price will stay low afer 2.8h, the best way to minimize cost is to hold execution until

then, and more importantly, keep cluster size low and spread the execution to the

entire low price region before deadline, so that minimal parallelism overhead (recall

the speedup function gpnq in Section 4.2) is incurred. Following the oracle optmizer’s

plan, the execution finishes right before the 15h deadline, and the total cost reduces

to $0.35.

On the other hand, the second test trace on the right of Figure 4.3, represents

an unlucky case where the price surges and stay high most of the time. With the

same initial price $0.02{h at time zero, Cümülön v2 starts out with the same n � 21

decision. However it have to drop all nodes when price surges soon after to avoid high

charge, and start waiting for potential price drop. Until at around 11h, considering

that the deadline is approaching and that there is still a considerable amount of work

left, it decides to resume execution with n � 1 even when the price stays very high.

As the time goes by, the possibility for price to drop in time becomes smaller, and the

pressure from a larger n to finish the work in time and thus more parallelism overhead

keep increasing. Cümülön v2 decides to keep inceasing n to achieve the best trade-off

between the two aspect to minimize the expectation of total cost. Eventually when

price does drop in this case at around 13h, there is only a portion of the work left

and only a few nodes are needed to wrap up. Overall, since many nodes are used

under expensive price, Cümülön v2’s plan incurred a high cost of $11.99 in this case.

The oracle optimizer, however, is well aware of the exact high price region. It

chooses to simply wait, and after the price drop at 13h, go for a cluster of 14 nodes

and finish before deadline. In all, a total cost of $0.44 is incurred.

Earlier we claim that any non-oracle optimizer cannot do as good as oracle op-

timizer. The reason becomes quite clear when we compare the decisions across the

two price traces in Figure 4.3. For instance, at the inital price of $0.02{h, Cümülön

v2 makes the same decision (21 nodes) in both cases, simply because the information
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Figure 4.4: Mean and standard deviation of simulated cost for two iterations of
GNMF achieved by policy P0.1 when user-specified deadline varies.

available by then, including the state it is in and the belief about future price evolve-

ment, are exactly identical. However for oracle optimizer, knowing the full future,

we should clearly go for less nodes in the first trace, but many more in the second

one.

4.7.3 Impact of deadline

In this experiment we study the impact of the user-specified deadline, using two

iterations of GNMF and test set S0.02. The result is shown in Figure 4.4. As we can

see, both mean and standard deviation of cost decreases when deadline increases.

This is simply because as the time we have increases, we can afford to wait for more

low price opportunites and finish the work with cheaper nodes. On the other hand,

if the deadline is really close, we have to start execution no matter how expensive

the nodes are.

4.7.4 Optimization time and quality

Now we show how the quality of the plan for GNMF changes when we vary Topt, and

how much time it takes to generate the plan. All other settings are same as above.

All optimizations are run single threaded using Java, on a desktop machine with an
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Figure 4.5: Average cost achieved by the plan (upper figure) and the corre-
sponding optimization time (lower figure in log10 scale) for GNMF for different Topt.
“Cümülön v2 state simplified” is the special case assuming no cluster change over-
head, as discussed in Section 4.5.

Intel i7-2600 3.40GHz CPU and 8GB of memory. Besides the default Cümülön v2

applied in dynamic mode as well as the oracle optimizer, we also run the alternative

model “Cümülön v2 state simplified” (discussed in Section 4.5), which assumes no

cluster change overhead and does not have mt in its MDP state. The results are

shown in Figure 4.5.

In general, as Topt decreases, the optimization becomes more fine grained, leading

to a better plan with lower cost. As expected, the oracle optimizer is consistently

better than the Cümülön v2 default, which is better than Cümülön v2 state simpli-

fied.

On the other hand, the increasing optimization time is the price we pay for the

better plans. Note that for both Cümülön v2 optimizers, the time only involves

solving an MDP model once. The time for simulation across the testing traces is
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(lower) for two iterations of GNMF achieved by the policy Pr when r varies. Test
set S0.2 used.

not included here. While for the oracle optimizer, it needs to run on each and every

testing traces to arrive at a plan, so that its optimization time is proportional to the

size of the test set (100, 000 in this case). Specifically for Topt � 0.5h, it took the

oracle optimizer around 10h to go over all the traces.

4.7.5 Tradeoff between cost mean and variance

In this section we investigate how the performance of policy Pr changes when we

change the risk tradeoff parameter r. Under the default setting of Tcharge � 1s and

Topt � 1h, we simulate the policies for two iterations of GNMF under a 15h deadline

using test set S0.2 and plot the results in Figure 4.6.

As we can see, r presents a tradeoff between mean and variance of the cost of the

plan. When r increases, more weights are put on minimizing the variance, leading
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to a less aggresive plan with lower cost variance but potentially higher cost mean.

In general, when in state tt, w, u, rmt�1 � � �mt�ksu, by choosing a larger mt, more

work is done in the current step and less is left for the underministic future, leading

to a plan with less uncertainty and thus lower cost variance. This is why in the

lower figure with timing, the more conservative (higher r) the policy is, the earlier

execution tends to finish.

Overall, under the test set S0.2 where market price starts higher, the cost mean

to finish the same workload becomes higher compared with that under test set S0.02

as in earlier experiments.

4.7.6 A market that charge by hour

Now we run RSVD-1 in a market with Tcharge � 1h instead, still asuming a zero

market signal delay (t̃1 � t̃2 � 0), so that Cümülön v2 still bids at infinity. Figure 4.7

shows the mean and standard deviation of the plans respectively by Cümülön v2 in

default (dynamic mode) and strict mode, Cümülön v2 without delay termination,

and the oracle optimizer.

As we can see, Cümülön v2 in strict mode is still slightly worse than the default

dynamic mode, and the oracle optimizer is still the best. Furthermore, to illustrate
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Figure 4.8: Impact of market signal delay and the performance of infinite bidding
and skyline bidding on RSVD-1.

the importance of delayed termination (discussed in Section 4.6) during execution,

we showed the result of disabling it in the third setting. Since Tcharge � 1h here,

whenever a node gets charged, it is charged for the entire next hour. If Cümülön v2

constantly terminates nodes without utilizing its machine time we already paid for,

we end up with a very high cost, even with the same optimal policy.

4.7.7 Bidding strategies under positive market signal delay

Now we discuss the cases where the market has a positive signal delay. As discussed in

Section 4.5, setting a bid price is a general way to guard against potential unfortunate

high charges. Whenever a node is reclaimed because the market price exceeds the

bid price, we assume users are not charged for the last partial Tcharge (hour in this

case), just like in Amazon’s scheme. (Otherwise, setting a bid price does not make

much sense and it would not be benefitial at all to set it.)

In Figure 4.8, we compare Cümülön v2’s performance under the infinity bidding

and the skyline bidding strategy, with the oracle optimizer, when market signal delay

varies. Here we assume t̃1 � t̃2. Note the market signal delay will not affect the oracle

optimizer at all since it knows the future prices. In fact, the performance of the oracle

optimizer here still serves as a theoretic unreachable lower bound for Cümülön v2.

As we can see, the performance of both bidding schemes gets worse as market
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delay t̃1 and t̃2 increase. This is because Cümülön v2 tends to get nodes when price

(pt1) is low and terminates them when price (pt2) is high. Since pt1 is usually low,

pt1�t̃1 is more likely to be higher than pt1 if different. Furthermore, since pt2 is likely

high, having to pay for the duration t2 to t2 � t̃2 could be bad. Overall, the actual

cost for duration t1� t̃1 to t2� t̃2 tends to be higher than the cost for duration t1 to t2.

The larger t̃, the bigger this difference tends to be, and thus worse the performance

in terms of cost.

When comparing setting a finite (skyline in this case) bid price as compared with

infinite bidding under positive market signal delay, there are two aspects to consider

in general. First, it has a positive impact on cost because it guards against the

unfortunate case of price surge within the signal delay window. However secondly,

setting a non-infinite bid price also has a negative impact on cost. Since we cannot

change the bid price on nodes we own, they might be reclaimed later even if we

become willing to pay a higher price to keep them.

As we can see in Figure 4.8, when the signal delay is smaller than four minutes,

the negative impact dominates the positive one, and thus skyline bidding is actually

worse than infinite bidding. As the signal delay gets larger, the positive impact of

setting a finite bid price increases, and eventually dominates the negative one. The

skyline bidding becomes better than infinite bidding scheme.

4.7.8 Evaluating the skyline bidding

In this experiment, we fix the market signal delay at ten minutes, and compare

Cümülön v2’s skyline bidding with simple fixed-price bidding schemes. Specifically,

we run the same policy suggested by the MDP model, except that different strategies

(skyline vs. fixed price) are used to set bid prices. Note that during the last Topt

before the deadline, a bid price of infinity is always applied regardless of the strategy

to ensure meeting the deadline. The results are shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Comparing skyline bidding to fixed-price bidding under market signal
delay of ten minutes for RSVD-1.

As we can see, when the bid price is fixed at low values, the performance is bad.

This is simply because the bid price is too low and we cannot get any nodes even

if the policy think we should. When the bid price applied increases, this conflict

gets alleviated and the average cost decreases. However when the bid prices gets

further higher, the performance gets worse again, and eventually converges to the

bid infinity case. This is because the bid price becomes too high compared to the

desired threshold implied in the policy. The safety bar against price surge is too

high.

More importantly, the performance of the skyline bidding outperforms the all

fixed-price bidding schemes. This is because the “skyline” (maximum market price

with non-negative action mt) of the policy, as illustrated earlier in Figure 4.1, is a

moving target that changes through time. Consequently, a fixed bid price cannot

accommodate the need while Cümülön v2’s skyline bidding strategy can.

4.7.9 Comparing with existing approaches

Many existing works tried to analytically derive the optimal bidding price by mod-

eling the market price and the workload. We refer to them as fixed bidding schemes,

where they keep bidding at fixed bid price and bid size (cluster size n) throughout
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RSVD-1 workload in Figure 4.10. Additionally, Cümülön v2’s bid prices for an
imaginary unit-size workload is also shown for comparison with DBA. For each line,
the unplotted points before the 15h deadline means a bid price of infinity.

the execution until workload is finished. Besides fixed bid price approaches, [47] pro-

posed a dynamic bidding algorithm (called DBA) that adjusts the bidding price on

the run. For bid size, they assume perfect speedup for the workload, i.e. gpnq � n,

so that the optimal plan for a workload with w amount of work is equivalent to that

of an unit-work workflow, except that the bid size is w times larger. Consequently,

they always use a bid size n large enough that the workload can be finished within

one time step (hour).

In this experiment we compare Cümülön v2 with these existing approaches using

RSVD-1. We use Tcharge � 1h (as assumed by DBA) with a 15h deadline. To cover

all the potential optimal plans by various fixed bidding results, we tried various
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combinations of reasonable bid prices (from $0.05{h to $1{h) and bid sizes (from 5

to 80). For DBA, we used a fixed bid size of n � 60 nodes because using 60 nodes,

RSVD-1 finishes in less than an hour with high probability.

Similar to Cümülön v2, we enforced a bid price of infinity in the last time step

before the deadline in both approaches, in order to meet the deadline with higher

chance. Figure 4.10 shows the result in terms of cost mean achieved and the overrun

ratio, i.e. the ratio of testing traces in which execution does not finish by the deadline.

Test set S0.2 is used here.

As we can see, Cümülön v2 clearly out performs the other two approaches. If we

look at the fixed bidding plans, they presents a tradeoff between meeting the deadline

and cost mean. Plans with lower bid prices bid sizes tend to have a cheaper cost

(because of higher average node price and higher parallelism overhead respectively),

but at the same time are less likely to meet the deadline. A relatively good plan

achieves a mean cost of $9.87 and a near-zero overrun ratio, by keep bidding at

$0.5{h with n � 20. In general, fixing the bid price and bid size without considering

the state, including market price then, amount of time and work left, is quite limited

compared to Cümülön v2’s dynamic bidding. That’s why Cümülön v2 does a much

better job and achieved a mean cost of $6.62. Furthermore with Cümülön v2, it is

very unlikely to miss the deadline simply because its ablility to adjust its decisions

dynamically according to the progress.

The DBA algorithm followed a very similar approach to our MDP model. How-

ever, because of the perfect speedup assumption, they fixed the bid size at 60 nodes,

incuring lots of parallelism overhead in reality. That’s why even with dynamic bid-

ding, it only achieves a mean cost of $10.59, even worse than some fixed bidding

plans. Furthermore, as the size of the workload further increases, or if Tcharge gets

smaller, DBA will have to go for even larger cluster to push everything into one time

step. Its performance will be even worse because of the parallelism overhead, and
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eventually becomes invalid because the workload is simply not scalable enough to be

squeezed into a single time step.

Now back to this example, Figure 4.11 visualized the specific bid prices used by

Cümülön v2 and DBA respectively. Since DBA always finishes the workflow within

one time step, they only need to succeed in getting the nodes once. As a result, their

bid prices are lower, and depend only on market price model but not the workload

at all. On the contrary, Cümülön v2’s skyline bid prices considers both market price

evolvement as well as the workload information, since it is derived from the MDP

model. In the case of RSVD-1 with 15h deadline, it starts bidding higher in very

early stages, so that execution can be spread out into the 15h time range with small

cluster sizes.

Besides, we also run Cümülön v2 against an imaginary unit-size workflow (a

workflow that takes one machine-hour to finish), and plot the suggested bid prices

as well. As expected, it becomes very close to the DBA’s decision. But it is still

slightly higher than DBA. This is because to analytically derive the DBA algorithm,

[47] made another unrealistic assumption that the market price of the spot instances

would never be higher the on-demand price. This is far from true, and Cümülön v2’s

market price model is trained with real spot price data. This is where the gap comes

from.

4.7.10 Comparing Cümülön v2 with Cümülön v1

Finally we compare Cümülön v2 with Cümülön v1. Briefly, Cümülön v1 tackles the

problem by using a combination of on-demand and spot instances. First respecting

the deadline, a baseline plan using only on-demand nodes is generated. Next, a single

batch of spot instances are acquired with identical bid prices, trying to speedup

the execution and reduce cost. It is a independent solution without any external

assumptions. While in Cümülön v2, we assume there is an external reliable storage
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service available. The fundamental difference in the system setup makes it hard to

do a fair comparison.

Now we ask: what if we run several on-demand instances and let them be the

external storage service required by Cümülön v2, what would the comparison look

like?

Here we used a longer RSVD-1 workload with reduced matrix size, and run both

system using a 10h deadline, using test set S0.02. The baseline plan of using three

on-demand nodes has a cost of $4.42. Cümülön v1 enhanced the baseline by bidding

for 64 spot nodes at bid price $0.08{h. The overall expected cost reduces to $2.96.

While for Cümülön v2, we tried using one, two and three on-demand instances for

storage, and plot the costs for compute (spot nodes) and storage (on-demand nodes)

separately. As the number of on-demand storage nodes decreases, on one hand the

stoarge cost (red part) decreases, but on the other hand writing data to it becomes

slower, leading to a longer execution time and larger cost for spot nodes.

If we only look at the modeled compute cost of Cümülön v2, especially with a

scalable storage service with minimal writing overhead, it out performs Cümülön v1

significantly. So when we happens to have a “free” HDFS on the side, or there is

a cloud provided storage service with neglegible cost ($0.04/GB/month for Amazon

S3), Cümülön v2 is a better choice. However, if there is no better choice and we
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need to use spot instance for storage, then Cümülön v1 could be better.

4.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented Cümülön v2, our second approach for supporting spot

instances in the context of Cumulon. Under the assumption of external reliable

storage, Cümülön v2 maintains a single pool of spot instances for computation, and

dynamically adjusts the pool size during execution considering the market price, time

to deadline and the amount of work left. We model the problem of making decisions

on discretized future states as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and solve it offline,

and then apply the plan dynaminically during execution. Under a positive market

signal delay, a proper bid price is needed to guard against potential high charge

brought by sudden price surge. We proposed a skyline bidding scheme based on the

MDP model that dynamically suggests the bid price to set for new spot instances

according to the MDP state during execution.

Although developed in the context of Cumulon, the models and solutions devel-

oped for spot instances are generally applicable to other scalable parallel workloads

and systems, as long as the speedup function and the cluster changing overhead

term associated with the workload are provided. We leave these generalizations to

future work. Currently Cümülön v2 only considers spot instances for computation,

even when the market price remains very high. It might be better to fall back to

on-demand instances under these cases. As future work, it would be interesting to

investigate how to extend the MDP model to use a mixture of on-demand and spot

instances.
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5

Conclusion

The increasing commoditization of computing, aided by the growing popularity of

public clouds, holds the promise to make big-data analytics accessible to more users

than ever before. However, in contrast to the relative ease of obtaining hardware

resources, most users still find it difficult to use these resources effectively. In this

these, we have presented Cumulon, an end-to-end system aimed at simplifying—from

users’ perspective—both development and deployment of large-scale, matrix-based

data analysis on public clouds. Cumulon is about providing the appropriate ab-

stractions to users: it applies the philosophy of database systems—“specify what you

want, not how to do it”—to the world of matrices, linear algebra, and cloud. As

discussed in this thesis, achieving this vision involves many challenges. Cumulon

builds on existing cloud programming platforms, but carefully avoids the limitations

of their models and dependency on specific platforms using a simple yet flexible stor-

age and execution framework, which also allows database- and HPC-style processing

to be incorporated for higher efficiency. Cumulon automatically makes cost-based

decisions on a large number of issues, from the setting of execution parameters to the

choice of clusters and bidding strategies. Cumulon also fully embraces uncertainty,
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not only for better performance modeling, but also in formulating its optimization

problem to capture users’ risk tolerance. The combination of these design choices

and techniques enables Cumulon to provide an end-to-end, user-facing solution for

running matrix-based workloads in the cloud.

5.1 Future Work

As discussed in Section 3.3, we are actively investigating online optimization in Cu-

mulon. While Cumulon alerts the user upon detecting significant deviations from

the predicted execution progress or market price, it currently relies on the user to

take further actions. We would like to make Cumulon adapt to changing markets,

recover from mispredictions, and deal with unexpected events intelligently, with less

user supervision.

Our work on Cumulon to date has mostly focused on the Cumulon backend;

we are still working on devising friendly interfaces for programming, performance

monitoring, and interactive optimization. Instead of a full-fledged language, we

envision a high-level language targeting just the domain of linear algebra, similar

in syntax to MATLAB and R. Users write matrix-based, compute-intensive parts of

their analysis in this language. These parts are embedded in a program written in a

host language (such as R) and preprocessed by Cumulon. Users specify their time,

money, and risk tolerance requirements (as well as other pertinent information such

as authentication information) in a deployment descriptor that go along with the

program. We also plan to develop a graphical user interface for Cumulon, to better

present output from the optimizer and the performance monitor, and to make input

more user-friendly.

Accurate performance prediction for arbitrary matrix computation is challenging.

Many analysis techniques are iterative, and their convergence depends on factors

ranging from data characteristics (e.g., condition numbers of matrices) to starting
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conditions (e.g., warm vs. cold). So far, Cumulon has taken a pragmatic approach—

it focuses on optimizing and costing a single or fixed number of iterations. User

need to supply the desired number of iterations, or reason with “rates” of progress

and cost of iterative programs. Better techniques for predicting convergence will be

useful, but it remains unclear whether we can bound the prediction uncertainty to

low enough levels to meet users’ risk tolerance requirements. Making the optimizer

online may be our best option.

Cumulon currently only exploits intra-job parallelism. However, there are also op-

portunities for inter-job parallelism in statistical analysis workloads [31]. It would be

nice to support both forms of parallelism. SystemML has made promising progress in

this direction [4], but we will need to extend the optimization techniques to consider

cluster provisioning and bidding strategies in this setting.

To keep up with rapid advances in big-data analysis, we must make Cumulon

an extensible and evolvable platform. Developers should be able to contribute new

computational primitives to Cumulon in a way that extends not only its functionality

but also its optimizability. While implementing a new operator may be easy, telling

Cumulon how to optimize the use of this new operator is much harder. Cumulon re-

lies on high-quality cost models that come with assessment of prediction uncertainty,

but we cannot always assume such models to be available from the start; instead,

we need techniques for automatically building reasonable “starter” models as well

as identifying and improving poor models, in order to provide meaningful risk as-

sessment for users. In general, supporting extensibility in optimizability—from cost

estimation to search algorithms—poses many challenges that have until now been

relatively less studied.
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Appendix A

Proof of the greedy algorithm in Chapter 4.4

Under the assumption of deterministic price, Tcharge|Topt case with opn1, n2, wq � 0,

the optimization problem becomes: min
°T
t�1 ntct, s.t.

°T
t�1 gpntq ¥ W . Here T �

D{Topt, ct � Chargeptq, both are given constant. Now using the greedy algorithm

of keeping incrementing nt with the t that minimizes pgpnt � 1q � gpnqq{ct, we prove

that during every step of the algorithm, the set tntu is the optimal solution for the

subproblem with W �
°T
t�1 gpntq.

For the base case of tnt � 0u for all t, the claim is clearly true. Next assume

the algorithm has arrived at set tnt ¥ 0u, t � t1, � � � , T u, and that V �
°T
t�1 ntct is

the minimal cost achievable under constraint W �
°T
t�1 gpntq. Without the loss of

generality, assume in the next step the algorithm picked n1 and incremented n1 to

n1 � 1. Now with

W 1 � gpn1 � 1q � gpn2q � � � � � gpnT q

we have new cost

V 1 � pn1 � 1qc1 � n2c2 � � � � � nT cT � V � c1
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Since n1 is picked in this step, we have for all t:

gpnt � 1q � gpntq ¤
ci
c1

pgpn1 � 1q � gpn1qq

Assume there is another choice set tn1t ¥ 0u, such that
°T
t�1 gpn

1
tq ¥ W 1. Define

∆nt � n1t � nt. We simply need to prove that
°T
t�1 n

1
tct ¥ V 1, or equivalently°T

t�1 ∆ntct ¥ c1.

Since the speedup function gpntq is concave, we have

gpnt � 1q � gpntq ¤ gpntq � gpnt � 1q

gpnt � 2q � gpnt � 1q ¤ gpnt � 1q � gpntq ¤ gpntq � gpnt � 1q

...

If ∆nt   0, by adding above inequalities together, we have

gpnt � ∆ntq � gpntq ¤ ∆nt rgpnt � 1q � gpntqs

Similarly, the same inequality are be derived when ∆nt ¥ 0. Now:

gpn1 � 1q � gpn1q ¤
Ţ

t�1

gpnt � ∆ntq � gpntq

¤
Ţ

t�1

∆nt rgpnt � 1q � gpntqs

¤
Ţ

t�1

∆nt
ci
c1

rgpn1 � 1q � gpn1qs

Since gpn1 � 1q � gpn1q ¡ 0, we have
°T
t�1 ∆ntct ¥ c1. �
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Appendix B

Spot Price Simulation Model and Validation

Disclaimer: The work in Appendix B is done primarily by our collaborator Nicholas

W.D. Jarrett, who was then a PhD student in the Department of Statistical Science

at Duke University. We include this material here for the sake of completeness.

In this section we explain in detail the spot price simulation model developed for

Cümülön v1, and then provide discussion and results on the model validation.

B.1 The Price Model

We specify the fundamental properties of the model we used to forecast spot-prices.

We provide commentary on how this model is built upon and expands existing

methodology, as well as how this impacts validation. We start with a brief liter-

ature review.

B.1.1 ‘Dynamic Resource Allocation for Spot Markets in Clouds,’ Qi Zhang et. al.
USENIX

Spot-price forecasts are obtained through modeling supply and demand. Amazon’s

auction mechanism is viewed as a (single round) continuous seal-bid uniform price
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auction with adjustable supply, implying that end-users’ optimal strategy is to bid

their honest valuation of the resource(s) under consideration. However, after ob-

serving multiple rounds of Amazon re-selling their excess capacity as spot-instances

an astute end-user could end up bidding a value other than their truthful valuation

of their requested resources. This is one of several self-admitted limitations of this

research, and is in fact suggested as a direction of future research.

Demand is modeled with a simple auto-regressive (AR) model of a fixed order with

zero mean, white-noise distributed errors. While demand is theoretically continuous,

the AR model is discrete based on a regular partitioning of the requested range

rt0, t0 � T s. Utilizing the single-round view of the auctioning system as explained

above, demand can be modeled independently at each possible bid price.

Based on a demand curve, supply can be determined through revenue optimiza-

tion from the perspective of Amazon. The revenue optimization is taken from the

perspective of a monopoly market, however this assumption has been targeted for

relaxation in future extensions of this paper. Unfortunately, the exact objective func-

tion is quite difficult to solve, being at least as difficult as NP-hard, as a result this

problem is solved approximately.

B.1.2 ‘Achieving Performance and Availability with Spot Instances,’ Michelle Maz-
zucco & Marlon Dumas IEEE

It is stated that spot prices do not appear to follow any particular law, and that the

series may have nearly zero correlation. The investigation of auto-correlation of the

price series over time is taken discretely over time, similar to the discrete AR model

for the continuous underlying demand process in the previous paper.

The proposed algorithm depends on whether or not the recent price series exhib-

ited lag l auto-correlation of sufficient magnitude so that extending the recent trend

into the future will reliably be on-target.
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• If the correlation is at least 0.4 in absolute value, then forecast prices using

regression

• Otherwise, approximate prices with a Normal distribution, and use the Normal

quantiles to inform your bid price. (Extreme value distribution)

B.1.3 ‘Statistical Modeling of Spot Instance Prices in Public Cloud Environments,’
Behman Javadi et. al. IEEE

This paper forecasts spot-prices by forecasting two time series, one for the value of

the price at a given time, and another for the length of time that each price persists

for.

Statistics on the marginal distributions of price and the length of time each price

persisted for, inter-price times, are investigated separately. The data indicate that

direct approximation with a Normal distribution may be sufficient only as a first-

order approximation, with both series showing non-zero skew and excess kurtosis

(which is inconsistent with the Normal distribution). Relatively speaking, the price

distribution is closer to Normality than the inter-price time distribution, exhibiting

less skew and excess kurtosis.

They also wrap time around a one week cycle, and demonstrate interesting day-

of-week and time-of-day trends apparent in spot-price markets. Prices exhibit time-

of-day patterns with increasing trends over the first half of each day and decreasing

trends over the second half of each day in the EU-West data center. Additionally,

day-of-week patterns generally indicate minimal prices on weekends, with prices in-

creasing as the next set of weekdays appear. Depending on the data center, the

strength of this pattern may differ and there may be a tendency for maximal prices

to be achieved on a specific day.

A mixture of of Gaussian distributions with either 2 to 4 components is used to

approximate the distribution of prices and inter-price times. The mixture parameters
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were determined via the popular Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, and

Model Based Clustering was used to assess the best model in terms of the number

of components as well as to aid in the parameter fitting procedure. Lastly, several

methods are used to assess the quality of the fit of the mixture distributions:

• Visual assessment of probability-probability ‘PP’ plots

In a PP plot, two cumulative distribution functions are plotted against one an-

other as their argument is varied from �8 to �8. Therefore, the distributions

are identical if and only if all points lie on the line which connects the points

p0, 0q and p1, 1q.

In other words a PP plot is given by the curve of points tpF pxq, Gpxqq | x P

p�8,8qq or an approximation there-of if Gpxq is taken to be the empirical

CDF of a dataset.

This is not to be confused with the popular QQ plot in which the quantiles of

two distributions are plotted against each other as the underlying percentile is

varied from 0 to 100. One obvious distinction is that the x and y variables are

not constrained to lie in r0, 1s as they would be in a PP plot. Like PP plots, the

distributions are identical if all points lie on the line which connects the points

p0, 0q and p1, 1q; however it is important to consider whether the variables

have been transformed. Usually the x-variable of a QQ plot corresponds to a

theoretical distribution and the y-variable is the empirical quantiles of a data

set.

In other words a QQ plot is the given by tpxf , ygq |
³xf
8 fpxqdx � p,

³yg
8 gpxqdx �

p, p P r0, 1su or an approximation there-of if yg is taken to be the empirical

quantiles of a dataset.

• Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the Anderson-Darling test
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Nonparametric tests of the equality of two continuous, one-dimensional distri-

butions.

The one-dimensional K-S test statistic is given by the supremum of the dif-

ference of the cumulative distribution functions. While this is generalizable

to higher dimensions, high-dimensional cumulative distribution functions can

depend on the path taken. For a trivial example, consider taking conjunction

of the cumulative distribution function of x and the survival function of y.

The Anderson-Darling test also relies on a statistic based on the cumulative

distribution function; however it is less sensitive to the issue of path choice

described above. This is because it the test statistic is given by integrating the

squared difference between the empirical CDF and the null CDF divided by

the null CDF times the null survival function. Recall that the survival function

is 1 minus the cumulative distribution function.

– Neither test is immediately equipped to validate time-series data however,

although the time-marginalized distribution of a univariate time-series

could be readily analyzed with either test, and with some care, the bivari-

ate time-marginalized distribution of price and inter-price time could be

assessed as well.

B.1.4 The Model

We model forecast spot-prices via forecasting two time-series independently given

the recent spot-price history

• A series of the magnitude of the jumps between successive spot-prices

• A series of ‘interarrivals’ which is given by the duration each price will persisted

until updating.
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For simplicity refer to the series of magnitudes between prices as dprices, and the

series of the length of time that each price persists for as itimes. The original observed

trace of the spot-price over time is given by the bivariate pair of the cumulative sum

of each of these series, starting at the current time and price pt0, p0q.

Exploratory data analysis indicated that itimes and dprices are not strongly de-

pendent on one-another, and thus we forecast them independently given the recent

history of market prices. As a result, we can combine the non-parametric density

estimates of dprices and itimes with inverse transform sampling to forecast each time-

series and then recombine to obtain forecasts on the time domain of the observed

spot-price series. If these independence relationships did not hold, inverse transform

sampling would be less attractive as it would require higher dimensional integrals

which would be significantly more difficult to work out.

Validating evidence is presented for both series independently, as well as for the

forecasts of spot-price given by the cumulative sum of the bivariate pair of time

series to further lend weight to the assertion that modeling dprices and itimes as

conditionally independent is sufficient to produce useful forecasts of spot-price.

Both dprices and itimes are forecast into the future using densities which are

approximated non-parametrically with kernel methods, and where the data is given

by the recent history of spot-prices wrapped around a 1 week cycle starting on

Monday 12:00:00AM and ending on Sunday 11:59:50PM. More specifically, we chose

to work with the Epanechnikov kernel for several reasons.

• The Epanechnikov kernel is optimal in a mean squared error sense.

• The Epanechnikov kernel is bounded, so we will have zero probability of sam-

pling radical price changes and time intervals.

• The Epanechnikov can be easier to integrate than many other popular choices

which might rely on non-trivial normalizing constants. For example, consider
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the standard Epanechnikov kernel (bandwidth=1)
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Recall that the kernel density estimate of an unknown density f is given by
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Where h indicates the bandwidth, and generally should be chosen depending
on the granularity of the data. Small values of h are theoretically good to
obtain high accuracy estimates of the density being studied, however in a finite
sample, small values of h can lead to excessive bumpiness of the estimated
density. Sampling from the kernel density estimate approaches sampling from
the observed data with replacement (i.e. bootstrapping) as hÑ 0�.
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Equation (B.2) implies that F̂ px�q can be efficiently computed in closed form

and without complex normalizing constants. Note for example that whenever

|x� � xi| ¡ h, then K
�
x��xi
h

	
is either 0 or h depending upon whether or not

x�   xi.
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For inverse transform sampling, we still need to invert F̂ px�q. This can be easily

achieved via numerical approximation, however we can find local inverses exactly by

capitalizing on the fact that F̂ px�q is locally a cubic polynomial in x� when we are

on the observed support modulo the bandwidth. The definition of ‘locally’ here is

the set of x� for which ti|x� � h ¤ xi ¤ x� � hu remains unchanged. On this set,

the contribution of each xi is a fixed equation in x�, and in specific each xi ¡ x�� h

contributes 1{n to F̂ px�q, each xi   x� � h contributes 0, and the contribution for

all other xi is a fixed cubic polynomial as discussed above. Since F̂ px�q is globally

monotone increasing, this procedure yields the correct inverse on the interval from

rF̂ px�0q, F̂ px
�
1qs where x�0 , x

�
1 are respectively the minimum and maximum of the local

set of x�.

The convergence of f̂ Ñ f , and in general the consistency of kernel density

estimators often depends on an infinite sequence of bandwidths which tends towards

zero as more data is collected, however the convergence to zero of the bandwidth

should generally be slower than the rate at which data is collected in that nh Ñ

8. There are many papers and guidelines for optimal bandwidth selection, for an

introduction see, ‘Bandwidth selection for kernel distribution function estimation,’

Altman and Leger (Journal of Statistical Planning and Inference).

To summarize, our method to draw simulations of forecasts of the spot-

price is given by

1. Starting at the initial time and price pt0, p0q, and then for each subsequent

current time and price ptc, pcq

2. Draw u1, u2 � Uniformr0, 1s

3. Draw the next element of dprices and itimes by computing F̂�1
dpricespu1q and

F̂�1
itimespu2q via on numerical approximation or exact local inverse based on cubic

polynomials on the ‘local’ set corresponding to u1 and u2 respectively.
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Table B.1: Summary Statistics of Time-Marginalized Series.

Min Max IQR Median Mean Skew Ex. Kurtosis

dprices -4.83 4.96 0.004 � 0 0.001 0.01 44.4
itimes 137(s) 24.16(h) 9.78(m) 5.82(m) 58.9(m) 5.33 28.3

Where F̂dprices and F̂itimes are the estimated cumulative distribution functions of

the magnitude between tc and the next future price, and the length of time that

price will persist for estimated based on the historical data wrapped around a

one week cycle.

4. Repeat Steps 2-3 until the sum of itimes is at least T

5. Take the cumulative sum of the time series of ordered pairs (itimes,dprices)

starting from the current time and current price pt0, p0q to obtain one forecast

trace of spot-price.

See Table B.1 for information on basic statistics of the time-marginalized set of

observations in dprices and itimes. These are theoretically important for validation

since the limiting distribution of the fitted time-series model should roughly match

these empirical quantities. These statistics are based on about 9000 sequential price

updates, and sample size will impact the distribution of these quantities, with most

simply increasing in accuracy as sample sizes increase; however for quantities like the

minimum and maximum, their location will become more extreme as sample sizes

increase in that their expectations will polarize to the ends of the support of the

‘true’ distribution of the data. Note that the due to the wide range of itimes, we

vary the units for different quantities so they can be more readily interpreted (e.g.

exactly how long is 100000 seconds).

B.1.5 Comparisons with Extant Forecasting Methods

Our use of non-parametric density estimation to dynamically change the distribu-

tion of the innovations of sequential elements of dprices and itimes gives us some
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similarity with the prediction procedure from Section B.1.2 in that our forecasting

can automatically transition between forecasting which resembles regression based

on time-varying varying parameters, and forecasting based on underlying white noise

processes.

Additionally, the paper from Section B.1.2 cites potential issues in their approach

with matching the shape and tail of the distribution, although they state that the

Normal approximation is generally sufficient (specifically for price prediction). This

interesting structure is identifiable by our proposed non-parametric approach, at the

cost of needing to search a significantly larger model space to attain a high accuracy

density.

There are some important similarities and differences between our approach and

those directly based on AR models, such as the model referenced in Section B.1.1.

• The non-parametric model proposed leads to trajectories which never diverge

from the range of prices actually observed in the training data. Depending

on the values of the auto-regressive parameters, AR series can also have a

strong tendency to return to a ‘mean’ value. Such parameter combinations

are ideal for the spot-price series, since it is characterized by rapid return to

‘standard’ market prices after short bursts of volatility. Graphs supporting

this characterization of the spot-price series are given later as we investigate

the dprices series.

– For a trivial example consider the AR(1) series which starts at 0, and is

innovated by Np0, 1q at each time-step.

At time T , the distribution of the value of this series is given by Np0, p1�

φ2Tφ2q{p1� φ2qq and limits to Np0, 1{p1� φ2qq as T Ñ 8 when the auto-

regressive parameter φ is less than 1 in absolute value. Note that the

variance is finite arbitrarily far into the future.
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If the series is known to be at value v at time t, then at time T the distribu-

tion of the value of the series is given by NpvφT�t, p1�φ2pT�tqφ2q{p1�φ2qq

which again limits to Np0, 1{p1�φ2qq as T Ñ 8 providing that the auto-

regressive parameter φ is less than 1 in absolute value.

• In an AR model, a one-time shock generally always effects the future values of

the series infinitely into far the future, whereas this behavior does not necessar-

ily manifest for our non-parametric approach, due to the wrapped distribution

over time.

– This behavior can also be seen in the simple example given above, where

knowledge that the value of the series is v at time t implies that all future

values will be greater in expectation by vφT�t for T ¥ t compared with

the case where the series is known to be 0 at time t.

• Both approaches can make use of the immediate price history

– However our approach down-weights the previous prices if they occurred

far back in time. This is a real concern since the itimes distribution is

heavy tailed, with sometimes an entire day going by without the price

updating.

This type of down-weighting similarly happens with large price differences,

where for example a large positive price spike is likely to be followed by

a large negative price spike, and not the fine-tuning which is typically

observed at low and medium price levels. This characterizes exactly how

the non-parametric approach is able to capture regression towards the

mean, which AR models also capture. The difference is that this is a

feature which is built into an AR model providing that it is parameter

constrained, whereas the non-parametric model has to learn this feature
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of the series.

– Our approach also combines the immediately recent prices with those

observed at the same time the week before.

In regards to the paper summarized in Section B.1.3, there are several similarities

originating from their use of mixture modeling, and wrapping data along a one-week

cycle.

• The observed prices are wrapped around a one-week cycle, and analyzed for

time-of-day and day-of-week trends. Such patterns are discoverable within

the non-parametric framework we have proposed, where data points which are

nearby the current time (wrapped distribution - modulo 1 week) and price com-

bination will add weight in the kernel density estimates for the next innovation

of the spot-price series.

– In specific, they divide each 24 hour period is split into 8 3-hour periods.

This granularity was chosen due to the fact that that the minimum itime

in most data centers was about 1 hour - however the minimum itime for

our data is around 5 minutes. This is not inconsistent with their findings,

since they show that starting in mid-July, activity in the spot-price market

dramatically increased, and state that for the US-East data center, this

transition occurred in August 2010, which predates our data.

– For example, in the EU-West data center, prices exhibit time-of-day pat-

terns with increasing trends over the first half of each day and decreasing

trends over the second half of each day. Furthermore, it is shown that

prices exhibit day-of-week patterns which may vary by data center. For

EU-West, prices tend to decrease on weekends; however for other data

centers maximal prices have been observed on Tuesdays with minimal
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prices on Saturdays and increasing prices on Sundays. Furthermore, the

authors state that these patterns are more significant in US-East, which

is the data center we are currently working in.

• Spot-price and itimes are modeled using a mixtures of Gaussians whose pa-

rameters and number of components are identified using EM and MBC (model

based clustering). There is no specific mention of cross-correlation functions,

Based on this it would seem that the price series and the inter-price times series

are forecast independently, much like they are in our proposed approach.

There is a minor amount of ambiguity with respect to the exact nature of model

calibration and forecasting. For example, the variable h appears to be used before

instantiation in line 9 of Algorithm 1 for model calibration. Despite the day-of-week

and time-of-day trends which are observed in the earlier sections of the paper, the

mechanism by which the mixture of Gaussian distributions captures these trends is

unclear. If these are not explicitly forecast, then this could be a potential strength

of our proposed approach.

However, the model calibration section appears to take into account that the

weights on the components of the Gaussian mixture model may change across months,

which represents a relative strength of their proposed method. Since their analysis

is performed on about one year worth of data, parameters within components of

the normal distributions within the Gaussian distributions are likely shared across

months, with only the weights of these distributions varying dynamically.

This information sharing is central to why we did not extend our non-parametric

approach to a month-of-year scale since we would need to go back a full year to gain

another single observation of the spot-price behavior in a given one month period;

however we could certainly take into account somewhat higher order trends without

spreading the data too thin.
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B.2 General Comments, A Path to Validation

In order to validate the spot price model, we would like to show that the density

we discover for evolving prices forward through time is both a close match to both

the training data, and to the observed market states in the immediate future. To

evaluate the second point, the training data was split into two sets - one to train the

distribution to use in the validation procedure and one test the distribution against.

This is to simulate the fact that in a real-life situation the historical price data would

be leveraged to generate predictions of the behavior over the next few hours to days

- depending on the volume of the workload.

Furthermore, we will ward against model misspecification by providing evidence

that the assumptions made throughout the modeling are well-grounded, since the

appropriateness of these assumptions underly whether or not the ‘true’ model is

even under consideration - beyond the type I and type II errors commonly assessed

by statistical testing.

We will provide evidence that sub-groups of aspects of the modeling are valid

based on conditional independence relationships implied by the aforementioned fun-

damental modeling assumptions, and lastly provide some general evidence that the

complete model sufficiently reconstructs and predicts price traces.

B.3 Independence of dprices and itimes

Recall from Section B.1.4 that dprices refers to the differenced price series, and itimes

refers to the differenced series of times at which prices updated.

From a purely theoretical perspective, the magnitude of price jumps and the

length of time said prices persist for are at minimum weakly dependent on one

another. Empirically however, the dependence between these two series is very weak

over the time horizons typically encountered in the completion of real workloads on
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Figure B.1: Simulation Experiment of Correlation Between dprices and itimes,
demonstrating that the observed correlation is not statistically significant from zero.

an individual basis.

If the two random variables are truly independent, they theoretically have 0

correlation, however in any finite sample some correlation will be observed, with

random sign and stochastically decreasing absolute value as sample size increases.

The exact distribution of the correlation coefficient based on this sample size of

dprice and itime depends on their respective distributions, which are unfortunately

unknown. However we can bootstrap from these observations in an attempt to

break time dependence between the series, should it exist, and obtain a reference

distribution for the correlation coefficient in the flavor of Monte Carlo experiment.

Proceeding with this strategy, we obtain the graph found in Figure B.1, which shows

that it is not unreasonable that the correlation could truly be zero over this time

horizon (�10 months) with respect to its depicted reference distribution. This implies

that it is plausible that dprice and itime could be independent, but further testing

would need to be done to truly verify that proposition.

In general proving that two time series are independent can be quite involved
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Figure B.2: Scatter Plot of dprices Against itimes, demonstrating that there is no
obvious non-linear pattern between inter-arrival times and price jumps.

depending intricately upon the nature of both processes. Before getting caught up

in these details, we explore the first order relationships graphically. The issue is that

dependent random variables can exhibit zero correlation when there is a non-linear

relationship between the two variables which averages out to zero linear relationship.

Note that there is not significant asymmetry or otherwise obvious non-linear

pattern in the inter-arrival time distribution given the magnitude of the current

price jump in Figure B.2, lending weight to the proposition that dependence is weak

if it exists. It is true that very large inter-arrival times are only empirically observed

for small price magnitudes, however it not clear from this data whether or not this

is simply due to the fact that the vast majority of price jumps are small, as are

the vast majority of inter-arrival times - that is to say that this observed pattern is

also at least partially an artifact of finite sampling. Since many of the points are
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Figure B.3: Hexagonal Binning of itimes Against dprices, demonstrating that the
vast majority of observations occur with both dprice and itime near zero. It is
plausible that the wide range of itimes observed for dprice near 0 is caused by over-
sampling and not a fundamental change in its distribution (and vice versa).

overlapping in the above scatter plot, a hexagonally binned version is also included

in Figure B.3 to better depict the point density, however the exact values are not

observable in the hexagonally binned version.

One might be tempted towards the idea that small price jumps have a different

relationship with inter-arrival times than large price jumps, however similar simula-

tion studies have similarly indicated that this is also not the case - or minimally that

with this volume of data, the relationship is not very strong.

Further investigation of possible lagged dependencies yields similar findings as is

shown in Figure B.4.

What complicates this in the case of time series, is that it is not sufficient to

show that the conditional distribution of one series is unaffected by knowledge of the

current position of the other series, but also for any combinations of observations
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Figure B.4: Lagged Scatter Plots of itimes Against dprices

over time. This sheds light on why rigorously testing for independence of time series

of unknown form is complicated, and why it ultimately rests on some fundamental

assumptions which must be made about the series in question. Fortunately, many of

these assumptions are not unreasonable for the market setting, at least over a short

time-horizon. For example, while it is known that covariance structures which moti-

vate changes in many pricing markets are dynamic over time, many fixed covariance

structure models still see use in finance to great positive economic benefit of their
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end users. This is possible for a variety of reasons, but it is not uncommon that the

covariance structures simply do not change quickly enough to out-date the utility of

the model predictions on the time-scale of financial instrument trading. This is part

of the reason why such models based on fixed covariances in finance often need to

be re-fit periodically to remain relevant, and also why markets don’t simply reach

steady states; in essence, the target of the random process is always changing. For

further reading on testing for dependence of two streams of time-series data in the

case where they can both be modeled as covariance stationary auto-regressive mov-

ing average series, see ‘Checking the Independence of Two Covariance-Stationary

Time Series: A Univariate Resisutal Cross-Correlation Approach,’ Larry D. Haugh

(JASA vol. 71). It is noteworthy to observe that the ‘true’ model for price jump

magnitude is likely more general than the covariance-stationary ARMA models that

are assumed within this supplementary reading material.

To summarize,

• Exploratory data analysis and examination of first order dependencies do not

reveal any significant trends.

– The complexity of assumption based rigorous dependence testing for time-

series data (especially for the price magnitude series which has extremely

interesting and complex self-contained patterns), and the sparsity of paired

observations of inter-arrival times and price magnitudes which are mutu-

ally far from 0 preclude specifying the nature of dependence, should it

exist, in a way that improves the quality of reconstructions and predic-

tions of spot-instance pricing.

• Lack of dependence between inter-arrival times and the magnitude of price

jumps does not imply that the prediction problem is hopeless over shot-time
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horizons, simply that there is not very strong cross-talk between price updates

and time updates.

As mentioned in Sections B.1.3 and B.1.5, there is evidence to suggest that

there are interesting patterns which are self-contained and which can be lever-

aged to obtain realistic price reconstructions and forecasts.

B.4 Differenced Price Series

Since we forecast prices and inter-arrival times independently given the current state

of the market and the market history, in this section we focus on the series of se-

quential magnitudes of the differences between successive prices in abstraction of the

length of time they persisted for. Unless otherwise specified the x-axis counts the

order of the price jumps, and not the actual time of day etc. throughout this section.

We will return to the setting where the x-axis tracks real-time later.

As can be seen in Figure B.5, the series of price jumps is characterized by short

bursts of extreme fluctuations, however it is clear that these periods of high volatility

do not arrive with a fixed distribution over time, with quasi-cyclic patterns observ-

able. These patterns are related to the actual time elapsed in the spot-price market,

and are therefore partially obfuscated in the graph above as the axis is merely track-

ing the order in which price updates were observed, and not the actual temporal

location of the price jump.

Another obvious pattern which is apparent from Figure B.5 is that extreme price

spikes tend to occur very close in sequence after one-another. This is also evidenced

by a negative lag-1 auto-correlation in the observed series as shown in Figure B.6.

This auto-correlation plot also supports the theory of quasi-cyclic patterns, as the

values oscillate as they approach 0. The period of this oscillation is not strictly

constant, appearing to be on the order of about 17 time-steps or so. Figure B.7
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Figure B.5: Excerpt of dprices Series. Note that the x-axis only counts the order
in which price updates were observed, and not their true temporal location.

demonstrates that this feature of the data is also captured by our proposed method

as the simulated series exhibited negative lag-1 auto-correlation with high probability.

The time-marginalized simulations also show a good approximation to the ob-

served time-marginalized distribution, as can be seen in Figure B.8. Minor differences

can be identified, especially in the tails; however the histograms are astonishingly

similar to each other. Furthermore, the simulations match the observed data series

in terms of the time-marginalized summary statistics included in Table B.1. Since

not all variables share similar ranges, they are plotted with different vertical ranges

in Figure B.9. The important thing to note from these plots, is that the high density

region (darker squares) occur at the same locations at the observed statistics (red

points). The exception to this is of course the negative minimum, and the maximum

price jump which are located at the respective extremes of the simulated minimum

and maximum distributions. This is natural since the simulations are based on sig-
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Figure B.6: Auto-correlation of the Observed dprices Series. Note the statisti-
cally significant negative correlation in successive prices jumps. Another interesting
feature is that the correlations oscillate as they approach zero with increasing lag.

nificantly less time than the length of time the training data was collected for.

B.5 Inter-Price Times Series

As with the previous section, unless otherwise specified the x-axis counts the order

of the price jumps, and not the actual time of day etc. throughout this section.

The Inter-price times (itimes) series is subject to intense volatility, similar to what

we saw in the case of the dprices series. The itimes series however, ‘explodes’ on a

much more regular basis, as can be seen by comparing Figures B.5 and B.11. Another

readily observable difference, is that the itimes series is significantly more skewed

than the dprices series; this observation is also supported by the observed time-

marginalized skewness of 5.33 for the itimes series (compared to only 0.01 observed

time-marginalized skewness in the dprices series).

Investigating Figure B.12 we see that successive inter-price times are likely to

be positively related, and it is not implausible that there could be long-term pos-
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Figure B.7: Auto-correlation of Simulated dprices Series. Note that this plot is
based on 6000 simulations of a given week, and hence does not necessarily need
to match the auto-correlations observed in Figure B.6 exactly. The range r�1, 1s is
split into 11 equal pieces and colored according to the frequency at which simulations
produced auto-correlations in that range, with black representing high-density and
white representing low-density. This demonstrates that our method is able to capture
the behavior that large positive price spikes tend to be followed by large negative
price spikes, as is demonstrated by the negative first order auto-correlation.

itive linear relationships between inter-arrival times. The positive low-order auto-

correlations make intuitive sense, as there are certainly times at which the spot-

instance market is busier than others. Short inter-arrival times are likely to be

observed during a ‘busy’ period, for which it is more likely to further observe short

inter-arrival times.

Alternatively, this could also be supported by instances in the data where prices

fluctuate initially before settling back into a period of relative stability; these could

possibly be related to non-instantaneous adjustment of the market to changes in

supply on Amazon’s side. For an example of how this could occur, consider that

consumers may over-estimate the extent of a supply cut, and hence may pay prices

they would not consider reasonable under regular supply levels under the perception
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Figure B.8: Time-Marginalized Distributions of Observed and Simulated dprices
Series. Observe that the shape and location of the histograms match closely with
each other, with only minor differences observable in the tail of the distribution.

that supply is suddenly very limited. This is especially plausible when the product is

limited-time or otherwise deadline dependent. As time progresses, the true extent of

the supply cut is discovered and individuals’ valuations adjust to more realistically

match their consumption requirements.

These patterns are also captured by the simulated itimes series, as can be seen

in Figure B.13. Convergence to 0 is much slower than was the case for the dprices

series, with the range of simulated correlations decreasing by about 20% from lag-1

to lag-20. This feature of the simulated series also matches the observed pattern

of auto-correlations in Figure B.12, since excluding lag-1 and lag-2, it is not clear

that the series truly decreasing from lag-3 to lag-50. The auto-correlations of the

simulated series similarly show an initial decrease in correlation up to lag-2, followed

by relative stability through lag-20.

The time-marginalized simulations also show a good approximation to the ob-

served time-marginalized distribution, as can be seen in Figure B.14. Furthermore,
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1Figure B.9: Time-Marginalized Statistics of Observed and Simulated dprices Se-
ries. Note that the observed statistics are essentially at the peaks of the distributions
based on simulations in nearly all cases, with the obvious exception of the negative
minimum and the maximum, which are correctly located near the ends of their dis-
tributions.

the simulated series generally does a good job of matching the observed data series

in terms of the time-marginalized summary statistics included in Table B.1, as can

be seen in Figure B.15. In most columns, the high density region (darker squares)

occurs at a similar location as the observed statistics (red points), with the natural

exception of the minimum and maximum, which correctly appear at the extremes of

their distributions. The median appears to be under estimated slightly, but is still

contained within the support of the density of the medians of the simulated series.

Furthermore, note that the tail of the median distribution appears to be heavier than
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Figure B.10: Excerpts of Simulated dprices

most of the others. In fact, it is heavy enough that we cannot be 95% certain that

the simulated medians are systematically lower than the observed median.

B.6 Estimating Cost

While it is good that the model is able to match many of the observed properties

of the dprices and itimes series, ultimately it is important that the model provides

good advice for metrics which form the bottom-line for cloud users. To this effect,
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Figure B.11: Excerpt of itimes Series. Note that the x-axis only counts the order
in which price updates were observed, and not their true temporal location.

see Figure B.16 which shows how the simulated series can predict the real observed

cost with high accuracy. This is calculated based on real-time data, unlike the

immediately previous sections which analyzed the properties of sequential updates

of dprices and itimes without including the real-time information about when those

sequential updates actually occurred.
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Figure B.12: Auto-correlation of the Observed itimes Series. Quasi-cyclic patterns
are again visible, with the series oscillating as it approaches zero with increasing lag.
As opposed to dprices for which large positive spikes are followed by large negative
spikes, inter-price times are positively related with each-other over short time-scales.
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Figure B.13: Auto-correlation of Simulated dprices Series. Note that this plot is
based on 6000 simulations of a given week, and hence does not necessarily need to
match the auto-correlations observed in Figure B.12 exactly. The range r�1, 1s is
split into 25 equal pieces and colored according to the frequency at which simula-
tions produced auto-correlations in that range, with black representing high-density
and white representing low-density. Observe that low-order lags exhibit positive cor-
relation, and that higher-order lags occasionally show a greater tendency towards
positive association as well.
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Figure B.14: Time-Marginalized Distributions of Observed and Simulated itimes
Series. Observe that the shape and location of the histograms match closely with
each other, with only minor differences observable in the tail of the distribution. The
tails of the histogram are close enough so that whether the observed or simulated
distribution appears to have a heavier tail depends on the resolution at which the
histograms are viewed.
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